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The Chinese Situation Has Reached
Acute Stage of Crisis.
Yesterday a Day of Extreme Aniety, Watching and Waiting.

Riot

New York, August 15.—A mob of several hundred parsons formed at 11 o'clock
tonight in front of the home of Police-
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the highest Importace, and that it Is this
message which Is hurrying the President
hack to Washington.

PRINCE TUAN’S

BLOODY

DEEDS.

Berlin, August 15.—A despatch received

here from Tien Tsln under date of August 11, says the allies captured Ho Si
Wu after a light with troops under Gen.
Tung Fu Slang's personal command.
The (Doing enemy, It is added, were Immediately pursued In order to prevent
them from making a further stand, the
cavalry pushing southward to cut olf the
Chinese line of retreat upon Pao
Ting
Fu.
in Pekin, the despatch adds.
Prince
Tuan is having every one executed who
sympathizes with or provisions the for-

eigners,

The newspapers
of Berlin announce
that France has accepted Field Marshal
Count Von Waldersee as commander-inchief of the allied forces in China.
BETTER STAY AT HOME.
New York, August 15.—A cablegram
today from Bishop Frederick R Graves,
bishop of Shanghai and the lower Yang
Tse valley, advised the Protestant Episcopal Missionary society not to send out
a party of
missionaries from this country as contemplated,
The message was sent in answer to one
of inquiry as to whether a party of missionaries
destined for China should be
sent out.

Direct Messages Being Received
From Minister Conger.

Waitt and Bond’s

BLACKSTONE
CIGAR

Allied Armies Are JVow at ]?I a tow—Speculation

as

to Future

The

Progress.

Leading
Lendre

IOg
Washington,

August 15.—The

tension

the Chinese situation has been Intense
throughout the day for It is appreciated
by officials that the crisis has reached an
acute stage 3 which cannot be continued
many hours without bringing word of
on

momentous

import,

determining, either

for good or evil, the entire course of
has been a day of extreme
It
events.
anxiety, of watching and waiting, with
only meagre and fragmentary informathe

tion as

to

phases.

Une

military
of

and

diplomatic

the new developments

today was the statement that messages
are being received from Minister Conger,
which are not transmitted through any
of our officials in China, or through the
Chinese minister here, but directly at
the state department. The messages come
by the way of Tsl Nan. Some of them
cannot be fully deciphered and for this
reason the statement capnot be definitely made that the despatches sent by the
government to Minister Conger are re-

New York,
August 15.—Posiruaster
third one
FIFTH DAY OF MUSTEK.
General Charles Emory Smith was asked
IVUglGroJU
Alfred
road,
tonight, this time on the
marked today his opinion of the political situAugusta, August 15.—
near tne Extern railroad crossing.
the hith day of camp for the First regi- ation. He replied:
Joseph Kothler driver for the Commer- ment of Infantry, Maine volunteer militrouble
with the Republican
“The
The health of the command Is good
cial Tea company of this city, had been tia.
ssems to be the apathy everyand at the morning call not a man was campaign
to
It
seems
be almost Impossible
where.
making a tour of up-aountry towns, de- in the hospital.
An Inspection by batSuit
arouse
but It must be
to
livering goods and making collections. talions was made today by Colonel L. H. j done. Thereenthusiasm,
is danger in this indifferceived by him. So far as the messages
On ac- i
Be had about $06 of his employer's cash. Xendall and his staff officers.
The people at large must wake up
ence*
wet conditions the sham !
have been deciphered there is no|indioation
count of the
When he was nearing the railroad cross- i
and the/ must be made to realize the
battle between the_second and third bat- I
received
any inof
such a condition of that Minister Conger
a_
—r- ing two men rushed out from behind a talions was postponed until
tomorrow. grave danger
l
or uispatohes from our state
airs,1
aff
formation
s_
The
commissioned
officers i
fence and made an attack upon him.
cempaiy
11 A larger stock you might see, but
Nothing coulil be learned
lie fought them desperately, but was match was won by Lieutenant W.1 H. CL. AIM ED TO HAVE LOST HUSBAND department.
of tbs contents of the dispatches received,
Jenks of company
Portland.
The
B,
1
’twould bo hard to fiud a better
aid
a
the
of
was stated that there were
\ promptly despatched by
New York, August 15 —A Swedish or although it
company skirmish match was won by
piece of granite in the hanas of one of company M, Westbrook; company F, of Norwegian woman, about 28 years old, quite a number from Minister Conger
in any city. Every trunk
selection
g>
the oonsular officers and
hair and fair complexion, coming from
the assailants. They took passesslon of Augusta, second;
company G, of Uiddc- with tlonde
was taken In charge by the polloe at 2 Gen. Chaffee besides those which came
p end bag has been chosen by us for
and his gold watch, and left ford, third and company H, of Rockland,
his money
o'clock this morning near the wa*;er front direct.
fourth.
Wliatever tire
The
message
transmitted
through
him in an unoonsclous condition In the
She was wringing her
j merit and value.
in
Brooklyn.
his delivery wagon.
of
bottom
hands and calling for assistance. She Minister Wu was entirely deciphered in
UNDESIRABLE IMMIGRANTS.
kind you may want, you'll find
he was fonnd by
that condition
In
claimed her husband left her side on the the department.
Louis Borneo, who
Washington, August 16.—T. V.Powder- bridge promenade and jumped from the
John Murphy and
In a conversation today bstween Secrehere substantial goods at close
of
commissioner
has
reand
notified
this
ly,
Immigration,
city
brought him to
bridge Into the river because She had re- tary Boot and Baron Speck Von Sternprices.
Officers from both Blddeford turned from Canada, where he went with proved him for his loss of work and dis- berg, the German charge d’affaires, Mr.
the police.
and 8a30 were sent out on a hunt for the Assistant Secretary Taylor of the treas- sipation
She gave her name a 3 Maggie Boot
gained considerable information
of her husband as concerning the route which has yet to be
ury department to discuss with Canadian Kllgariff and that
highwaymen.
the
of
and
railroads
officials
not
but
are
the allied armies. Baron
managers
Bothler's injuries
Michael Kllgariff and said they lived in traversed bv
severe,
rHE HITTER,
unable to furnish the and steamship lines the question of un- Philadelphia.
lie was
critical.
Today the woman was Sternberg told him that Tung Chow was
desirable
immigration to the United arraigned In police court where she told a strong place and if the Chinese army
107 Middle SSI.
police with any definite description of States
So many immi- S9veral conflicting stories about her hus- should make
a stand at this point the
through Canada.
short time before the
his assailants. A
to
this
are
it difficountry band,
but they all tended to the one inernatlonal forces would lind
two
hold up
occurred
Geo. a. Coffin M’o’k.
rough looking grants thatcoming
that
the treasury conclusion that
route
the forts and walls.
her
overcome
through
husband
had
to
lost cult
seen walking on the
had
been
strangers
—--■ ..-..
Into execution stringent his life.
While it is not known what resistance
direction of the Alfred threatened to put
in
the
track
At the conferthe
plans'to 6top the Influx.
| A physician from the Brooklyn hos- may have been or will be made toBoot
road crossing.
the
railroad
and
steamin
ence
Canada,
noted the woman's case, advance at Tung Chow, Secretary
pital who had
made
authorities
a
number
of
be
not
officials
would
surprised
ship
was at the station house,
and other
she
while
CAPTAIN MURPHY KILLED.
promises and suggestions. One of those pronounced her a sufferer from hysteria to learn of a serious battle at that place.
will permit the ex- due evidently to shock.
adopted,
finally
The
do It is expected that the German force now
plans
15.—A
police
cablegram amination of all
Washington, August
Immigrants destined for not credit the story of suicide.
on
its
way to China, will land in the
was received at the war department to31 ExcimiiKe Street.
the
Canada or this country at
port of
vicinity of Bin Yu,which is directly east
MurL.
that
William
day saying
('apt.
oefore sailing,
the
The advantages of this point
shipping
Pekin.
Liverpool,
of
lint Class American and Foreign Companies
34tli U. S. Volunteer infantry (1st
WANTED TO SEE REAL THING.
In the fact that ice will not
are found
companies to refuse to bring over ali perChas. C. Adams. phy.
Borac* Andkkson.
was killed sons diseased and
S.
24tli
U.
lieutenant
infantry)
undesirable in other
and coming of
ittii
Thor. J. I.ittlk.
ipeodti
Victoria,Gol., August 15.—Arthur Tay- interfere with the going
near Tarauan yesterday.
Another plan will permit the ex- lor and
It also is said that
Capt. Murphy ways.
George Featherstone, each nine ships with supplies
is muoh
Pekin
to
amination of all immigrants arriving at
Yu
was born in Iowa and was appointed
Bin
from
the
road
under
arrest
here,
years of age, are
MAINE PENSIONS.
from that state to the military academy. Quebec or St. John’s until it is absolutethe wreck of the batter than that between Tien Tsin and
with causing
charged
are
destined
for
and the
midland terminal passenger train, half a Pekin as the ground is higher
Capt. Murphy served with his regi- ly certain that they Assistant
Washington, August 15.—The following
Secretary mile east of Independence, and trying to country more suitable for military operapensions have been granted to Maine peo- ment in the Santiago campaign and was points in Canada.
what
the
decide
will
position
ple:
wreck the Florence and
recommended for bravery at tho battle Taylor
Cripple Creek tions.
treasurv will take.
Word came early in the day to the navy
train in the yards at Independence. In
of San Juau.
ADDITIONAL.
turned
a
department that Gen.Chaffee had reached
Instance
the first
they
switch,
12U miles from Pekin. This
GREEK WARSHIP COMING HERE.
Henry D. Stone, Augusta, IS.
ARGUMENTS IN POWERS’ TRIAL.
sending the passenger engine crashing Matow, about
the
some freight cars on the siding. Two occurred Friday or Saturday, through
into
15.—The
United
New
IKCBEASHL
August
Georgetown,
Ky., August 15.—Hon. States isYork,
About $40,000 despatch from Gen Chaffee, sent through
were injured.
the
first
visit
in
receive
soon
to
passengers
Michael Ford, Togus, $12; Mel via B. John K. Hendricks spoke today for the
not
sufficiently
They Admiral Bemey, was
the history of the country from a warship worth of property was destroyed.
Rowe. Bean, $14,
locate the exact time of reachprosecution In the closing arguments of of the navy of Greece.
The second class Were detected and captured while making definite to
of
State
former Secretary
But in any event, three or
tho trial of
train
sailed from the second attempt at
wrecking. ing Matow.
cruiser Nauarchos Mlaulls
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
then and
four days have elapsed since
Powers for alleged complicity In the killexouse was that they wanted to see
Their
of
on
Greece
port
Athens)
(The
He reviewed the Plzraeus,
been time for a still further
Re-itsue, Lydia li, SteVens, Mechanic ing of Gov. Goebel.
there has
of a real big railroad wreck.
of
on the first voyage
the
17th
July
Falls, $15>,
advance toward the Imperial city. The
testimony In an effort to show that tho any Grecian war vessel across the Atlanofficials was shown In
SEKCIA L.
charges In the Indictment had been amp- tic.
The Grecian consul general In this CALLED AT STATE DEPARTMENT. feeling among
conot
were
who
the extreme circumspection shown about
by witnesses
ly
proved
said
he
N.
Botassl
D.
Mr.
Accrual July 51,
S.
expected
city,
French, Bohsplrators.
Mary
Washington, August 15 —The German all messages relating to China and it was
Mount Vernon, $8
to see the vessel drop anchor in New York
Baron Speck Von announced both at the state ana war ded’affaires,
harbor ths first fortnight in September. charge
t. h jit, !inv communication from
called at the state department
Ill E WEATHER,
When her visit to this port is concluded, Sternberg,
FIN A N C ES.
or the United States
and Mr. Adee presented him to Minister
Conger
today,
Boston
to
whence
will
vessel
the
proceed
consuls, concerning affairs in China,
New York, August 15.—The Into C. P.
Secretary Root.
she will sail for home.
It turned out that the German charge would be made public. It was explained
Boston, August 16.—Forecast: Partly
inado uo contribution to tbo
no
late advices and the call was that this was in no way due to any dehad
cloudy fair weather Thursday and Frinational RepubUens campaign fmut of
CAR ACCIDENT IN PARIS.
the public informalargely for the purpose of going over the sire to keep from
UJs year, is the statement given out at day; light to fresh southerly winds.
re(5,—A
car
accident,
as
situation
already developed Baron tion of an important character, but was
15.—Forecast for fl Paris, August
August
Washington,
today iu denial of a printed
In Injuries to thirty-five persons, Speck
Von
Sternberg arrived from based solely on the fact that the crisis
Thursday and Friday for Maine: Local sulting
Story to that effect.
occurred last evening at the Boulevard Berlin only a few dayimgo and has as- involved so many possibilities of extreme
Aa important conference on tbo finan- rains Thursday and probably Friday; des Batignolos and the Rue St. Peters- sumed charge of German interests hero. hazard to the 80 legationers in Pekin,
cial condition of the national campain light south to oast winds.
must be obTwo Count
recent
German that the greatest caution
Von
liaoke,
burg where railway lines cross.
fund was held at headquarters today.
cars, one a horse car, and one driven by oharge d'affaires, Is going to Europe un- served against disclosures which would
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
further imperil those in danger.
electrio power, collided at the Intersection til November.
Senator Hanna absolutely refused to
of the day
The top
The actual developments
Portland, Aug. 15, 1900. —The local and the horse car turned over.
discuss what occurrod.
tho
who were
consisted of the Kemey despatch heretofollowing:
was crowded with passengers
weather bureau records
WILL BE NO SECOND FIGHT.
thermome- thrown into a heap anil out In the hands
fore alluded to and one from Consul Gen8 a. m.—Barometer. 80 080;
CUBAN TEACHERS GOING AWAY.
A quarter of
New York, August 15.—There will be eral Goodnow at [Shanghai, The state do87; anil faces by broken glass.
ter, 03; dew point, 58; rel. humidity,
the
Camhrldge, Mass., August 15.—Thlsaf- direction of the wind, S; velocity of an hour elapsed before it was possible to no fight between the winner of the Shar- partmentj^declinod to make known This
horse car of key-Fitzsimmons match and James J. contents of the Goodnow despatch.
the
"*rnoon, some three hundred men Cuban the wind, 8; state of weather, cloudy.
clear the Interior of
the
for
was
field
In
thermomeas
intended.
fatalities
and
a
w'lde
cars
no
80.082;
There
were
conjecture,
boarded special electric
originally
wounded.
Jerffies,
8 p. m.—Barometer.
•‘opened
harvard square, gave several loud
and ter, 03; dew point, 01; rel. humidity, 93;
recover.
William A.Brady announced tonight that most generally accepted view being that
all of the Injured are likely to
hearty “Ylva Harvard" and then started direction of the wind, S: velocity of the Most of the victims are women and chil- Jelfries had decided to declare this match Mr. Goodnow' had advised against the
wrthe navy yard. It was the tlrsfc deleof delivering the legationers outdren. There were no Americans in the off as he did not think there would be plan
wind, 9; state of weather, cloudy.
gation to take farewell of
Cambridge,
any oredlt in defeating a man who had side of Pekin.
Maximum temperature, 07; minimum accident.
The cipher experts were busy with a
Arriving at the navy yard, the men temperature, 57; mean temperature. 03;
fought two hard battles in one week.
Parsed on board the transport lttwlins, maximum wind velocity, 17 S; precipiConsul Fowler at Che
Jeffx-ies was willing enough to tight some despatch from
DEATH OF AGED PRIEST.
where they will
The tation—24 hours, .0.
good man before September 1, but it is Foo, whioh w7as so unintelligible that it
spend the night.
Pouchkeepsle. N. Y., August 15.—Rev. claimed he realizes that should he defeat had
°f the teachers will leave Harvard toto be returned to the telegraph comWEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
| Michael G. Powers, reotor of St. Mary's Fitzsimmons or Sharkey his viotlm pany to be repeated So far as it could be
morrow.
church
in
Wappmgers would olftim that he Was out of condition.
weather Roman Catholic
The agricultural department
deciphered it appeared to repeat a mesFalls, died today from pneumonia in his
NINETEENTH MAINE REUNION.
sage sent by Minister Conger to Fowler,
bureau for yesterday, Aug. 15, taken at 8 77th
the priesthood
had
in
He
been
year.
for
telling the latter that the situation was
THE DEADLY SODA FOUNTAIN.
Vinai Haven, August 6.—The 19th p. m., meridan time, the observation
He was horn in Cork, Ireland.
53
years.
In this order:
becoming more critical at Pekin and that
«ftine regiment held its
he gave William J. Bryan a cane
28th reunion his section being given
state of In 1893
115.—The depart- the Chinese authorities were seeking to
direction of wind,
August
Temperature,
of
and
silver
one
fol16
with
The
over
60
today
set with
pieces
piece ment of state is advised
present.
by Mr. Stowe, compel the legationers to leave the city
lowing were elected officers:
of gold.
President, weatner:
at under Chinese escort.
consul general of the United States
€6
SE, p cloudy;
Browne of Bowdolnham; first vice
Boston,
degrees,
It is possible that the message which
Cape Town, under date of July 9, 1900,
President, George L. Whitmore, liow- New York, 7G degrees, SE, cldy; Phila- WORLD’S BICYCLE CHAMPIONSHIP that
one Julius Platt, an American citi- is quite long, will convey additional inuoinham; second vice president, J. C. delphia, 78 degrees, N, p. cldy; Washingthe
when its complications are
killed
5.—The
finals
of
in the zen was
a soda formation
74
by
explosion
Paris, August
‘-Paulding, Richmond*, seorofcary, Silas ton, 84 degrees, SE, clear: Albany,
contests water tank at Bqluwayo, Rhodesia, Sep- unravelled.
Adams, Wakevllle; ahaplain, F. P. degrees, BE, fcldy; Buffalo, 76 degrees, world’s ticyole championship
Mr. Stowe says that the
Parle
des tember, 1899.
With the army at Matow, It is felt that
tucker, Clinton; executive committee, J. 3W, cldy; Detroit, 72 degrees, SW, cldy; were witnessed today at the
conditions might be
The deceased Is reported to have left ooxxsider- any one of several
large crowds.
«' Brown, George S. Whitmore and 1. C.
Chicago, 70 degrees, N, cldy; St. Paul, Princes, Autell, by
Chinese officials
The
championship, two kilometres, able property and inquires whether the presented soon.
Moulding, It was voted to meet at 34 degrees, W, p cloudy; Hurop, Dakota, amateur
belief
Is
able
the
of
state
in
Dldier
of
with
to
France,
ascertain
expressed by the
concurred
Lake,
de- was won by
80
department
Blsmarpk,
78
1901.
in
aierrymeeting park, Brunswick,
degrees, N, cldy;
Yasseront of the whereabouts of Mr. Platt's relatives Chinese minister at London that there
84 de- American, second, and
antl
Jacksonville,
Parsons
of
the
E,
clear;
grees,
Major
« i'i
in the United States,
would be a speedy and sudden ohange
*eid
France, third. Time 66 2-5 seconds.
officers, were present.
grees, SE, clear.
•
i
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Yesterday.

The Maine Signal Corps took part in
the Spanish war and especially won dis-

press.]

15

RACE WAR IN NEW YORK.

Bravery

Down With Dock.

If

New York, August 15.—Mr. Manley of
the Republican national committee, will
leave tomorrow for Maine to start the
campaign there, lie said:
“I shall be gone four or live days, I
am exp3cted to get things going at once
and push along things.”
He asked if It was not an easy matter
to get a campaign started in Maine.
this year as you may
‘•Not so easy
imagine. We have biennial elections and
tnere are a lot of changes. It will take
some effort this year.”

Spanish War.

Knoeked

111

Mr. Manley Coming to Maine for That

Robert
J. Thorpe, 87th street and
Uth avenue, to wreak vengeance upon the
that neighborhood because
negroes of
race had caused the policeone of their
man’s death. The negroes lied in terror
into any hiding place they could lind.
The police reserves numbering 430, were
called and they, with the regular foroe,
fought the mobs. The mob or white men
with great rapidity, raged
Won Distinction For
at which grew
through the district and negroes, regardless of age or sex were indiscriminately
San Juan.
attacked, soores being Injured, It took
the combined efforts of the reserves with
as
many more policemen on regular patrol duty to restore order. Clubs were
used until the policemen were almost
exhausted. Revolvers were emptied Into
the
air and In one or two instances tired
[SPECIAL TO THE PKESS.]
at the upper stories
of the negro teneAugusta, August 15.—Word was re- ments from which the negroes defensively
tired bricks,
paving stones and other
ceived hero' tonight that Capt. Butler missiles
That many negroes were not
Is mlraculous.'The trouble
killed
outright
aud the Maine Signal Corps have been
grew out of the death of Policeman Robert
asked to volunteer for China.
The men J, Thorpe of the West 87th street station
as the result of a murderous assault by
received the announcement with groat a
negro early Sunday in 8th avenue and
1st street. Thorpe was at tempting to arenthusiasm.
rest a negress when Arthur Harris and
The men will cheerfully rospond to another
negro attacked the policeman
with razors. He died the following day.
the call to China.

I

DIRECTORY

to

Call.

£

^

Cheerfully Respond

1900.

START UP CAMPAIGN.
Purpose.

At*f. P* LO\ KLL AIIHIS CO.. So. Portland

M' Pflftland’s

TO

16,

—Li'"”"1

two

to Volunteer.

With Enthusiasm.

hddeford Scene of

AUGUST

kilometres, Jacquelin, French,
second and
won, with Myers,
Butch,
third.
German,
Arend,
ship,

O. W. HART

Every Day
Helps.

MORNING,

PRESS.

—~—

The amateur champion of the world i0()
kilometres was won uy Bastion, France,
second
and
Pwlthenie,
Norwegian,
Plllebrund, French, third. Time, 2 68 6.
In the professional, world’s champion-
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suit

to
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BICYCLE STOCK FOR SALE
Uicjcle

MAINE,

I

_

DAILY

and a peace within the next few weeks.
On the
other hand,
Baron Speck Yon

Ste-nbeirg regards Tung Chow, midway

between Mutow and Pekin as the real
battle ground and 'Secretary Xtoot is Inclined to accept this view. Some of the
believe
that when
Japanese officials
the allies reach Tung Chow, they would
find Pekin a deserted city ahead of them,
as
it was recalled that these tactics of
withdrawal had occurred in 18(50 when
the British-French expedition
reached
Tung Chow. In the absence of all positive
information as to what the allies’
armies will do these oonjeotures from the
best posted
sources serve to show th9
various serious possibilities
forming a
part-of the present crisis. The message
of the
French minister at Pekin, M.
Pichon, to the French foreign office, was
at ilrst regarded here as identical with
the last Conger message, which the state
department has ndt made public. But
without disclosing the nature of the Co ager message, the officials made a sufficient comparison between the Pichon and
Conger messages to show that they were
not
identical in
language or general
statement. On the oontrary, It was clear
that each minister was forwarding to
ills government his own advices on the
situation and that there had not been a
consultation between
the ministers before these two despatches were forwarded. While the messages are not alike,
it is understood that they agree on considerable of the Information contained.
The arrival of President McKinley tomorrow Is looked forward to with great
interest in view
of the gravity of the
crisis.
The
Presidential party will be
here early
tomorrow morning and an
extended conference between the President, Secretary Boot, acting Secretary
Adee and others is likely to occur early
in the day. This probably
will assume
the aspect of a cabinet conference If, init is not felt desirable to hold a
deed,
The regular
special cabinet meeting.
meeting day of the cabinet Is on Fr:d ty
at which time there will be further opportunity of going over the Chinese de-

in the world.
Known

Everywhere.
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MCDOWELL,

539 Congress SC.

THE WOMAN'S OXFORD TIES
Wo tell of are at reduced prices—
reductions
fvom
moderate
If you have a doubt
former prices.
about it, buy a pair, and if our* are
not as good, or bettor, we will es-

real

teem it a

privilege

to be allowed

to

refund tbo purchase cost.
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OfWoman’u Finest IllacU
Ktd

Tan

a

nd

Lace

Oxfords, good
wearers and very stylish, arc
uoav priced at only

$1,20
and
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Missionaries

Again Con-

firmed.

Boston, August 15.—Tho Ameiican
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions today received a cablegram, dated
August 13, from Consul Fowler at Che
Foo, in which he says that a messenger
sent to Pao Ting Fu has returned and
misreports that the Presbyterian
sionaries were
killed
on
June
30,
and the Congregational and China Inland
missionaries, July 1st. The missionaries
of the American board stationed at Pao
T
Ting Fu were Bev. Horace
Pitkin,
(Mrs. Pitkin being at her home in Troy,
Ohio) Miss Mary S. Morrill and Miss
Anna A,Gould, both of Portland, Maine,
The character of the messenger sent to
Pao Ting Fu is wholly unknown -to the
officers of the board, but the message indicates that Consul Fowler
and Bev.
Henry U. Porter, D. D., credit the report,

who bay (able china here,
You’ll
praise our newest pattern in English
Porcelain when you see it. for this
LA FRANCE—A is by far the
daintiest, most artistic creation in
moderate cost dinner ware that’s
Beautiful pale
yot been produced.
pink roses on a delicate green
ground, applied with excellent taste
on
the pure whito dishes. These
dishes are especially well modeled,

BURBANK,llOUSLASS
444 Middle

& CO.,

Street.

Major John M.Gouldof this city,yesterday morning recoiled news of the receipt of
tho cablegram here reported, through the
American Board people in Boston.
He arejexpectod to know everything and bo ready
doas not fully oredit the truth of it, but to give good advice to their customers every

TRAVELLING MEN

calls attention to the fact that tho dates
hare given do not agree with any previous
reports of the murder of tho missionaries
at Pao

Ting

Fu.

CHAFFEE REPORTS

time they call.
Try BENSON’S CHARCOAL
for kindling and you’ll want to tell everyone
you meet how much better It Is than wood.
BIG BAGS 10c,

(TALK

AT MATOW.

Washing bon, August 15.—The navy department early this morning made public
a despatch
from Admiral Remey announcing the arrival of General Chaffee
at Matow, the next town of Importance

after Ho Si Wu, which the Americans oc- !
the
cupied with slight opposition on
The text of the despatch
ninth instant.
is as follows:

AT ALL GROCERS.
No. 272.)

EYES NOT ALIKE.
Only about one person in ten lias
Sometimes
eyes that are just alike.
one Is far sighted and the other is
near

sighted.

Sometimes

Taku, August 12, 1900.

one Is perfect and the
other very defective.
Sometimes one is just a little weaker than the other, sometimes a great
deal.
Such eyes cannot be fitted

“Remey.”

with ready-made spectacles, for In all
ready-made glasses the lenses are of
If you find a pair
the same power.
that seem to fit you, it Is really help-

an
“Just received
undated despatch
from Chaffee, Matow yesterday. Opposi
tion of no consequence yet, terrible heat,
Please inform
many men prostrated.
secretary of war.

It will be seen from this message that
the date of General Chaffee’s arrival at
Matow is uncertain.
It is taken at the
that Matow
navy department to mean
was ocoupled on the previous
day, the
11th, and that the opposition was slight
both on the road and in taking the town.
miles by road
Matow is about twelve
from Ho Si Fu, and the road,' as
indicated on the war department map, is of
the worst possible character.
PRESIDENT HURRYING TO

WASH-

INGTON.

Washington, August 15.—The President
and Mrs.McKinley, Secretaries Cortelyou
are
and Dr. Iiixey
expected back in
Washington tomorrow morning at T.bO
The opinion prevails
o'clock.
among
members of the administration that the
Minister
from
received
yesterday
despatch
Conger at Pekin contained intelligence of

ing only the best eye. The eye which
needs help most is left to get worse.
I place the two eyes under equal c onditions. I see that they work in harand that they mutually assist
each other. My object Is to plaoe the
eyes in a condition that will allow
them to work naturally and without
mony

strain.

A. M.

WENTWORTH,

Practical
540 l-'4

Optician,

Congress St.

Office Hours,- -S„":

JS

Allies Have Reached Imperial City.

to appoint
peror William’s proposal
Field Marshal Count Von Walderseo to
the command of the allied forces, but
the Czar has not the slightest intention
of receding from
bis political
programme, tlie fundamental principal of
which is a complete understanding with
France and tlie other powers, the pursuance of no selfish aims and striving only
for the restoration of order and the best
relations with China.

TO
Chinese

ALL FOR BRYAN
Antis Are

MEET~ALLIES.

[Official* Will

ley.

to

Undertake

Against

McKin-

Deliver Ministers.

Washington, August 15.—The

So

Shanghai Correspondent Wires.

Adds That Chinese Officials Confirm Statement.

News Not Given Entire
Credence.

Ministers

May

Be Delivered Cut-

side Pekin.

on some
Chow and agree with them
of the
safe conduct
measures for the
members of the foreign legations in the
this
effect
was
to
Information
capital.
received here today.
It is not at all unlikely that the meeting already has taken place if General
Chaffee has pushed on to Tung Chow.
The suggestion was marie tonight that
this proposal of the Pekin government
may be an important feature of the Conofficials of the
ger despatch whioh the
state department declined to give out for
publication as well as of despatches received in European countries and which
the governments are keeping seoret. Gen.
Chaffee has been informed of the contents
of the latesc Conger message so that he is
It is not
in possession of all the facts.
known definitely who the Chinese official
but
that is to meet the envoys will be,
the name of Prince Cbing has been suggested. He is a well known pro-foreigner
and has been largely Instrumental In defending the legutioners in their days of
peril in Pekin, and has commanded a
Ini»or« nnvtlnn nf tho irnnttrln.l

NEW GOV’T FOR
Foreigner!

l'o Be Handed

lies nt Point "Vet To Be

nrTliV.

to

Kaplan,

PERUNA

ICURESCATARftH
8 OF STOMACH, BOWELS, KIDNEYS

P

AND FEMALE ORGANS.

Liberty Congress.

Boothbay;

Millville,

Roc kport, Me,; Henry S. Little,
bec.
TO

AMEND GOEBEL

Kenne-

LAwT"~

Frankfort, Ky., August 15.—Governor
Beckham this afternoon issued a proclamation convening the general assembly
In extra session August 28.
The only
subject to be considered Is the modification or amendment of the Goebel election
1 law.

are

told

there

Is

peace in the

Philippines and our 60,000 soldiers are
dutv. The
merely performing police

Philippines
Jbe

are
President has
said the
ours
and there; will
no abatement
of our rights
and no scuttle
policy.
This seems to indicate that we have en-

H Devoted And Who
Soldiers

Wants

Convicted

of

MI*jC! ell an

STILL HOLDING OUT.

HIS ADVICE.

River Is Safe After
Garrison at Eland’s
All.

American

Piracy.

Luzon.
It was translated from Spanish under
the direction of Captain John M. Taylor,
of
of the 14th Infantry, who is in charge
insurgent records.
Montague R.
There is a letter from
Leverson, dated at Fort Hamilton, N.Y.,
and addressed to Senor G.
17.

1899,
July
Apacible. It says in part:
Hear Sir and Brother—Our friend, Alme
bert S. Parson of Lexington gave

an’n?cri>

**£&»£
0fL

p^

15.-A messenger
Cape Town, August
the British
Erom Col.Hore, commanding
who reached
zarrison at Elands river,
reported that the
Tuesday,
Mafeking
out when he
holding
still
-arrison was

deWashington, August 15.—The war
partment has made publio the Filipino
months
sorrespon dence, captured some
in
command
Funston’s
General
ago by

Left,
1

although

Col.

eous.

The door that Dantfc saw had
‘'
tion over it:
Despair of hope
enter here.”
When man
°f
he drains the very dregs of
^
There are certain formsdcspai
medical
which
!»
ignorance and
perstition have given the title vT?rs«.
less.
That very fact
handicaps th.
ers from such diseases
by
the courage to try to regain
particularly true of lung diseases ,lhlSli
is disease fastens on the
luues' tv. ■6°0#
sits down, makes his will -ma
.’’'tils
He wouldn’t act that
fate.
*■»
way

Ho>

rob&«* .Mrhealth*

Hore had sustained

if?11*

%
57 casualties.
a force of
Gen. Ian Hamiltcon, with
the gar
relieve
to
sent
cavalry has been

bitten by
tula or
snake.
then for

*
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>

He'df''
hil ft
butbeisuTr'.

rison.

ROBERTS CONFIRMS IT.

wfluencejgt
n?rant and a..?'

office
August 15.-The war Ko
London,
Lord
has received a despatch from
hol
was
erts announcing that Col. Hore
Cord
last
ing out at Elands river Gen.Friday.
Hamilton s
Roberts considers that
of
must now be within 40 miles

stitious,

that

IV

DcsPairofi!0^
the door

over

^

such diseases
tered upon a colonial policy. 1 always
write
name as one to whom I could
ajg
follow the President by his doings, not your
neR’ect or
the Filipino gov- cavalry
as a representative of
tul
river.
Mr. McKinley is the
antithe
by his speeches.
Elands
of
I am a member
treatment m,
ernment
end fatally
master mind in his cabinet, and nothing
which
BOERS SICK OF WAR.
league of Boston, of
Co*'
has transpired except that which he him- imperialist Boutwell is
and
sumption.
W.
president,
self has originated and he has carried George
There is a new;,
We have
Cape Town, August 15.—Commandant
Winslow is secretary.
HunGen
Erving
it through thus far without interruption.
de- Prinsloo, who surrendered to
scnption fw
published many articles and letters
here. He says
He is the one person
of div
responsible for nouncing the piratical war carried on by ter. July BO, has arrived
doorway
weland
war
the
of
tired
what has been
done and if we are opPresident McKinley against your people. he is heartily
Ihe com'
of
0Ut
our
chief
peace.
to
the
what
has been done,
prospect
posed
fust
and General Otis and all his troops comes
He
of the
gr
words and
duty is the overthrow of the administra- are pirates upon the territory of the na- mandant added that a majority
with President
it* “u
tion. There has been put forth recently
were
“disgusted
Boers
the
in
are
not
poOur presidents
tives.
who enter here.”
a statement of the conditions
What!
that would
Our presidents are not
sitions of kings.
hope for the sufTerer with the J?. *
be required of the people of Cuba if they
G. Stowe, the United States
in the least authorized to make war withcough, flushed face, burdened
become independent.
They are to have out the consent of Congress as McKinley consul general, has returned here. Only
atand emaciated body? The
no
power^to declare without the consent is doing and all persons compromised in ten Boers were in the party which
recoin*
"
the
of
remainder
The
of the United {States. The United States
yes
Ninety-eight out of every
tacked his train.
this war are pirates
of
cases in which Dr. Pierce’s
foreigners.
is to have veto power over Cuban legiswas
composed
Golden
“I should like to suggest a plan to you. commando
the
Discovery has been used have bets
majority of the
Stowe says
lation; the United States is to have a cer- It is this, you should seize some official Mr.
cured.
Golden
tain
mantly
well dclined supervision over the
a cessation of hostilities
desire
Boers
Medical
the
United
of
of rank in the Service
cry" positively cures weak humb
Cuban treasury; the United States is to
States and then inform the foreign conchilis, obstinate lingering cough blew;11'
retain
for a
GROVE
period of years, if not in- suls that he was to be brought before a
MARTHA’S
AT
of the lungs and kindred ailments*?
definitely, the fortifications which com- council of war to see that it is legal.
if neglected, find a fatal
mand the port of Havana.
How do these
ending in consT'
would be shown by conducting
“Piracy
It contains no alcohol,
tion.
with the
provisions accord
promises a war in violation of the usages of civilBible—
whisb'
the
o»»
Lecture
Dr. Abbott'^
stimulant.
other
made to the neople of Cuba f
ized war and the proof would consist in
Navy.
American
on
“The troubles in China have been agTalk
"Your
medicine
is
the
best
I
havecy„t.u
the fact of the consent to killing defencewrites Mis. Jennie Dingmanof
gravated and the missionaries and am- less
VanW?,’
prisoners and non-com battants, men,
kaska Co., Mich.
I.ast spring i
bassadors of the various governments
blood, and
women and children in cold
so had I had to he in
TO THE PRESS.]
got
cough;
bed
of
have been
[SPECIAL
all 'hoi?the
v
policy
put in peril by
in robbery by officers and soldiers from
Mv husband thought I had
c-ousunmfo.
the United States.
15.—llr. Abbott gave
wanted me to get a doctor, but I
non-com battants.
August
Fryeburg,
told
h|»i(
“How is the overthrow of the adminwas consumption thev could not
more
J
“If I were not an old man, of
hdn
the concluding lecture this afternoon ; the
istration to be acoomDll8hedP’, concluded
thought we would try I)r. Pierce'sGoldoni*
than 09 years, I would willingly aid you
have dealt with the Bible,
cal in cowry and before I had
Mr. Bout well.
taken omW
I also suggest that previous ones
in your just defense.
the cough stopped and I have since
In my youth, I had no disguises. I
historical
an
had m2
the Filipino congress address the people viewed as literature, as
of its returning.’*
turned
aside and laft the Democratic
and
of the United States.
as the revelation of the law
work,
Dr. Pierce’s Pellets are the
party when it surrendered to slavery. In
“I shall not give you' the heads of this
Today, as a sum- bowels. Use them with the best for it. '
love of God to man.
my age I leave the Republican party now
I merely point out some things
series
that it has surrendered itself to despotic appeal,
interesting
this
of
deeply
which will especially influence the peo- ming up
and tyrannical motives.(Great applause.)
For example a reference to the decla I of lectures he told his audience “Why 1
I helped create
the Republican party, ple.
ration of independence must be inserted, Believe The
Message.’*
a party at that time of justice and princibut I believe that it is also necessary for
The Book Is God’s covenant, his will to
ple and honesty. I now beliave it is a
to mention in your appeal the sugyou
I
party of injustice and despotism and
I have made above to show that us. The real vital question Is not that of
will help to destroy it. And how? There gestions
this war is piracy, using them to bring authorship of the different books, but the
is but one available means and you know
Christian feeling of the
out the want of
message
what that is
I am for Bryan,” (Trequestion of Importance Is, is thisbook
that
mendous cheering.)
The promise of the old
“You must also show that McKinley true?
is
man's
be
proved true
The committee on resolutions will rethe world should
in
states
the
United
of
the
keeps
people
The
handed over to him.
port the platform tomorrow
that he and for it has been
of the true facts,
A well attended public meeting was ignorance
th^t the time should come w hen
of the cabinet have deliberately promise
members
the
great
held tonight at Tomlinson hall, at which
be acknowledge as
lied to secure the ratification of the treaty God should
Xhe Hook
addresses
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delivered by Morelield
ot peace with Spain without the clause law giver
death
over
of
over
Seizler
sorrow,
of
Storey
Boston; Sigmund
which would have assure! the liberty of promises mastery
is
It
The promise Is kept.
Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow of
Chicago,
the Filipinos, that they deliberately lied and sin.
its message
Cincinnati and Capt. Patrick OT’errall
C can tell whether the floor is >
advised God’s book and I believe
when they sail that
Agoncillo
American
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of Washington.
The reading of a letter
Mr Tribou’s lecture on
to tight and that a
telegram
almost as soon as she be-1
a
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from Bourke (Jockran brougnt forth tre- A^uinaldo
large
by
the opposite was intercepted The navy was attanded
mendous round of applause, Mr. Cockran stating
speaker being
to mix the
se- he was an entertaining
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V
war was advised from Washington to
wrote in part^as follows:
lnexhausta bio store of
possessed of an
cure the passage of the treaty.
> need of
into
It cannot b8 denied that
while Antiand
many
giving
anecdote
the
bright
insist
to
“Do not fail
upon
his
from
I Imperialists unanimously approve Mr.
derived
her long and close
incidents
atrocities before mentioned, and especial- valuable
Ttta views <
Bryan s position on imperialism, many ly the assassination
in cold blood ot own experience in fhe navy.
gives her the
of i)
were line ones,
of them hesitate to vote for his election
lecture
the
illustrating
women and children and the slack ot the
to the Presidency because they regard bis
of ships from the € flour critic.
of non-combattants perpetrated and included all types
property
distrust
The
with
views upon other questions
picto the Oregon.'*
Think of the numberless!
by officers and soldiers, especially by a “Constitution
and apprehension.
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Dewey and
named Otis, who is believed to be tures of Admiral
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We cannot hope to
deal intelligently captain
from
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a
relative of the general, who not only John Philip
with cue issues of this campaign until we
MEDAL FLOUR
took no steps for the punishment of the audience.
oi
domination
liberate ourselves from the
did not even repriTonight Is the last entertainment by
but who
barrels
and passkms assassins,
the quest icns, discussions,
the Ainsworth company and many people y 28,000
mand them.
Within four years
of the last campaign,
know that it makes perfect )
have are on the grounds to see it.
“If you can prove that women
political conditions have changed de- been violated, put that also in your stateFriday the Chautauquans and friends C | brea<l, that it nourishes
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wnict
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The
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all who eat it VI
have charge l
question
change
th< Mr. Edgar A. Ivahare will
“You should offer to prove all
the people must decide now is
radically atrocities before a commission
of the party.
composec
different from that submitted to them Id
The assembly of this year has been a
the Conof three Americans named by
1SD0
Then the
election of Mr. Bryan
The programme has Inof the United States and the Fili- successful one.
would have placed the Democratic purty gress
and the
pinos, named by the Filipino Congress, cluded speakers of a high order
in complete control of the legislative as
The entire programme
best of concerts.
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and presided over by a person
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well as of the executive
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other nation chosen by the United States
Even if the people raised
"
or lecture.
I government.
—he must not be an Englishman—for no change in entertainment
Mr. Bryan to the Presidency In Ho vein
The school of methods which was held in
are all associated in the crime.
ber, the Democratic party cannot possibly they
atwas
“If the publication of any
portion of connection With the assembly,
achieve any power of legislation during
this letter will be of any service you can tended by one hundred teachers, several
| the existence of tna next Congress, and use it, but 1 think it would be more pru- of the number coming from the states of
o u r
s
without legislative sanation no change in
Ths board
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dent to keep it secret.
the standard of value,
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to
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speak
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good work was accomplished by the
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system
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political
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the noncombatants and peaceful towns,
There
is one issue which the popular
where
war woafcl
never have
been feature three years ago, by the manager
and that
verdict will settle irrevocably,
Hamlin
Itev. Ernest
now the greater of the assembly,
Is the Issue of Imperialism. If the Repub- thought of, but latere
Strangers in town can liar# tWr
and has proved a most valuable
lican party be successful Its control of the part of the inhabitants, who were friends Abbott,
jewelry storo wants supplied Iwt,
of
the United Suites have taken arms to department.
judicial, as well as of the executive and avenare the deaths of their wives
with the assurance of prompt, taelThe croquet ground has been the scene
and
legislative departments of the govern- sons.
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ligent service, and moderate pdai
ment will be absolute, and its disposition
Whether its a pretty «os**E
“He aiso speaks of the refusals of the
championship Is still claimed by Dr.
to exercise all its power for th9 enforceUnited States and Great Britain to reCarleton Kimball.
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at
Miss Ethel Osgood of Portland Is
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doubted.
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rtnd au attractive display of strict
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of
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Hits, St. Loui6. 13; Philadelphia,
8. has been recovered.
pursee the same coui89 again if these
“There is some mix-up here," said the Errors, St.Louis, 3; Ph iladelphia,2. Bat- be in court tomorrow.
questions should ever occur.
Mr.
ir ebler took
quite clear, but 1 can teries. Hughey and Kobinson; Bernhard
the place of Uarl doctor, “it is not
FORMF. RLY
this
much, there was no telegram and Murphy.
Shurz on the
programme. Mr, tieizler say
and the Americans were afraid to
Cincinnati, August 15.—Cincinnati outarraigned the administration.
forge
l’.roekton, Mass., August Wone at the time when
challenged to pro- battel Brooklyn in both games today.
H. Titus of Everett
duce the document by
Aguinaldo. They Errors lost the first game. The second George
ca’Rul to the pastorate of
four-master,
at would have forged one were it not for the was
launched
called at the end or the sixth by
HenasW«“11si church in this city.
furore which existed
at tho time over agreement.
BATH,
Attendance 2200. Score:
He was born iu
Kverctt H) years.
forged letters and documents in French
15.—The four-masted
Bath, August
(First game.)
military affairs.
port, N. S’, and camo totkeSwl
schooner Maude
Palmer was launched
“1 have
01000100 0—o 1 >SJ.
Agoncillo's word for it that Cincinnati,
lie took a course at the >
this arternoon at 3.12 o’clock from the
0
0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0—3
there was no such telegram and I take Brooklyn,
seminary and
Theological
She Is the his word
|
yard of Hon. Win. Rogers.
against all others to the conHits, Cincinnati, 10; Brooklyn, 7
Erreached in Maine.
9th craft
built by Mr.
Rogers. The trary. He Is worthy of belief and 1 can- rors, Cincinnati,
4; Brooklyn, 1.
Batterlaunching was a grand success and was not say the same for President
McKinley ies. Scott and Kalioe; Weyhlng and FarMICHAEL
enjoyed by a large crowd of spectators, Otis, Long and the rest of them.
rell.
Including many from abroad. She was
“I am not afraid
New York, August 15—'H>® ^
of the United States
(Second
built for Wm. F.
Game.)
Palmer of Boston,
the National
taking proceedings against me. In fact
Cycling aSS0(W|SW
who will be the managing owner.
0 0 2 0 2 0 4
Cincinnati,
L dare
them
What I have written is
issued the following:
^
The Maude Palmer is one of the best the
Brooklyn,
2
0
0
a
0
0
y—4
truth ana they cannot refute it."
dames Michael having made
craft of her tyjie ever constructed.
The
Hits, Cincinnati, 9; Brooklyn, 6.
Dr. Leverson is about 70
Er- t«,i y ->•( t lenient with the
of
years
age
frame is of
the best Maine white oak, He was
born in London, England, and rors, Cincinnati, 0;
Brooklyn, 0. Bat the Plea mire Reach track, *"‘3%^
the planking
is live-inch hard pine, Is came to this
terien, Newton and Pelt/,; Kennedy ami Ct
ami also agreeing that tat' PWITjj
country in 1855.
square fastened, locust treenails on the
MoGuire.
race
John Nelfon will
with
outside.
At Chloago—Boston-Chicago game nott- August :.'S, Is restored to good
8he has a carrying capacity of between
4
poned by rain.
2600 and 2700 tons on 21 1-2 feet of water.
To Save Her Child
FOH WE*
ISLAND ON
The schooner complete will cost |>70,000.
NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
She is all
rigged and will be ready for
Southwest Harbor, Me,,
fit
Per.Ct. Plnoenfln
sea this week.
The vessel was christened
Island, off the 'l'"[
w®
a
IWklyn,
5(5
for
by Mrs. Maude, wife of Berthold Huber,
33
mont, has been on fire
^ 5
Pittsburg
52
Works of
president of the Iluber Press
42
fi
.658 are no inhabitants on the lsi»n
47
Philadelphia,
Taunton, Mass.
.She is a sister of Mrs.
43
.522 Is ent irely covered with a
W. F. Palmer, wife of
Chicago,
4<;
the managing
47
AWt of timber, and rnttob ot n
owner.
A
Boston,
beautitul bouquet of Dowers
45
47
.480 able
There Is no chnnoe to P .^ji
St. Louis.
was scattered over the bow when the ves41
47
and nil the wood will
ilames,
y
sel went into the water.
Cincinnati,
40
51
If is said to
440 burned off.
New York,
33
M
4oa Charles|I l. Wei h cf RortoO.
I

u£j |
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Attendance Was Somewhat

Disap-

pointing.

&

?

More

Delegates Are Ex.
pected Today.

Ex-Gov. Boutwell Says He Will

Support Bryan.

Ind., August 15.—The
Indianapolis,
session of the Liberty conflr3t day's
gress of the National anti-imperialistic
league, was somewhat disappointin g so
far as
the attendance of delegates was
concerned. About 300 accredited delegates
present and more were promised
for tomorrow. In spite of the small at
tendance the speeches of Edwin Burritt
Smith, the
chairman, and

were

temporary

George S. Boutwell, the permanent president,
brought forth much enthusiasm.
The
public meeting in the evening was
much better attended and the reading of
Bourke Ccckran’s letter was the signal
for tremendous applause. But the greatest
demonstration of the convention, so
in the afternoon, when the
far, came
venerable George S. Boutwell,
ex-governor

of

ington

of Maryland.
Gen. Beatty aroused much enthusiasm
by his remarks. “1 have been a liemrblican
for 50 years,” he said, “and I pro-

to continue a llepublican until I
I pray that God will forgive me for
in 1890. I did not
think he
would turn his back upon the
eternal
principles of the republic. If
Cleveland or
Heed
or Bryan had been
President there would have been no war
in the Philippines.no butchery of inoffensive Christian people; no deaths of brave
American
soldiers there; but our flag
would now have been hailed with acclaim
with a new republic.”
Judge Ballet of Colorado said his state
was sure to go for Bryan whatever the
action of the convention.
Edgar A', Bancroft said:
“Whenever
the
Declaration of
Independence and
the Sermon on the Mount are proclaimed
by a party as glittering generalities, then
you may know that, the party proclaiming it is in the control of Dives and the
Pharisees, The object of this Congress is
to bring us back to the principles which
gave us national life.”
Mr. Bancroft said he was still faithful
to the llepublicanism of 1860, but could
not adhere
to the Hepublican party of
l'JOO,
Gamaliel
Bradford said he had taken
a
long journey from Boston principally
to avert what
he thought would be a
great mistake—the nomination of a third
ticket.
“This election,” he said, “is not going
to be settled by the
newspapers nor by
the
nor by the capitalists,
politicians,
but by the people. Now if we are going
to defeat McKinley we must all throw
our solid support
in behalf of William
J. Bryan. (Great applause.) Then when
he sits in the Presidential chair
(which
he will), wo will have some influence
with the administration; we will be able
to say that we are with him from the
I am a strong advocate of
beginning.
the gold standard and I think he is mistaken about
the money question, but
I also
think he is thoroughly earnest
and honest and sincere.
“I want to see that kind of a'min in
the Presidential chair. Since the time
of Lincoln, I do not believe such a
speech
has been made as Mr. Bryan made here
one week ago.
1 have as much faith as
1 have in any doctrine of religion that
when the
people vote next November
they will cast an overwhelming testiin
favor
of William J.Bryan?’
mony
vote the convention
By a standing
adopted a resolution expressing symwith
Carl Kchurz in the dia'.h of
pathy
his son.

pose
die.

voting for McKinley

2

,the

Canti?!*

KMr.eJames

Massachusetts and secretary of
the treasury in t he cabinet of President
Grant, concluded his address, as permanent chairman with the declaration that
he had turned his back on the Kepubli
can party and
should support Bryan for
President.
The delegates rose in their
and tendered the ex-gov ernor an
seats
ovation
that lasted
several minutes.
Tomlinson hall was elaborately decorated
with Americin flags and with portraits
of Washington, Lincoln, Jefferson,Thomas A. Hendricks and Oliver P.
Morton.
There were two huge banners containi ng excerpts from the speeches of Abraham Lincoln and three containing part?
of the “Behold a Republic'’ perorations
to Mr. Bryan s Indianapolis speech of
Swung directly over the
acceptance.
speaker’s platform was an Immense banner with the following inscription:
“1 speak not of forcible annexations
for that cannot be thought of.
That,
by our cods of morals, would be criminal aggression.’’—William McKinley.
“Behold a
republic standing erect,
with the empires all around her bowed
beneath the weight of their ov.rn armaments—a
republic whose flag is loved
while other flags are only feared.1'—William Jennings Bryan.
George J. Mercer of Philadelphia called
the convention
to order at 11 o’clock,
presenting Edwin Burritt Smith of ChiProf. A.
cago, as temporary chairman.
H. Tolman of the university of Chicago,
read
the declaration of independence.
Rev.
Herbert S. Bigelow of Cincinnati
invoked the divine blessing on the deliberations
of the lx>dy, after which Mr.
Smith delivered his address.
After a short recess for lunch the convention met again at half
past two.
Chairman
Smith called
for short addresses
from delegates. Those who responded were Dr. W. A. CrofEut of Washington, Gen. John Beatty of Columbus,
Ohio,
Judge Moses Hallet of Denver.
[ Edgar A.Bancroft of Chicago and Gamaliel Bradford of Boston.
Dr.
Crolfut said he had long been a
PORTLAND BOY ON THE DOLPHIN llepublican, but should this year give his
Richard Hanlon, who for eight years support to Bryan. He presented to the
convention the regrets of Gen. William
was a popular liackman of this city, is Birney
and ex-Senator John B. Hendernow one of the bine clad Jackies on the son of Washington and
George L. Well-

London, August 16 —Tiie Times has
the following despatch from Shanghai
dated Tuesday.
“The Viceroy has withdrawn his opof British troops
position to the
on condition that this does not entail
the presence of other forces, but in- despatch boat Dolphin which arrived in
structions have been received from the this
port yesterday. He has been in the
British government that disembarka- service for the last three months and
tion is to await further orders. The fact was transferred from the
receiving ship
is generally known that Great Britain is Wabash a week
He was allowed
ago.
The
official
and
unhesitating.
time ashore yesterday afternoon and last
public,
official, is unanimously of the opinion evening to visit his two sisters, Mrs.
that withdrawal at this stage would be
George Bradley of Knightvillo and Mrs.
deplorable and would produce the worst John Kelley of Pleasantdale. He also
results.”
met many of his old friends. ‘‘I like the
BRITISH
life first rate,” he said last evening, ‘‘and
TRANSPORTS AT
would not leave if I could get my disSHANGHAI.
till arge today.
I hope to get on the BanLondon, August 15.—Transports with croft and
go to China to do my part for
British troops arrived in Shanghai roadthe country.”
stead Tuesday.
There
were
protests
Ihe Dolphin will remain in Portland
against the landing of the troops and according to a Shanghai cablegram de- until Monday and will go to FrenchThen she
spatched last night, Admiral Seymour man’s Bay for three weeks.
Wired to his government for instructions will go to Boston and later to Washingas to how ha should act.
The
British ton.
residents of Shanghai are indignant and
Mr.
Louis F.
Morrison and wife,
attribute the viceroy’s action to intrigues on the part of the Trench and Rus- Blanche Hall, who are with McCuIlum’s
sian consuls.
this
company
week, will be with the
‘‘Zaza
winter as they
company this
ANOTHER SECRET DESPATCH.
were last year. Later they will be trans15.—A
Washington, August
to one of Belasco’s
despatch ferred
productions.
has been received at the state department Both Mr.
and Mrs. Morrison are Portfrom Consul General Goodnow, at Shan- land
who
have
iriends.
people
many
ghai. Its contents will not he made pubMr. Charles
G. Hays, a well-known
lic as it rslates largely to questions of
lawyer of New York, is visiting trends
policy ani international affairs, and it in the city.
stated that nothing regarding such questions will be given out at present
COLLIS P. HUNTINGTON’S BODY.
TROOPS START FOR PEKIN.
New
York, August 15,—The body of
Berlin, August 15.—An official despatch Collis P. Huntington was brought here
from Taku dated August 12, announces today on a special train over
the New
that Captain Pohl commanding the Ger- York Central
railroad, reaching the
man warship ilansa a ad
at 4.85 o’clock.
Captain Heoht Grand Central station
of the German warship
Bertha, have The body now rests in the library of the
started for Pekin, with 2500 men.
It is Huntington town house, No. 2 East 57th
The
added that 160 Austrians have gone in the street.
funeral will be
strictly
same direction.
private, and will be held at eleven o'clock
Burial
will
be
in
Friday morning.
THE CZAR’S OBJECT.
Woctllawn cemetery.
St. Petersburg, August 15.—The Official Messenger declares that recognizing
LATE MARINE.
Germany’s motive, in view of the murWashington, D. C., August..—Arrived,
der of Baron Von Ketteler (German minschooners Jennie
C. May,
Kennebeo;
ister at Pekin), the Czar accepted Em*
Stella B.
—BBte——B

Day’s Session of

Agreed Upon.

the outrages.
“As it is unlikely the present governcan survive the crisis, a
ment of China
new form of government will probably
be proposed, under which China will be
governed by 10 native viceroys appointed
by the powers under a supreme head, a
European, nominated by the powers. A
arising among the 10 chosen
vacancy
rulers, the viceroys will have the right
to nominate a man tb fill the place sub
ject to the supreme head.
“The
responsibility for the government of the country under
European
will be thrown upon the
Chung are intrenching 40,000 strong at surveillance,
Chinese
viceof
the
patriotic
The allies may avoid Tung shoulders
Tung Chau
the adroute
northwest roys, with their assistants, and
Chau, pursuing the
be conducted broadiy
ministration will
from Chang Kia Wan.”
lines
suggested by the reformed imTung Chau appears to be about twelve on
Sir Hobert Hart.
under
perial customs
miles from Pekin.
can only be-governed by the
“China
A despatch to the
same paper from
The fact is now recognized by
Shanghai dated yesterday, says that the Chinese.
hand all the powers.
officials profess to be willing to
will be a part of the
“Disarmament
over the foreign ministers, their families
the orand servants, but will not permit the de- new scheme; simultaneously with
ganization of an effective police system.
parture of native Christians.
will be moved to Shan“The capital
“The Russian government,” continues
Li Hung ghai.
this telegram, “has notified
“These
proposals are now forming the
Chang of its willingness to receive M
DeGiers outside the walls of Pekin, thus subject of interchanges of notes between
and Washingavoiding the entrance of the Russian tne European chancellors
This independent action is calcu- ton and they will be found to supply the
force.
administranew
of
a
Chinese
lated to embarrass the allies
seriously. principles
Japan demands that Gen. Yung Lu shall tion.’*
meet the allies outside the city gates and
deliver the ministers and all the native
THE TEXAS 1IEJIE.
Christians
The Chinese minister in London, Sir
In Lower Huy «t Dark
Chih Chen Lofeug Lu, is quoted as say- She Anchored
Last Nlgllt.
-D
“The powers must
not press too hard
on Pekin.
If you defeat
the Chinese
The
battleship Texas came into the
soldiers it will not be possible to control
about dark last night and
the soldier. They may turn and rend the lower bay
I do not believe the legation anchored
legations,
island. She
off Chebeague
food supply will be stopped so long as the came to Casco bay from Belfast and will
Powers refrain from attacking Pekin and
engage in sub calibre practice for a day
negotiate for the surrender of the minis- or two, so it is stated. The rest of the
ters.”
North Atlantic
squadron has gone to
ENGLAND HESITATES.
Newport.

ianding

First

Al-

London, August 16.— 3.50 a, m.—“The
are reported to have reached Pekin
Monday,” says the Shanghai correspondent of the Daily Express, wiring yestering cable to the World:
day. He adds:
“Negotiations are proceeding in China
this
“Chinese official news confirms
with the commanders of the European
forces
to
statement, but without details.”
arrange conditions for handnow in Pekin to
A Paris message repeats this; but the ing over the foreigners
the
allied
army.
statement, especially as it emanates from
“The point where the transfer shall be
Shanghai, must be accepted with con- made is still In dispute, the question
siderable reserve. Other London morning being whether it shall take place inside
or outside the wall of Pekin.
pacers basing their remarks upon Wash“Immediately the safety of the foreignexwith
the
which,
despatches,
ington
Pekin is assured, Di Hung Chang
ers in
from
the
of
Shanghai, will offer
terms of settlement of the
foregoing
ception
whole
from the latest news regarding the addifficulty giving full reparation to
the powers, especially Germany, includvance are divided in
opinion, some being indemnity and exemplary punishlieving that the allies must already have ment of all the officials, hoth military
reached Pekin, and others preferring to ana civil, who have been responsible for
believe that the relief will not be accomTeleplished until the end of the we3k,
graphing from Yang Tsun, August 6, a
Daily News correspondent says:
“Sir Alfred Gaselee Slopes to keep the
enemy running and to follow his right
into Pekin.”
Ngan Ping was occupied without firing
a shot according to a
despatch to the
Daily Express from that place, dated August 11.
“It is believed,”
the message
adds,
“that Generals Tung Euh Slang Ma and

“We

CHINA.
Over

New York, August 15.—Pritchard Morgan, member of Parliament, whose close
relations with Chinese commerce have
enabled him to keep in close touch with
events in the far east, sends the follow-

allies

administration.

statement

was made tonight on reliable authority
that the Pekin government would designate some high official to meet the commanders of the allied armies at Tung

D. C. Tlllotson of Kansas, chairman
of the committee on permanent organization, reported in favor of (ieorge S.
chairman
13outwell for
permanent
Temporary Secretaries Winslow and Mize
were made permanent.
Uov. Jdoutwell was accorded a great demonstration when he took the gavel. He
said:
“I charge that the policy upon which
this administration has entered will mean
the abandonment of the principles upon
which our government was founded; that
it will change the republic into an embefore us
pire. The first of the means
for the preservation of the Union, if our
allegation is true, is the overthrow of the
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THE BROWS LIBRARY,

utltM".?10
t*o the
H'lftry

“*• •Urow"
jwwneatta

town,

saying:

Dedication

Exercises at

Clinton.

I.aaies

It seem* fitting that I
should, upon
hi*
occasion, trace briefly the lives of my
lather ami
In
mother,
whose memory tije
Drown Menu.rial
Library has been erected,
and gHc borne
expression to the deep
affection In which 1 hold their
memory.
yt,ars
aK° 11>y father,
l

hS?

n

™

odreU
Urown,

a

young

man

twenty-

afS*' °*me to this townVLaiK almost
a wilderness, took
,P*
up
*elkMl a ft,w acres of
laUia’ cleared
trees,
S? and
burned
them
ho,

Address

Presentation

of

the

Donor.

Oration by Hamilton W.

of

a

Notable

struggles and
.Success has brought its
but 1 can truly say that

satisfaction,

my pleasure in giving has been
greater
than in
accumulating, and especially is
to
i«y «itt
my native
keen lntereat you have shown
.eOdncerns
the establishment of
this
has. as I have said to some
°f
6

th8°?8°Jn

^ V.'
library
J0.?*,
glVwu.
”elPi

encouragement
indicating your appreciation

a?*i
the

of

motive and purpose of my
gift
your
ready co-operation in the work
augurs well tor its future success.
1 would not close without
oxperesslna
my obligations to Mr, John Cal»in Stevens, whose artistic skill has embodied
my
wishes in the harmonious lines and
proportions of this building, a i to
the
builder, Mr. Horace Purinton, w%o has
so faithfully carried out
the
irchHect’s
Both have given to the work
designs
more than I oould demand,
by adding to
their services a 1 personal interest
Lin the
complete success of my undertaking.
My long cherished desire and purpose

Mr.Merrill,
This

sang “Home, Sweet Home.”
ol tha most touching in-

was one

cidents of

the occasion

und struck

a

re-

sponsive chord in every heart.
The chairman then introduced
HAMILTON W.

MAI3IE,

editor of the Outlook, as a mjvker of
books, to speak of the best use of books,
Mr Mable began by saying:
“Mr. Chairman, ladles and gentlemen:
“The keynotes of this oooasion have
been
so
distinctly struck already that
all that remains formr to do is to amplithem.
The chairman put the profy
foundesb truth of today before you when
he said incidentally that life oomes first
an

and books come next. And what other
could be so fitting as this
introduction
beautiful address of
proseutation to
which we have just listened, so exquisite
in its simplicity, 69 tender and beautiful
In its affection—what
oould be more
lltting as an Interpretation of the motive

wumunly completeness,!*

Altogether she was a most attractive
brought to his home devoted
and affectionate
companionship. As rex-ards her education, she was on a
par

Mabie.

Incidents

off, put in a
of grain and built a
log house.
He needed a
As good forhelpmate.
tune would have It, there
lived not far
iaway a young woman,
seventeen years
f age, well ntted for such
a man
and
such a position.
She was
of
good ltgure, with dark eyes andcomely,
oomplextun, abounding in health and enured to
the toils of frontier life.
‘Tier air, her smile, her motion told
cron

or

“ii™”'1
oomnetlttQjis,
own

MR.

W. W. DKOWN.
Jltlssens of my Native
Town.
and Gentlemen:-

pleasure In its

person and

Occa-

sion.

4

the Brown Memorial Library was dedicated to the perprfsttl nm of that town with exercises
that sot only passed qH most pleasantly,
bet are also of great interest to all lovers

yesterday

T

lllg,

My earliest recollection of my life bera
dates buck seventy-five years, Tfien there
Mr. William W. Brown of this city was
were only seven families besides our own
Clinton many years
Com 1b the town of
In this neighborhood
Mr, Joel Deonard
In life to begin and Mr James Hunter had farms a short
there
left
11s
early
ago,
distance
the
distinction
of
unusual
and
up
river,
a business carver
adjoining our
aad «i0Ce*H; but he 1ms never ceased to
bjw hi* native town, and he has now
stows that love by a magnificent gift, 1

npmjgiag

a

eost of fully twenty thou-

aod dollars
Tbs pleasure of the people of the town
va« shown yesterday by the large attendaooe at the exercises and. the cordial
rwrptlon or Mr.Brown by his old townsB»n.

The *®ercl«e»
began at Clinton town
Mr. H. J. Brown
a. m.t
bail at HI 90
d Berlin SlUls, N. H., ton of the donor
presiding. After a rew words by way of
psceful Introduction, the chairman pre
elded Kev, A. 11. Hansoom of Clinton,
who offered prayer.
Dr. A. A. Shaw of Clinton, then spoke
as

follows;

1)K. A. A. SHAW.
Mr. Chairman, Indies and Gentlemen:
1b the name of the town of Clinton,
*sd by the authority of the committee
who hare had the arrange nent of these
exercises, I bill you one and all a hearty
tricorne.
it U especially gratifying to the people
d thi* town to see so many or the old
ridienti back at this time, and to know
that they have left their various occupation* and rlddan over hills and through
be
that
they
might
nig*
and
in
contribute
ehere,
/?j*n t
of
our
reto this
WBe way
day
ng.
T^day marks a new' era In our
iJuBtory as a town. We look with a Just
bride upon Its natural advantages, ami
the record of Its glorious past. Situated
uwe are, between the Sebastlcook am
our ey<
Eeam-t#*e rivers, as we cast
towards the happy land of Canaan, w<
that
for
of
well
cultibelieve
soli,
lertllity
vated farms and well kept farm-houses,
for Industry, thrift and prosperity among
the people, Clinton cannot be outclassed
—

ject

v

farm

■.-

—--

111

'■
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M?SOenWLAN»X>CJS.

MiSCELIv^JEOUS.
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GOOD

MEATS
what every housekeeper wants.
economical buyer insists on low prices.
arc

At
It

the

same

time

thf

is easy to got goo<

moats at some stores and

LGW FRIGES
others, but it is not often that you can get both at the sanv
Quick service, low prices and the host of meats await tk:
economical buyer at our store.
at

store.

There were two occupations, thos9 of
business ana those of life.
There were
also the wages of work and the wages of
life.
To have
the wages of money and to
be denied
the wages of life—respect,
honor—that
was bitter Indeed.
love,
N ow, in these days of less opportunity,
the man who succeeds Is
the
trained
man.
The strong arm and the wi’llng
heart no longer
suco3ss
as they
bring
used to do.
The tragedies of today are
largely the tragedies of the untrained
man or woman.
To be able to do everyTo be
thing is to be able to do nothing.
able to do one thing so well as to be indispeasible in that line of tuslnesi'is (o be able
to do everything in the end. The times of
commercial and financial shipwreck are
the times when the inefficient men go to
the wall.
The employer cannot
keep
them if he would. He is forced to keep the
skilled man and let the other go.
How
few men realize that they themselves determine whether they shall
succeed or
fail!

to oome.

below was the farm of
David
Hunter, culled “Great David,” which
ts now covered in part by this village.
Next to him lived David Hunter, called
“King David,” opposite him a Mr.
and next loelow,
James and
Haber,
Charles Hrowu. no relations of ours.
This region was then, as 1 have said, a
wilderness except for the
clearings of
these farms.
All was then in a primeval
state. The travelled road on this river
practically ended at this settlement, although there was beyond what would
now be called a
buck board rood, hardly
passable, to Pittsfield.
Well do 1 remember seeing the Penobscot Indians passing in their canoes down
this river on their annual
pilgrimage
In those days they were acto the sea.
customed to go
up the
Kenduskeag
stream, a branch of tne Penobsx>t river,
head
to Sts source, cross over to the
waters of the belmstlcook, and so down
this river to the Kennebec river, ty the
seashore, where they would
spend the
summer In fishing and basket making,
the
In
same
the Tall.
returning by
way
Our
schooling was limited to three
months in the summer for the younger
children, and three months In the winter for children of all ages, but in addition to this, my father gave all his boys
on leaving the public schools the benefit
of three months at an
academy. This
was his contribution, however small, to
the needs of a higher education. We had
and a few
no books except the Bible
the
school books, and one newspaper,
•
Zion's Herald.”
Among these school books was the old
English render edited by Dindley Murray. 1 read and re-read it, and can still
I do
read it with the greatest delight.
not think that a better collection of readis
to
be
found
for
a
school
ing matter
anywhere than between the covers of that
old hook.

which bear their names. Great books were
born, not of the brain, but of the heart,
out of the experiences of the race. The
play s of Shakespeare in their essential
life and spirit, existed long In the life of
the race before there was a Shakespeare
to observe and write them. Such books
were written by the
ordinary people in
their lives and aots. The genius of the
author
enabled him
to,translate these
things into words Kipling was an illustration of this. Where would have been
the
pathos of his works had it not been
for the peoples of
India, whose heart
experiences he had translated?
The fidelity with which a book interpreted life determined its place in literature. The Bible, Shakespeare, Dante,
stand at
the head
of the books of the
world, because they tell of what men
have hoped, endured and aspired to.
The sufferings of the race on its way
of progress—and the race hal worn the
crown of
thorns many times—made up
the spirit of
the great works that will
always adorn the shelves of the library.
There was no true education that did
not come
from the experiences of the
race.
Every student must sit at the feet
of the race.
In that in which we were
our ancestors had made us great;
n that in which we were small or mean,
they had helped to make us small and

o

mean.

the

»
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with this young man.
She had only
such as a frontier settlement can
give.
1 hey were married and
began life in
this log house together. In due time
the
frame nouse which now stands took the
or the log house
On
this
place
spot they
lived and tolled all their lives.
The fruit of this
marriage was tavelve
children, six boys and six girls, born In
the twelve different months of the
year.
All grew up, married and had families
Dut one remained here. The others and
their descendant* are scattered all over

land,—in
California, Washington,
Dakota, Minnesota, Indian
Territory,
Illinois, Oregon, District of
Colombia,
Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Canada, Turkey and in various parts of this
State. This in | brief is the history of
Jonathan and
Michaels Drown.
I
yf -to Maine towns, who hope to see the am the tenth Detsey
child, only one other surthe
In
followed
so
nobly
given,
example
At Clinton
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WILLIAM

W.

tmB now been accomplished, and It only
remains for me to deliver to your repre
sentatives the formal documents which
shall transfer to :.the inhabitants of the
good town of Clinton yonder building
and the collection of books, pictures and
furnishings which It oontalns, together
with my check for an endowment fund.
May you and your descendants derive
therefrom all the benefit which my fondest hopes have attached to this gift.
Felker,
Following Mr.
on behalf of the town of Clinton, accept-

Brown,Mr.4pP.

ed

the

gift, saying:
MB. S. P. FELKER.

Mr. Chairman, Ladles and Gentlemen:—
It gives me pleasure to accept, in behalf
of the town or Clinton, the valuable gift
that has been so genei-ously bestowed
upon us by William W. Brown of Portland. In aoceptlng this gift, 1 assure
you, Mr. Brown, that every citizen of
Clinton most neartlly appreciates your
kindness, and from the fullness of their
hearts and souls thank you for the beau-

BROWN.

behind this library and of the service
which It Is to render to the homes of this
community? As I listened to those few
simple, tender words, I remembered the
custom or the ancients—the custom of
placing lighted lamps in the tombs of the
dead in order that they might be guided
Into the strange, far countries to which
they went, and I thought how much
more
beautiful Is this modern custom,
placing a lighted candle at the tomb of
the dead, as has been done here today,
not to guide their steps, but to guide
the steps of those who shall come after
them; and In such a community as this,
wlthjits traditions, its long unity of popso to speak,
ulation,
nothing could be
more littlng than that the generations
which are
gathered here In this place
should
be put onoe more In touch, in
and
sympathy
memory, with the generations that have gone before them, for the
use of art
depends on character, and
the beauty of art depends on life, and we
can think of nothing more beautiful as
the background of
this occasion than
the lives of these simple people, recalled

■
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MEMORIAL.

LIBRARY.

tiful library f»u have erected in our vilMay you live long to enjoy the
lage
happy reoolleotlons of it, and may it ever
remain a monument to your memory-an 1
to those loved ones in whose memory it
Interest you have
This
was erected.
taken in the town of your birth we hope
will ever remain, and that you and your
family will often meet with us and en-

When I was eighteen or nineteen years
fell
of age, ltolilns's Anolent History
into my hands and was devoured by me
from
while working
at odd moments,
daylight until dark six days In tne week.
1 had a great love of books and early resolved that one of the llrst things 1 would
do, if I was able, would bs to collect a
good library. This I finally accomplished
and It occurred to me that there might joy our hospitality.
One year ago when you appeared among
bo others In my old home who were In
for a library, it seemed alneed of books; and then, too, I wished to us with plans
dear most like a dream that we were to have
do something in memory of my
la placed in our village such a ‘^neelful [and
parents, who are my ideal of all that
valuable gift, but as time went on the
beet and purest in life. As I look buck
lot was purchased, the ground
broken,
as
over the past 1 must say, extravagant
the corner stone laid, the building comit may seem, that 1 cannot recall one
and now today, .we lealize, as we
fault In them that would mar the per- pleted,
upon as beautiful a library building,
They were confections of their lives.
as choice a seleobion of books
with
lied
scientious, devoted, clear-eyed as to right as can be found in
in the
any library
dealings,
and wrong, just in all their
State, that our dream has proved a realupriglr* in every way.
and that we truly have a public
I have asked myself what better thing ity,
one whom we should all revercould 1 do to cherish their memory and benefactor,
and
enoo
appreciate, and as Jong as we
do something
to
wishes
own
out
my
carry
to speak, our tongues
are permitted
for others In the way of better Hying
should utter praises for our kind benefacand higher thinking than to give this,
him
many pleasant years
(Generations tor, and wish
my native town, a library.
the good of comfort and happiness.
may come and go, but 1 trust
this grand,
you for
thanking
Again
to be derived from this gift may go on
beautiful and valuable gift. I fpledge you
forever.
that every condition upon our part shall
1 always had a strong desire to lndke
be carried out to the letter, and that we
for the
money, not for its hoarding, but
will ever preserve it as a monument to
Weil
is.
with
done
be
that
could
good
do I remember the deligh 3 1 experienced your memory.
When Mr. Felker had concluded the
when my llrst commercial venture resulted in a profit of ten dollars. It was the State street choir of this city, Mrs Palstarting point of my subsequent business mer, Miss Dicker, Dr. Nickerson and
oareer. 1 have been strenuous in business

§aze
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and. yet so effeotive]y_Hves typloal of tne best that has been
lii this country, lives of nature, lives of
sacrifice, lives of Intelligence, lives that
by a natural fruition have borne the
the wider interests
larger civilization,
and the greater profits of today, and 1
oount
myself very happy to have any
part in a day that has so many things to
make it not only prophetic, but to make
it sacred to the memory of the past.
I came here from the station, I
“As
the library, and as I passed
went into
between the long shelves and looked
them over rapidly, I caught th s character
books that are there, and I may
of the
say that I have never seen a better selecsmall a compass, nor
tion of books in so
one which seemed to me to more completely and adequately represent the great
interests of literature.
and permanent
I found there the books of the two great
of
book3
the
knowledge
departments,
and the books of power, or as 1 would
prefer to call them, the books ef life; and
as my eye caught name after name on
the backs of those books, I saw that here,
too, any man who chooses may find the
old springs of inspiration, here are permanently lodged the old teachers of the
race, and here are to b3 found in easy
for all
who will seek
companion ship
them the
great spirits who have penetrated to the secret of our human life and
who have revealed that secret in their
great books.”
Mabie
Mr.
continued,
saying that
Shakespeare, Emerson, Lowell ancl others were not the creators of the works
to us today so

quietly

(«
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cvi

wuc
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the people of Clinton
and the
went to the dining hall where

visitors

BANQUET

served.
At the post prandial exercises, Mr. S.
P. Felker of Clinton, presided, and Hon.
William T.
Haines, of Waterville, Attorney General of Maine acted as toastwas

exercises were very entertaining, and were prolonged until late in
the afternoon. Among the speakers were
Rev. Dr. Jenkins of Portlaud, President
master.

The

Colorado College, Mr. John
Calvin Stevens of Portland, the architect.
Mr. Horace Purinton of Waterville, the
Slocum

of

augisdn
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For Infants and Children.
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Always Bought

1

Promotes Digeslion.CheerPufand Rest.Contains neither

nor Mineral.
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Opium.Morphine
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Clarified Sugar
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Remedy for Constipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sleep
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THE CINTAUR COMPANY. NEW YORK CITY.
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STEAMERS.

CINE,

NEW l'ORR DIRECT

Maine

Steamship Co.

I.ong Ifland Sonml By Dayll.'Ut.
3 TRIPS PER WEEK.
The steamships Horatio Hall and
hattan
alternatively leave Franklin

Man-

Wharf,
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 6p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38, E, R., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Satur*
days at 5 p. in.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most !
convenient and comfortable route
between
Portland and New York.
J. F. LI8COMB,(ieneral Agent.
IHO&. M. BARTLETT. Agt
ocwdtf

STEAMER GORINNA.

The Knack
Of Good Printing is
the artistic insight into the
“
art preservative of all arts.”
With

E. A.
Je2dtf

BAKER, Manager.

U. s. Engineer Office, Portsmouth, N. II„
1900. Ssaled proposals for dredging in
Merrimac River, Mass., will be received here
until 12 n>., Aug. 10, 1900, and then publicly
Information furnisned on applicaopen* I.
tion. W. L. FISK, Maj., Engrs.

July 16,

jlyl0,l7,18,19,augl5.10

---;----

Colonel W. S. Choate of Aubuilder.
gusta, Mr, Asher C. Hinds of Portland,
and representatives of the local clergy.
Mr. Brown and members of his family
went to visit the Brown homestead after
the exercises.
A special train
conveyed Mr. Brown,
his family and invited guests from Port-

is not

THE THURSTON PRINT

BEGINNING JUNE 1st.
Steamer will leave Simpson’s Point, Brunswick, at 7 a. m. daily. Harps well Center at 7.25,
Birch Island at 7.40, Mere Point at 7.45, Bustin’s
Islaud at 8.05, Littlejohn’s at 8.25, and Cousin’s
Island at 8.35, arriving in Portland at 9.30 a. m.
Returning, leave Long Wharf, Portland, for the
above landings, at 3,30 p. m.

printing

us

mechanical—we treat it as an
art should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for you to
place a trial order with us ?

Direct Between Brunswick and Portland.

fuipunaa If. ntHdrl

to attain the former.
This library was an open door to
sucNo man could know the
cess in life.
present who did not known the past. No
nation could settle It? problems without
a knowledge of what its fathers had done
No man
in the crises of years gone by.
has a right to live in this house of the
the men
who
present without knowing
No man has a right
were who built it.
to breath this air without knowing how
that air was made free. Few men can get
lives exout of the limitations of their
The
cept through the aid of books.
present is hidden from men who do not
know the past.
The limitation of the man’s own personal experiences is one of the hardest forms
of slavery. The escape li’om it is in learning of the experiences of other men and
Here also the library affords an
women.
open door to the experiences and lives of
ill mankind. Five minutes a day was
sufficient time, with the aid of a book, to
make anyone educated.
Hereafter, if
my man or woman in Clinton remained
it
his
or
her
own fault,
was
anducated,
to an
We come now, the speaker said
ige when the East anil the West, are again
We are going out of
mining together.
mr old life; and must get into a new national life. We must make our contribuand we
tion to the sum of civilization,
jannot afford to be ignorant of anything
our
which concerns
country and ourThe speaker said that he envied
selves.
could
who
10 one so much as the man
light a candle such as had been lighted
For it showed the pathway to
this day.
knowledge, happiness affluence and fi’eelom.
After mU3io and a benediction bv Rev.
E. Z. Whitman the exercises closed, and

A

arket.

uiunurt'

tion of the practical education su ch
as
this library will give, than has;occurred
in the last thirty years.
The business
man needs as much training
today as
does the dootor or the lawyer.
A hundred and fifty years ago Germany
was beginning her career} of intellectual
pre-eminence. Her universities made her
the intellectual leader of modern times.
But as late as thirty years ago everyone
said that Germans were intellectual but
not practtcal.
But when the war began
with France a new phenomenon
was
seen.
It has usually taken two periods to
make a war.
A period of education by
oostly blunders, and then of more scientific lighting.
But when the Germans
moved on Franc® they
were
already
trained, and their course was one long
triumph until their king was crowned
Emperor in the palace of the old French
kings.
The world asked how Germany
succeeded so signally? France investigated,
and found that science had been applied
to force
had eliminated
Forethought
nearly all the old mischances of war. The
clothing, the food, the ammunition were
always with the soldiers when needed.
The old university training had borne its
fruits.
But even then, while it was
admitted
that Germans were great soldiers, it was
said that they were poor, and not enterBut then the Gerprising in business.
man training turned to business.
England then held the markets of the world.
But today German competition Is driving
out the English everywhere. The legend,
“Made In Germany,has been like the
handwriting on the wall In England for
The young Englishthe last ten years.
men have been brave, honest and willing.
But the young Germans are all this, and
they are trained besides.
Mr. Mabie then went on to say that in
this country there was a great need of
It was not enough that we
training.
What
have a good opinion of ourselves.
we think of ourselves Is not of much acwhat
others
think
of
us
Is
of
vital
count;
If Americans are to be at
importance.
business
the front In
enterprise they
must
be at tne front in technical and
business training.
Mr. Mabie went on to say that a candle
had been lighted in the town of Clinton
The
and a door had been thrown open.
romances of this day were the stories of
these
those who had
passed through
It was the lives of many young
doors.
from humble
men and their
progress
that
poverty to riches and distinction,
made the history of New England so atSuccess in life
tractive and ennobling.
means freedom from the chains of poverhad
been
ty. And this library which
dedicated on this day was an open door
towards that success.
By an entertaining sketch of the career
the
of Professor Palmer of Cambridge,
tamous master of many
tongues and
the
in
to
Arabs
the
days
England’s envoy
of the Egyptian rebellion, the
speaker
the
illustrated
extraordinary achievewho
could
a
man
ments of
persist in the
acquisition of knowledge.
But after all success in life rather than
in business should be the great aim. And
thn lnf.tor
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97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
'PHONE 30

PORTLAND, MAINE

MONET LOANED.
Heirs and others desiring ta
money on REAL ES|
TATE, NOTES, household furniture, pianos, etc. Business strict*
y confidential.
jorrow

Shawmut Loan Co.,
ME68 MARKET ST.,
PORTLAND,

mayOdtf

land to Clinton and return, .arriving in
In the party
this city about 7 p. m,
were W. W. Brown, H. J. Brown, wife
O. B. Brown,
and children,
W. It.

Brown, Montague
Brown, Downing
Harold
Brown, Mrs Lewis T. Brown,
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Parker and
son,

Mrs.

Fanny

Green

of

Brookline,

STEPHEN

Sool, Job and Card Printer,
NO. 37

Mass., Hamilton W. Mable, Rev. Dr.

J.
L. Jenkins and Mrs. Jenkins of
Portland, President W. F. Slocum of ColoraPortdo College, Miss Mary Dalton of
C. Hinds and Miss
land, Mr. Asher
Elizabeth C. Hinds of Portland, Col, W.
Hon. ffm, T
Choate of Augusta,
William E.
Haines of Waterville, Mr.
Mr. John Calvin
Perkins of Portland,
and
Mr. Horace
Stevens of Portland,
Purinton of Waterville.
The party were mot at
Waterville by
9

the following members of the Clinton
H. W. Dodge and
reception committee:

wife,

F.

L, Bessey

and

Felker and wife.
Music was
furnished
orehostra of Portland.

wife,
by

S.

P.

Callahan's

BERRY,

PLUM

STUEET.

For Women.
Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
Safely do the work. Have never had asingla
failure. The longestand most obstinate cases
No other
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
Interference with work. The most difficult

successfully treated through correspondence and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I reltovohun-

cases

oreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
All letters truthfully
further particulars.
Free confidential advico In all
answered.
matters of a private or delioat.e nature, Bear
in mind this
is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will
leavo no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLMAN CO., 170 Tremout St., Boston, Mass,.

remedy

positively

THE
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PRESS.
AUGUST

1G,

1900.

TEIlfllSl

DAILY PRESS—

By

the

the year.
By the

In advance

year, $0
month.

or

$7

at the end of

50 cents.

DAILY PRESS Is delivered at these rates
every morning to subscribers In all parts of
Portland, and in Westbrook, and South PortThe

land.

MAINE STATE PRESS (Weekly)By the year, $1 in advance, or $1.26 at the
end of the year.
For six mom ha, 60 cents; for three mouths,
SB cents
Subscribers whose papers are not delivered
are requested to notify the office of
the DAILY PRESS. No. 07 Exchange street

promptly

Portland Me.
Patrons of the PRESS who are leaving town
may have the addresses of their

temporarily

papers changed as often as they may dosire by
notifying the office

clerk shall post In his
office a list of the applications set down
tor nearing on that day. The cities and
towns of the applicants’ residence shall
be alphabetically arranged on said list,
and under the heading of each shall be
arranged alphabetically the names of the
applicants residing therein. In an individual case, for special cause shown by a
petition setting out the exceptional circumstances, the time of posting may be
shortened to not less than two days.
2. —Objection to the granting of any application may be filed in writing with
the clerk at any time before the hearing,
or objection may be made orally at the
hearing when the case is called. The
application and objections thereto will
then be summarily heard, unless otherwise ordered.
3. —The oath of the applicant shall not
be deemed sufficient to establish his age
at the time of his arrival in the United
States, but he may in the discretion of
the court, be examined concerning the

ralization,

the'J

same.

It was certainly high time that something was done to make it less easy to
railroad aliens through to citizenship
The conferring of American citizenship
ought to have about it enough of deliberation and oeremony
sive to the receiver.

to make it impres-

CLOTHESPIN
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IiOg.Cosflug $3

Cuts

Up

Into

Androscoggin
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and Saturday Matinee, Aug. 17
Friday and Saturday
a„a.
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Clothespins, Worth Nearly $100.]

coast to coast RICHARD
The great overland tour from
best of all Now England piavs

INVESTMENTS

(From the Chicago Tribune.)
“The longer you lif,” as a philosophic
German once remarked, “the more you
tindt, by chimineddy oudt!
For instance, there’s the
common,
everyday clothespin, on which no man
has ever been able to improve, any more
than he has improved upon the wheelbarrow or the old-fashioned wooden rolling
pin. Who would imagine that there was
anything about the clothespin that was
writer was
worth
finding out? The
where a box of
passing a little grocery
clothespins was among the things displayed outside.
“How much for clothespins today?” he
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ENTIRELY NEW PROGRAMME

FAOESTTBS,

CAROLINE H. NICHOLS, Conductor,
Woman’s Orchestra, Far Excellence ”—N. Y Sun.
"The
1
America's Greatest Organization of Women
pty,
Will Give Concerts in the Auditorium at 51 and 8ip. in., and in tlio
b
U. 15 p. m.
Sundays at
p. in.

H, M. Payson & Go.

I

Cesino!,

C. J. GORMAN’S MINSTRELS AND VAUDEVILLES

ST.

EXCHANGE

Co„ul

will appear in tne rohecreated by him

Cast!
Breezy
A Beautiful Paik on the Shore of FOR
THIS
THE
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Railroad Bonds,
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production
STORY EVER foLD.

See tlie Funny Fire Scene.
Four Fnnuy OKI Yankees.
iee t
Country ('»« "-1U.
See
Scene.
See tlie Great Conit Hoorn
cast
Every living member ol the original
PRICKS, $1.00, 75c. 50c. 25c.
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Municipal Bonds,

clothespins?”
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WE OFFER

asked of the grocer.
*
Four cents,
was the reply.
“Four cents apiece?”
Four
“Apiece! Great hickory, no!
cents a dozen !’:
“Ah-h-h!! Are you a good judge of

“I should say so 'Ive made more than
A MAPOIiEOal OF IIAIL.WAis,
a million of ’em!" replied the storekeepThe life of (Jollis P. HuDtington, who er. “I ve followed the clothespin, sir,
would not seem much better thin in has
just died at the age of 79 years, reads in all the processes of it evolution, from
York county.
If the York county mind like a romance. He was born in a Con- the growing tree to the polishing box.
Say!” exclaimed the dealer, “to look at
has been poisoned by newspaper stories, necticut
town
among the poorest sur- that
pin you’d scarcely believe that the
so has the
Androscoggin county mind. roundings. His father was a tinker, but manufacturer oould make and sell twelve
in his
The probability is, however, that
of
them
for a cent and have a profit of
so
small that he could
earnings were
more than 50 per cent at that, would you?
either county a jury ctn be obtained not
keep his family together, and Collls
“But he can do it. He can whittle out
which will decide the case on the evi- was
given to one of the town’s families. clothespins at the rate of eighty a minute
dence submitted to them in the oourt At 14 he ran
from
huff
school
in
a
How.
away
Easy enough. All he’s got to do
and go
room without reference to
newspaper
over
something that his teacher had is to take his maple or birch log
to work. Say his log is ten feet long and
stories.
done which he did not like and never reHe won’t have to pay
a foot through
at the more than $3 for it. If he pays
any
The administration appears to have done turned. Then he went to work
he
that
don’t know his busimore
than
first
he
could
find
to
which
thing
do,
its best to bring about the prompt extraness, That log will whittle up into 12,000
was farm work.
He earned his board
dition of Neely, but for all that it does
clothespins. It will take the man two
and clothes and $7 a month; and as he hours and a half to chew that
not seem likely that he will be handed
log up Into
he had accumulated at clothespins, which is at the rate of 4,800
over to Cuba very soon.
Serious legal spent nothing
the end of the year $84. He then went an hour. But when they are ail cut out
complications have arisen over this case,
He
are worth $06.40 to the maker.
to New York and worked at whatever he they
in which two United States j ldges are inwill work ten hours a day if he is smart,
could
find
to
do.
At
21
he
had
saved
of
these
four
and
will
with
logs.
one
get away
volved,
accusing the other of
to
set up a store with It’s easy figuring to find out that he will
untimely and improper interference. enough money
then have on hand 48,000 clothespins,
his brother, at Oneonta, 03tigo county,
Doubtless Neely himself and his astute
worth $885.60, if they’re worth a cent.
New York.
He made money and his
“The lumber for those pins has cost
counsel, are greatly pleased with the
business developed into one of the largest only $8, providing the man wasn’t stuck
turn affairs have taken, and will conin that region.
When the gold excite- in buying it. Now, if that was all the
tinue to do what they can to continue
ment broke out in California, he set out expense, a man with a clothespin factory
and deepen the muddle.
would be a blamed sight better off than
for that
state by way of the isthmus. If he owned a coal mine.
But those logs
Of course the despatch to the American He was delayed
on the isthmus three have to run the gauntlet of a good deal
Hedged
Board of Missions from the consul at months awaiting
transportation, and of machinery before they are full the
A saw separates
log
Chefoo has a tendency to conhrm the for- during that time he tramped from one clothespins.
Into lengths of sixteen inches, another
mer reports of the massacre of the mis- side of it to the other, sailing his wares, one saws these blocks into boards threesionaries at Pao Ting Fu, but it is by no and increasing the capital of $1,200 with quarters of an inch thick, a third saw
means
conclusive.
The
was which he
set out, to $5,200. Then he reduces the boards to strips three-quarstory
ters of an inch square.
Francisco when misforbrought by a messenger from Pao Ting went to San
.LI1U55« 11 LLltJ mill po iiiw
pu. a lie? Cl uu a
Fu. Much depends upon the credibility tune overtook him and he lost most all wheel, which hurries them to a gang ot
are
other
where
of this messenger.
It will be remem- the money he had. Nothing daunted he
tney
chopped into
saws,
than a sausage
bered that much alleged information was went to Sacramento, where he set up a clothespin lengths quicker
machine can chop up a pound of meat.
from Pekin
by messengers store in a tent and distributed supplies These lengths are carried by a swift-movbrought
which subsequently turned out to be the to the miners. He prospered and in 1854 ing-belt to a machine that grabs them
There is yet he formed a co-partnership with Mark and sets them in a lathe. The lathe gives
grossest misinformation.
them their shape in the twinkling of an
ground for hoping that Miss Morrill and Hopkins, who was later destined to be
man who
eye and throws them to the
Miss
(ioold are alive.
A good many
one of his partners in that gigantic enfeeds them to still another saw, which
if it
as
forward
move3
backward
and
missionaries
massacred
have
reported
terprise which was to span the continent
saw
This
were madder than a snake.
since reached the coast all right.
with railroads. In 1861 he announced his
chews out the slot that the washerof
a railroad across
purpose
building
clothes
is
to
down
over
the
woman
shove
It is rumored that Bryan is anxious to
tho
continent and began
operations on the line one of these days, and the
hav3 Coler selected as the Democratic
Mark Hopkins, Leland Stanford, Charles clothespin is ready, all except kiln drycandidate for governor of New York and
and polishing. Kiln drying knicks
Crocker and E. P. Crocker joined him. ing
the sap out of the wood and the
has so informed Broker.
polish
If that be so
Their
was
enterprise
unmercifully
ing is done by letting the clothespins
the Boss will be in a dilemma.
He has
ridiculed and caricat ured from one end rub against themselves In a revolving
been posing as the special friend of Bryan
of the country to the other. Even the iron cylinder.
in New York, and to
“All these processes cost money, and
undertake to
confidence of
Huntington's associates when the manufacturer comes to put up
thwart his wishes in regard to the govbegan to flag, but his indomitable will his goods for sale he finds that his prulit
ernorship must put him into an antagkept them up. At la3t by herculean labor on the, 8000 pins, or a day’s hard work,
onism that will enure to HilVs Genetic if
is only about $103. I pay the manufache succeeded
in
building 32 miles of turer one cent a dozen, or about 84 cents
On the other hand to
Bryan is elected.
railroad from
Sacramento toward the a thousand, and really, I am compelled
support Coler must be gall and wormNevada mines. Then the current changed in these tight times to sell them for four
wood.
Broker, however, has this recents a
dozen, or $3 30 a thousand,
and set in his direction. The West was
source.
He can allow Coler to be nomsold a
which wouldn’t be so bad if I
soon aflame for the project,
monster pe- thousand
every hour or so. But with
inated and then secretly knife him at the
titions were sent to Congress, and llnally care, a thousand clothespins will stay
polls, and it is a resource he is quite capgovernment aid was secured. In char- by me for a month or two, and I even
able of availing himself of.
have had them with me a whole year.
acteristic
fashion when the bill got
Chinese cheap labor is pelting the life
The latest intelligence indicates that through Mr. Huntington telegraphed
to out of the clothespin trade, for Ling Sing
the
ms associates,
allies are rapidly
we nave drawn tne ele- and Wun Lung don’t uss clothespins in
on
pushing
their
laundries, and they’re washing
to
Pekin
and
are
meeting very phant, and I am now on my way to New about all
the clothes that are washed, it
little resistance.
By this time they York to procure provisions wherewith to seems to me, nowadays.”
to
be
close
to
the
feed
the
ravenous
beast/’
He
raised
Whether
ought
city.
their entering will be resisted remains 11.500,000 in New York, and then got the PERSONAL AND
PECULIAR.
to be seen, but the fact that there has aid of the State of California. Neverthebeen no
serious opposition along the less in a short time so enormous were the
At least 7,000 persons were added to the
route would seem to Indicate that
they expenditures that they soon found the population of Denver last year.
It is
were
not
to
have
much
trouble. treasury almost
empty. Then the five probable that 10,COO will be added in
The
be
feared
all their private re- 1900.
is partners
only thing to
pledged
that there may be an outburst of fury sources to keep the work going.
Lord Roberts is handling a force which
They
inside the city before the troops enter managed to build the liist 50 miles of is far more numerous than
any that Britwhich may be directed against the am- the road by various devices,and then the ish
generals have commanded until
bassadors. There have been reports in
Congressional grant became due. From now.
New Zealand shares with Iceland the
Shanghai for some days that the attack that time they had no trouble. But Mr.
on the legations had been
resumed, and Huntington's railroad building did not distinction over other parts of the earth
in freedom from all forms of
cattle
though reports from that quarter are to stop with the Central Pacific.
Subsedisease.
be taken with a great deal of allowance, quently with his partners he built the
Canada has been awarded the grand
there is probability enough about them to Southern
Paciiic system covering 7,000
prize for forestry, fish and game and
miles,
Then
give cause for anxiety.
alone he
completed the mineral and agricultural exhibits at the
Chesapeake & Ohio road to Cincinnati, Paris Exposition.
After Pekin is reachsd and the arm
and established at its eastern terminus
Mrs. Booth-Tucker, wife of Commanbassadors are rescued, what?
Then the
the city of Newport News.
He was also der Booth-Tucker of the Salvation Army,
common purpose which holds the allies
the leader in the syndicate which com- who has been ill at Spring Lake, near
together will have been accomplished,
Park, N. J., and who was reportthe
New Orleans, Louisville & Asbury
pleted
ed dying, is now said to be greatly imand
questions; of indemnity and the Texas
railroad from Memphis to New proved in health and out of danger.
future government of China will be beOrleans, and became the master of the
Dr. G. M. Twitehell, editor of the
fore theip.
On these questions, it is to
of railroads the world has Maine Farmer has been given a
signal
te feared, the concert of the powers may largest system
ever known.
It spanned the continent honor by being asked to act as the sole
It is hardly possible that
fly to pieces.
so completely that Mr. Huntington could
judge of a portion of the dairy cattle at
they will all agree upon the form of inride
in his own private car from New- the fair to be held in Syracuse, N. Y.,
demnity.
Some, in all probability, will
this bei ng one of the largest fairs held in
New Orleans, and
the country.
On account of the
prefer territory to money, and de- port Nows, through
of
San Francisco to Portland, Oregon, a his business Dr. Twitehell will bepress
unable
mand concessions of the former. Already
distance of 5,000 miles, Mr. Huntington to accept the honor.
He
has
also been
the proposed landing of British troops at
leaves
a fortune variously
estimated asked to take a similar office at the New
Shanghai has disclosed jealousies and
This
Hampshire State fair at Concord,
from 100,000,000 to ISO,000,U00.
His was too he will be
the
obliged to decline,
suspicions among
which
powers
the dominating mind in the great syndino
If the
augur
good for the future.
mini
««
/>«
nxvim
cate
that spanned the continent with
JL J1 ij
JliaUJl/jlilljiJ.
powers get out of China without a conrailroads.
Of large frame and powerful
flict among themselves it will be little
build, he looked the man he was~a resoThe August Cosmopolitan has several
less than miraculous,
lute, domineering, aggressive spirit who articles of unusual merit. William T.
;*A Brooklyn newspaper has been trying knew no such word as fail,
Stead writes cleverly of the Paris Exposl
to discover where the bulk of the German
tion. Montgomery Schuyler has a thoughtvote will go this fall by asking the
CURRENT COMMENT.
ful article, A Newport Palace, on
the
Five
opinion of German editors.
of
Vanderbilt home, “The Breakers,” which
MEMORIAL
DAY.
those
he takes as the subject of an essay on the
questioned answered that they
(Boston Transcript.)
William W.
general topic of wealth
did
rot
know anything
about it.
There is something to be said upon Howe’s Some Notable Murder
Cases,gives
Doubtless if all the rest had answered both sides of the
proposition to change a few very telling instances to illustrate
likewise they would have come nearer the date of Memorial Day from May .'SO the author’s view that the art of
poisonto the last Sunday in that month.
The ing is largely confined to the medical
telling the truth. Probably those that
commander-ln-ohief of the Grand Army profession. Airs. Edith Wharton's
story,
predicted that their votes would be given says that at the coming encampment in The
Rembrandt, is the one notable bit of
to Bryan as well as those who prophesied Chicago a resolution in favor of the fiction.
Among other contributions are
McKinley were controlled by their wishes change will probably be passed, an d he John Brlsben Walker’s Republic or the
says that the members of the order feel United States of Great Britain, R. R,
and not
by any real knowledge. The that
as it is
now the day is largely de- Roberson s
With Boer
and
Briton,
great majority of German voters have inde- voted to sports and amusements that Charles
Johnstons’
The
Evolutions
pendence enough and intelligence enough the real significance of the occasion is in or
the
and Thomas R.
Top
Hat,
a great measure overlooked, and that the
to determine for themselves how
Sllcer’s essay on the choice of a profesthey
would result in a more faithful
sion. Clinton
Scollard
contributes a
shall vote. Doubtless they give respect- change
and proper observance of the day.
There
Mother Summer.
ful attention to the arguments of their can be no question as to the jorreotness poem,
In the August number of Guntoms
editors, but they do not allow the latter of Colonel Shaw’s statement as to the de- Magazine there 1 s a very clear and fair
terioration of the day as a sacred occa- comparison of the
to decide for them.
platrorms of the Demosion, and doubtless tnere would be some cratic and the Republican parties by the
in
this
improvement
were
the
date
regard
editor, the other contributors are WilJudge Lowell of the United States
changed to Sunday.
But would not the liam W. Bates. Sound
Shipping ProtecDistrict court at Boston has just pro- movement of bodies of
veterans through tion; Leonora B,
Halsted, Christendom’s
mulgated some stringent rules with the the public streets, with bands playing Unity and Peril; Jacques W.
Redway,
purpose of stopping illegal naturaliza- martial airs and the public ways crowded Effects of Topography on Economic Deby
eager
lose
us
the
sight-seers,
virtually
Charles
Todd
B.
Social Setvelopment;
tion. They are as follows:
Sunday rest, destroy its rest, interfere tlements in New York City; and Aloul7 1.—Not less than ten days before the with the quiet of public worship and ton
Are We a Gothio or Alixed
Emery
clay set for hearing applications for natu- practically turn It into a holiday f
Race?
in

AMUSKJUENT8.

JEFFERSON THEATRE,

13.000

The chances of getting a fair trial for

Champion

/

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANOIAli.

MISCELLANEOUS.

FACTS.

«•" ‘"elr
Admission free to patrons of
lo cents each. C ars leave heart
Excellent shore dinners at the

Reserved seats for the
the eiectno road,
HUirulom,,'
of Elm street every fifteen minutes, afteraoon and evtas.

Casino.__

Portland Trust Co.,

G£3M

THHi

-ANI>....

Evenings

)

ISLAND.

PEAKS

at 8,00.

Matinees at 241

WfifiK

AIJO. 13, hh

Sale Deposit Vaults,

Matinees Every Day

Exchange St.

GEM THEATRE

87 and 89

THE3ATHi3

SUMMER THEATRE—PR f.SS ANiU PUBLIC.

II>FA I.

A IN

Except Moiidaj.
pSTOCK

COMPANY.

Five Act Comedy l»y Oloii lSauolconlt.
Sale of Reserved scats at the Casco Bay Steamship Co. Same popular prlw* i.„.
wlieti buying seats for any matinee will upon request he given one tr$o adjoining HWM , ;J
Che Cvtoo Bay suam*,*
child between tlie ages of four and twelve with each seat puichiied.
81
will leave Custom House Wha' f at 7.3) f >r evening ami at 2.1 > for matinee performances.
A

Capital Slock,
$200,000
Surplus and Protits,
175,000
Total Deposits,
1,800,000

I

Cbe Wife«««

1

Specialties:— Hisrli Grade Bonds for
Investment. Interest Paid on Deposits.

«>
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tft-v!/
(ft
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(ft
&
Usually thinks Life Insurance
be
sometimes
but
desirable,
may
has lurking doubts about the
*
/ft
"
'*
much
(ft
wisdom of spending
\j)
money for it.

^

u m.

u. u.n »».

Win. G. DnvL,
Jas. P. Baxter,

I

i

Chan. O. Bancroft,
Frederick Boble,
David YV. Snow,

Franklin K, Barrett,
Sidney \V. Tlinxtcr,
Clias. F. Uhby.
A. II. W alker,
(>«o. F. Evans,
Clinton L. Baxter,
llarry Butler.

Wm.W. Brown,
Walter ti. Da

to
#
(ft- -viz
to
$
Knows it to be the best possession a man can have, knows
(ft
<&
•ft
3
that money paid for it is saved,
not spent.

^

%

J

/ft-

jlylSdtf

T

Union Mutual Policies represent
the acme of insurance progress,
fully in lint with the most
advanced ideas, purchased by
the yearly deposit of a small
percentage of their face value.
Easily acquired while in good
health, impossible to buy if not;

(ft
A
*
(ft
to
Q

(ft

to

easily kept, requiring

PORTLAND,

no

care,

(ft

Union mutual

I
to

Cite Insurance Co.

|j

g
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MANAGEMENT

EVERY EVENING THIS
Matinees
Mr.

1824.

Monday.

play that holds th' audiences alternating between tears and laughter at they follow the
heart story and view ihe startling situations.
Cars leave in front of the United Statoi Hotel every to minutes.
Bound Trip tick* t
Ibectrs admitting to theatre only 20 cents.
Reserved Seats io ani 23 cents extra. Ptnj
boxes, seating six persons, bo cents each seat. Tickets on sale in advance at S.iwyetfnji
Monument sou*'®TeJei>houe No. 535-2.
Secure Seats Early In Advance. Tire Demand Is Very Large.

RIVERTON
WITH

FRAGRANT

Every Afternoon

Interest Paid

|

TIME

THE

on

1|
\

PARK

FOREST

PERFUMES.

Evening This Week.

and

FOR SALE.

All Attractions Free to Patrons of the

|

Bangor

TnThftS

Rd. Co.

Me.,

flow

Travelers Abroad
Supplied

LETTERS

willi

of

CHECKS,

nnd

FOREIGN

;

MONEY

5’s,

1943

Quincy

Wttlj thirty-three year# experience anl excepttonal facilities, we can afford our clients
for obtaining funds

every possible convenience
In all parts of the world.

Descriptive booklet supplied uponfapplloaUon.
Interviews solicited.

ISO

5’s,

Mercantile Trust Co.

'UYon can’be ''treated3

livery teams

Good

COOK
32K

Masonic

11.33 and 5 id for Portland. Ticket* Ur*
•ound trip including admission %o the Pa,**

8A1UX6

REMEDY CO.
Temple, Chicago, 111.

for

proofs

$500,000. We solicit tlid most
genres. Capital
cases.
We f have cured the worst
^osiin(at«
cases in 15 to 35 days,
hook

loo-page

free.
nov27cUI

mylldlf

Middle

•arUnsMjfrf*
hOUURL

Al

ME.

REMOVED.

Charles F. Flagg,
INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
lias

removed

to

new

banking

rooms,

194

t

TIlM BSkSv

6.

F.

BAILEY & W
Indioiiters and ConuamieuSerthfi
&ule«ro<Ma 4tl txcnaagt Mr«*t
O.

t. w. ALL*1

I1AIL.KY.
♦

BONDS?

St.,

PORTLAND,

CIPEFLIUB

IDW.i OF

ST.,

aug{)_Portland.oodtf
AMMONIA RUINS VARNISH

4 Per Cent.

$4,000,

Due in 1901.2 3 4. tl.M W*
Interest.”enti-lnauallr. Coup***1’
tached bearing date of Ang. h. »*■

by v otr of Town, March l*i
Rids for a part or tho whole amount A
vited un il Friday. 17Ut Instant, at 10 w*
a. m
Deposit in Portland P. 0.
Address Selecim >a of Cape
C. K. ST A PLES, 1. ha rman, Portland
aunMd-u
iRKtnil

1804-HEBRON
Coeducational,

MIDDLE

TKAltS

heat,J**-®

hoafCj Jjj

wm

k, catalogue free-

ALSO.

21°end

Ht.tel.olgo^d

FirKH“JeS&i!
ficer, ..OoVto

h\'P]ybt..
Middle

MAKCK**

WJ

Hchrow.

Open* Tnriday.

^P"

ENOUtdi

~^r

, a

101 Clark St.

WAMKI.-For U. 8. army
All,'
h«.ui
unmarried men b-tweeu ages of
2L citizens of
the Untied
cbai actor
and
temporat** habits, a lio
speak, read nnd write Kn Ush. Itormtu can
specially desired for servi-o lit i*hllu>t)lni>a
to im.fkuI
of«

Address

CHICHESTER'S

JM

A.W.MoI'AOPEN,

healtlrfsl

api csal fitting school lor Colby t’:>lle**;tWL
r 11 iic.itI<>n at Hrown. Wellesley
splendid academy ,bu Idina and fya>®*T
1 .till, stc un healed and up to date
'inn ;. S'urt.*vant Homo the finest<K»
lory in New England, steaui
••very floor, electric lights, ere.;
lie.v aim 1 gliis in this dormitory
W. K.

1«IV KHY

ACtOEMH*

quiet,

e.

lea 11 Term
I I
I tioo.

separated from horse room by air space

TRIP.

The FORKS’* Ql KKt
at A for a sail around Wo*4 lstnai sad *
turn. Tickets *Oc
\V. 1
auglddlit
Oen. Manager C. B. 8. AC

SWAN&BARRETT,

Chicago

...

Niiudti), Aug lft,n(9ilDarit
a t. Ip a) ng the shore to
OLD ORCHARD TIER.
Returning will leave the end ol the flu*

wan

Railroad Co
1918
"1I7HEKEAS Fred Austin Tenney ot Port’*
land, County of Cumberland and Stale ol
West
Tunnel
liis
Maine, by
mortgage deed, dated Auril 15th,
1899, and received in Cumberland Registry o1
Co. 5’s,
1909
Rook G05, Page 434,
conveyed to
peeds.
(Guaranteed by West Chicago Street It’d Co.)
Leonard F. Motley a certain lot or parcel ol
land with buildings thereon, situate in Portland. formally called Deer mg, and situated on
Circular descriptive of these
the Westerly side of Mechanic street at Woodfords, in said Portland. County and state < and other issues mailed on apaforesaid, and bounded aim described as fol I
plication.
lows, to wli:
Beginning at a stake in the
Southerly corner of a lot of land ten (10) feel
wide on said street, and being the lot sold
by
Char es RacklefT to Henry N. Green, Oct. 26th,
henea running Westerly on the line of
said Mechanic street sixty (GO) feet to a stake;
thence Northerly to Captain Harmon’s land one
hundred and fifty (ir>0> feet; thence Easterly by
Portland, iiluiitc.
lal>d sixty (60) feet to said ten
(10) foot lot; thence Soutnerlv by sain ten (10)
fo'd lot one hundred and
feet
foriy-five (145)
more or less to ihe first named
hounds, meaningand intending hereby io convey the same
premises conveyed to said Tenur y by Flora W.
Moore by deed bearing even date herewith.
whereas said Leonard F.
Motley on the
15th day of April,
1899, by his dee t of that date
duly acknowledged and recordel. assigned
said mortgage to the
undersigned Flora W.
Moore.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage
lias been broken, now therefore
by reason of
the breach of the condition t hereof I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
FLORA W. MOORE.
.....
Dated this 1st day of
August, A. D. lsx)0.
Permanently Cured.
at
aug2dlaw3wkTh
home under same guarantee. If y(>u i,ave
tako|.
mercury. Iodide potash, and still havo aches
and pains, Mucus Patches In
Mouth sore
Throat, Pimples, Copper Colored Spots Ulcers

j

Custom Hous* Wtiarf,

delivery.

Water

Aroostook

K>:rm:.ns

Aftor :v week of heat and dust tn tM#
take a sail out on the o<-eau and petedU
'1 lie Steamer FOR (CUT (41 KKAmdlSR

for

CREDIT,

TRAVELER’S

Cara ton R

FOR A SAIL

cooling,

F.

1929
&

ORCHESTRA,

Reserved Seats 10 Ceatt.

and
1918 Correspondence

Co.

5’s,
Newport,
Co. 4’s,

Cars.

FINANCIAL.

City

Street

Telephone 924.2.

ATTRACTION.

for immediate

of Portland (i’s,
dne 1907
Portland Water Co. 4’s,
1927
Oakland, Me., Water

COMPAIf,

Rendering i Grand Coucerti Dally.

SECURE
INVESTMENTS.

Springer,

driving horses .mi l sty(uriiouis, furnished
with
drivers. A.
W.
JVI<-FAI>I>EN,

PERMANENT

COMEDY

Up-to-date Attraction.

MATUS’S ROYAL HUNGARIAN

STEPHEN fl SMALL PrssisbiH
MARSHALL II GOQINQ. Cashlsr.
febTdtt

Movements
In Every Grade.
The Most recent
Styles of Cases,
Gold, Gold Filled
And Silver.
Low Priced Watches,
Expensive Watches.

YORK
An

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES
Correspondence solicited from IndiBanks
viduals,
and
Corporations,
others desiring to open accounts as well
os front those
wishing to transact Banking business of any description through

lish

NEW

RKrOSI IS.
SPECIAL

Accurate Watches,
Elgin and Waltham

au#2d2w*

1

HANDS ACROSS THE SEA,

MAINE.

this Bank

101 Glark St.

WEEK,
Daily Except

Bartley McCullum Presents Ills Superb St;ck Company iu tho Beautiful Five Act h

_

Time-Tellers

Congress

tAl>£r

McCULLUM.

BARTLEY

MR.

gi

Reliable

513

§#f

Asserted Cake with our Shore Dinners.

Ice Cream and

Pttlaiitlpuhte

ONE MIIUON
DOLLARS.

‘

Geo. T.

serve

irOULLUM S THEATRE,

CAPITAL. AM) 8VRPLV9

g
VI

|

Portland, ItJe.

AVe

EUROPEAN PLAN MENU:—Green Turtle and Terrapin Soups, Soft ShellCraig, FrLobster. Tartar Sauce. Broiled Live Lobster, Lobster Newburgh, Salmon.
Special Game or Fish dttners $mws
Quail, Broiled Chicken, Steaks. Chops, Salads, etc.
J. A. PULLER, Fropritt#,,
short notice.
jly2leodtf

=

Incorporated

3
2

g

*

I

tt

attention other than the regular payment of premiums.
Full particulars free.
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for this Engagement.*
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-3
Demonstrates the reliability and
$
value of old-line Life Insurance.
3
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Sale

CASINO, ™S'

Casco National Bank
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/ft

THE

—

I

Experience

Is,

on

Combination Shore and Turkey Dinner, 75c | Regular Shore Dinner.

TRUSTEES.

Vjj

z|\

ARISTOCRACY,

l'rfsi.

^

THREE WEEKS of the TRBMONT THEATRE STOCK COkprn,
1
Hostun, beginning Monday Evening. Aug. 20. First weak, Brouson
Howard's Greatest /’lay,

for

Tickets Now

J AS. P. BAXTER, Vice Prest.
HARRY BUTLER, Trea«.
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, Ant. Treas.

^
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game was

SOUTH f OUTLAW.
Meeting of the Board of

slutio member

dandy.

the

of

Late

of

the

’*

lodge,

“it was a

i he afternoon was devoted
to sports
which
created
fun galore
Wm. H.
Ohler won the fatmnn:s race and
got a
tine briar wood
pipe. A box of confectionery went to Mrs, Ernest Elliott, who was
at the front in the 100
yard dash.
Dr. Rogers and Sherman Willard were

Aldermen.

Funeral

a

magnilioent double play by
Moulton and
the third baseman. The
prize was a box of cigars.
Dinner call was sounded and
Cushing
furnished a olwm bake which beat the
record.
lo use the woixls of an enthu-

Ernest

invincible

llannaford.

on

handkerchief
A

three legs and won a silk
and a pair of suspenders.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

WESTBROOK.

“ODD

Death of
zen

a

Former Citi

of Place.

turned

There was
Clemons, 86 Cottage street.
neigho large attendance of friends and
Elizabors including many from Capo
jj.<m aad Portland, also Masoonomo Tribe

j

regular team lo*t to the

battleship

New York on

team

from

Saturday,

the
Au-

gust Uth. Although the Fort team won
11 straight games.
They were very unpopular after losing such an Important
game. The game was very exciting. Up
to the eud of the third
inning the Bal-

poet, dropping his pumuiot-Une
into

the hearts of the men ami
ho has wrought.
The emotions
of the lowly folks he deplots, are deeper
than those of the city-bred who, accus-

linkersalists Enjoy Picnic at Hig-

gins’ Beach-

tomed to school themselves, forget, in the
victories of today, the disappointments of
yesterday. Rut not so with the lowly
tavern _keeper, for to
him, yesterday’s

learn of his death which occurred at his
home on Vaughan street yesterday afternoon.

Griffin

Norton, Charles

Kev.

and

Mr.

“We
SfWciuut! their selections batng
Art Travelling Home,’* and “The Homo
land.'’ The pall bearers were W. K.
Dyer, Oeorge C. Place, A. W. Libby and
H, F. Howes, all taken from Masconomo
Tribe, and the ritual services of the hxlg»v

mode up their minds
that to save
themselves from disgrace
they had to win the game. They found
the pitcher und pounded him 4 runs, wlnto in,
nlag the
game by a score of 15
which saved their reputation.

WOKK SUSPENDED.

_

Work at Fort

held at the grave.
The Interment
Town
House
was In the cemetery at
Comer
Then was a large and beautiful tloral
Srltni'H Including a broken wreath from
South Portland high school, class of '97;
were

Williams has

been tem-

suspended until appropriations
available and additional iunls are
allotted.
It will be resume!, however,
before long and be continued until the
porarily

are

tiles.
A nice wooden fence has
been placed around the reservation and
last week a large stone crusher was received which is capable oX doing very
effective work.
snow

pillow, Red Men; closed hook, M. C. R.
B.; wsc'iit, Pond Cove school; pillow'.
Hr. and Mrs. Clemons
and annts;
ihl
Mrs.
row*,
Augusta Hannaford and
Kimsr Hannaford ;
pinks,Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall and R.Williams; wreath, board~

Grading

Is

going

on

about the

neat

chapel just erected by the Universallst
hi pinks,
ing house on llmckett street;
parish und the appearanoe of things is
Mrs. Mansikdd and tamily;
bouquets,
E. II. Dyer has
decidedly Unproved.
horn Mrs Merrill, Mrs. Williams, Mrs.
taken the contract, and the dirt is used
Fisnk Record, Miss Jennie Hannaford,
for the cellar which be is digging for Mr.
Mrs F, 8. Willard, Miss Jessie Harford
Lisk at Cushing's Point.
Miss Louise Verrlll.

And

MEETING.

AI^JERMANIC

SFhe adjourned meeting of the South
Jfc Hand aldermen was held last evening.
There was barely a quorum,
Aldermen
| Spear, Tilton and Small being absent.
Communication from

J.

F. Merrimai 1

for tho correct lir.es of School

street re

tarred to tho committee on new streets
it tfas voted to indeilnately postpone

reading

the

of an order

relating

to

the

settlement of taxes passed January 10.
City Treasurer Thompson upon the
lost rue ted

to

thirty days was
quit claim deeds tc

within

$5o0,

of

receipt

issue

Danie! P. Anthoino on certain property.
City Clerk Knight was appointed aa
in eo.

ui

The petition

for

tiie

acceptance

and

Albert Cule and wife of Buffalo who
have been visiting at Higgln’s Beach,
are guests of li M. Cole, Sawyer streat.
Mrs J. T. Bolton and daughter Charlotte left yesterday for Kennebunkport
Beach
where they will spend their vacation.
Mr. II. B. Walton, with Rowell Bros.’
store In Portland, is having his
vacation.
Mr. E. E. Elliott, with the Standard

clothing

Portland, is having his
Clothing Co
annual vacation of two weeks.
Mr. F. H. Qjrey and family, who have
been

visiting Mr. William H. Mansfield,

Preble

returned
home at Wollaston, Muss
iur.

street,

have

to

.iiwn's. jiuitjr u* unwistuu

thtflr

is

Ing his friends, Howard Corey, Stanford
street.

|

Bradford, postmaster at
laying out of Martinet street was reKnightville, left yesterday for Milton
ferred to the committee on laying out
Mills, N. H,, for a two weeks vacation.
new streets.
Miss Carrie Williams will have charge of
The warrants for the September elec- the office
daring his absence.
tion were signed.
m
who is emMrs. Isabelle
Skinner,
inboard of Municipal officers a build- ployed at the Bath Iron works, was vising permit for a stable grantod to Thom- iting here yesterday.
as J. Willard on Marriner street.
PLEAS AN TJDAIiE.
Roach was drawn as a
George W,
Mr. and Mrs Ered Morse and son hav6
grand juror for the September term of returned to their home in Dorchester,
Llewellyn

court.

B.

Mass.
Mr. Joseph Hasty and daughter, Miss
Fannie, left Tuesday for Detroit, Mich.,
accompanied by Mrs. J. W. Evans of
Pearl street, who will pass some weeks

Adjourned at 8.25 p. m. to Saturday
mning, September 8.
A committee meeting will bo hold
Tuesday evening. September 4.

their guests
Mrs. John Anderson, AtJantio avenue,
who has been seriously 111, is rapidly imas

HIRAM LODGE’S PICNIC.

I Hiram lodge of Masons had one of the
most
enjoyable picnics in its history
proving.
yesterday and snch was the verdict of
Mrs. Grace
the hundred

the
Smith entertained
young ladles of her Sunday school class
Wednesday at liiverton, in a very pleas
Mr. Walter Knight has
lnu manner.
purchased a fine residence on Chapel
street.
Mr. Albert Spaulding is very feeble at
his homefon Summer street.
from
Miss Edna Lamont has returned
Steep Fails.
Mrs. Judson Wass, Chapel street, is
entertaining her sister, Mrs. Geo, Dodge,
and children of So. Boston, Mass.

persons who attended, among whom were many ladies.
The party boarded the Harpswell steamer
and reaching Long Island lost no
time In getting at the sports which hail
and more

been

arranged

eanw

a

First
for the occasion
ball, the Spear
game of bass
nlnj and the Ohler nine, which resulted
In favor of the
Spears. A feature of the

A

IN IV EltSAL F001*.

DEATH AT DIAMOND ISLAND.
Following
"I have

Nature's

At Great Diamond island yesterday afof Dr.
wife
ternoon, Mrs. Hitchcock,
Hitchcock, a pyhstcian of Philadelphia,
died, She had been suffering with tulxjrcu lasts for some time and came to Portland a few days ago in hope that her eonDr. Hitchcock
diti on would improve.
and his wife and family had been occupying the Dr. Woodman cottage. The body
will bu sent to Philadelphia today.

Footsteps.

boy, two years old, weighing
forty pounds and in perfect health, who
has been raised on
Grape-Nuts and ml lk.
“This Is an ideal food, and evidently
a

furnishes the elements

necessary for a
l>aby as well as for adults We have used
Grape-Nnts In large quantities and great-

ly

to

our

advantage.”

ORDERED

F. W. Leavitt,

Washington, August 15.—Major J.
Hoff, surgeon, has been orderod
proceed to Taku, China, and report

Minneapolis,

Minn.
One advantage about Grape-Nuts Food
Is that If is
pro digested In the process
of
the starch con*
that

monufcujture;

R.

General Chaffee

Is,

of

moisture

and

long exposure

Therefore,

the

most

to

on

postponed

regular meeting

few minutes past
at a
New York
She was a few hours’
o'clock last night.
late on account of not having left New
A
York at the regular schedule time.
>

delicate

stomach can handle Grape-Nuts, and the
food is quickly absorbed Into the blood

an<1

chief surgeon

of the
will be held tonight at
Barbers’ union
45 Exchange street, at 8 80
The steamer Manhattan arrived from
The

moderate warmth, which grows
the
diastase in the grains and makes the remarkable change from starch to grape
sugar.

as

V.
to
to
his

staff.

Gained in the wheat and barley Is transformed IntD grape sugar In exactly the
same method as this
process is carried
out In the human
body, that Is by the
use

TO CHINA.

line trip was enjoyed.
The bowlers at Pines’ alleys are getting into trim and making arrangements
for the annual tournament which begins

tissue,

certain
parts of It goin g
to building and nourishing the
brain and nerve centers.
Made at the pure food factories of the
Hostum Cereal Co., Ltd,, Battle Creek,

directly

the lirst of October.
Mrs.
Thomas Carey

Mich,

i

Winter street,
at Fryeburg.

are

and chilli ren of
spending the summer

Pllsbury

have gone to Scarboro for
a
brief visit at the homo of Mrs. Julia Pllsbury s sister, Mrs. Leavitt.
Mrs. Fred Stevens has returned from a
visit with relatives at North Adams.
Mr. J. H. Hezelton has returned from

where he
Higgins Beach,
guest of his sister, Mrs. C.
of Somerville, Mass,, who
the month at that place.
A party of about thirty of

has been

the
J. HoLellan
is spending
the members

il

----

Uneeda Biscuit

Uneeda^

Uneeda

Uneeda
Milk Biscuit

cer for
them.

Uneeda

Elmer Black.
A large number of the Junior league
went on an outing to Bonny Eagle lake
yesterday. The party were in charge of
Rev. Mr. Cashmere
Morse
conveyed the

Mr.

Frank

company

E.
with

barges.
Dr. James P. Wentworth
has been visiting friends in

of

Boston,

Gorham.

BiliousHeadache, Constipation, all
Bowel Complaints. They
cleanse the blood of all Impurities.
their action. Of great benefit
ate women. One pill is a dose,
pills In a bottle enclosed In
25 cents ; six bottles, 81.00. Sold
here or sent post-paid.
NSON & COMPANY, Boston, Mass.

S

~Hl|

.......

..

A

creation

nutritious

of

An
pure graham flour.
easily digested dainty for
people with delicate
digestion.

wmmmmtmamtmmuunmmmamm

with wit, music and dancing.
J.
W. Harrington,
the clever mimic
and story teller is one of the most enter-

replete

RANGES AN9

ARE MADE RIGHT

TO GIVE RIGHT RESULTS.
The material used is the best obtainable.
The great care taken in construction insures good working
qualities and long life.
The special features and improvements give greatest conAsk the opinion of any user—there are thousands.
dealer does not have the CLARIONS, write to us.

---

hold our clothing up
the criticisri) of the
whole world. We warjt the

-OP-

trade of every map who
needs good clothing at the
lowest prices, and^we can

CLOTHING„ ETC.

SUMMER

Just think of buying a good suit of good
wearing Clothing for half any tailor would
charge you for the same quality, $22 to $30. Our
prices only
$5.00 and $9.85 a Suit
Less than half

fa;r

a

satisfy the rpan who requires the rpost expensive
tailor-made suit. We have
all Kinds of good clothing,

price.

Just the same wilh Bicycle
8.00 and 10.00 grariei all go lor

Suits.

§0.50,

$4.95

$5.00 Fine Golf Trousers only

frorr) the lowest to the
highest in price, but we
have no poor clothing.
Several lipes of rpediuro
weight Suits, just put on

$2.50

STRAW HATS—Men's, Boys’ and Children's sizes, 50c, 75c and §1.00 grades,
Ou!y 29c
DRESS SUIT CASES—Steel frames, brass

lock and catches, cheap enough at §3.00, only

$1.50

Bovs’ 50c and 75c

Shirtwaists

great values, only

aud

19c

large lot of Fine
Balbriggan Derby ltibbed Shirts and Drawers.
In
reduced
value
price to only
regular
76c,
59c each
boys’ uuiYCLK suits-Fine values,
$3.45, 3.95. 4.45, 4.95. Half Prices to close.
We cordially solicit inspection.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
NEW

544

S10 ’1E,
W. C.

CONGRESS

ST,

WARE, Mnnuger.
auglOdlt

NEW NEW HAMPSHIRE INDUSTRY.

Concord, N. II., August 15.—Tlio city
treasurer today paid out $8S2.50 in bounties upon grasshoppers at $1 a bushel
under the state law.
MARRIAGES.
In Bootbbay, August 6, David L. Woousum
and Miss Ur.ico A. Hilton.
In ltumford Centre, August 5, D. Stanley
Jackson and Miss Annie Farrar.
In Turner Centre, August 5, Walter E. Mason
of Turner and Florerce A. Keene of Livermore.
At Kezar Falls, August 2, Frank Blok ford and
Miss Mildred Campbell, both of Parsonsfiold.
In Edgeeomb, August 1, 11. F. Jacobs and
Miss Lizzie Ida Packatd of Bangor.
In sac •, Tristram W. Greene and Miss Jennie
L. Libbey; Heroert E, Greene and Miss Carrie
V. Loveland: Lawrence W. Comer and Miss Ida

Spear.
utrAl

S.

In this city, August 15, Charles S. Bickford,

aged 74 years, 7 months.
[Funeral Friday forenoon

exhibition.

Blouses,

UNDERWEAR—One

at 11 o’clock
271 Va glian street.

.

I

SVSen’s

residence,

Miss Clara

Everett

from

Boston,

is

B. Knapp with his
family are occupying his cottage here. A
party of their friends are also stopping at
Mrs. Matilda Merriman’s,
Mr, and Mrs. Warren Hunt from Oakland are visiting Mrs. Lydia Kandall.
her brother

Charie3

child of William 11. and Jessie E. Littlefield, aged 2 months, 1 day.
[Burial at Kenm bunk.
in Bermuda, August 14, of typhoid fever.
Mai’jo-le Louisa Holmes, only child of the late
George E. and Josephine V. A. Holmes, in the

infant

23d year of her age.

[Boston and Chicago papers please copy.
I11 North Orrington, August 13, Joan P. Pend letcn, age l 59 years.
In Bay-dele, August 12, Capt. Ilezekiali Pratt,
aged 75 years.

Outfitters,
Square.
auglOdlt

I
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SPOONS.

4

J
^

!

SOUVENIR

)

A Thousfnj of

El

Them, All Sterling

ver. 50c to

$4.50-

|

|

X

<

4

Our stock is far

superior to
subject
4
4 you want—Observatory, Port) land Head Light, Bug Light,
4
4 Portland Harbor, Bird's Eye
4

^

4

4

J
4
4
4
4

4
4

j
^
|
4

4
4

his late

;RANK M. LOW & CO.,

1 flointment

In South Portland, August 15, Hannah L.
August 14.— Messrs.
aged 70 years, 5 months.
Harvey Webber and Kaymond Green from Jellerson,at
Biddeiord.
[Burial
a
are
few
Portland
passing
days with
In South Portland, August 14, Meredith A.,
friends here.

llarpswell,

If your

to

OUT SALE

CLOSING

pj

We

goo«l mercliaudlse for
Uaveany idea at our

We are itllliig
less than you

9

i_.

4

boarding at Mr. Wm. KandalPs.
Mrs, P. A. Durgan from Earmington,
with two sons Charles and Archie, and

I
HEATERS 1

CLARION

from

West

Doctors recommend them for

Uneeda
Graham Wafer

Ask the groone or all of

with his talented associate, Miss Walton,
he presents a
pleasing comedy sketch,

Those
should

ness, Sick
Liver and

a

watmmmaaamamamm
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NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY.

Graham Wafer

Cor respondents.
who have not heard
of the Westbrook Universalist church and
by ail means go out
went
In
to
Beach
society
barges
Higgins
KENNEBUNK.
when it will be given both afterthe annual picnic today,
yesterday to attend
noon and evening.
The minstrels have
Kennebunk, August 13.—The change
held this year at the summer cottage of
of
and there is no
admirers,
of weather in this vicinity is agreeable.
their former pastor, Rev. T. B. Payne plenty
denying that they do their part in a ca- Last Saturday the thermometer regand family.
It
is
not
manner.
too
much
to
pable
say
Mrs. Dudley T. Swan, Main street, has that at least some of the jokes are new istered 96 in the shade.
Rev, (i. F. Mill ward and family will
gone to the White Mountains on a visit to and the singing is as gool as any of the
kind heard here this sumjitfrr. During leave here for a three weeks’ vacation on
friends.
the evening concert the electric fountain
It is understood that they
Wednesday,
Mr. L. H. Hand has been engaged by is
seen several
times.
The Fadettes
several of the residents
Main street, play during the dinner hour, their con- will spend a portion of it in Portland.
along
Rev, (i. F. Kouillard, Baptist pastor,
to ereot steps In front of «« residences cert in the Casino beginning at 0.15 p.m.
preached yesterday in exchange with the
where the grade of the street was lowered
McCUBBUM'S THEATRE.
Rev. Mr. Fulton of the Congregationa 1
a few months ago.
The secret of the success of McCullum’s
chucrh.
Mr. Hugh A. Cragle has
purchased a theatre this season has at last been disOTISFIELD.
lot of land at Falmouth Foreside where covered.
The following overheard on a
he is to erect a summer cottage.
Otlsfleld August 13.—There was a picstreet car while
returning from the
nic at Oak Hill,
Mr. Elijah A. Durrell Is the owner of matinee
August 9.
performance yesterday afternoon About one hundredThursday,
and lifty people were
four trees which are so heavily laden that
the
was
orie
of
the
which, by
way,
larg- present and enjoyed a pleasant day.
he has been obliged to place props under est
of the
Rev. Edwin Holden preached at 8purr’s
Two
season, explains it.
Mr. Holden is a
the limbs to keep them from
breaking, young ladies were discussing the merits Corner August 12th.
native
of Otislield, and a large audience
This of the
because of the weight of the fruit.
“Hands
the
of
Across
production
gathered in his honor and to listen to his
is one of several instances that might be
Sea," the attraction this week, when one eloquent words.
mentioned In the city, showing that the
H. M. Cushman is at home from BosWhy is a
propounded the fallowing:
ton on a short vacation.
fruit crop promises to be large this year.
person who visits McCollum's theatre
Mrs. Caroline Knight of Portland is
Annie C. Holmes returned Wed- this week like the father of new
Miss
twins? boarding at Mrs. Sarah Holbrook s.
nesday from New York where she has After the dull one had made several
Mr. E. J. Sylvester is suffering from a
been attending the summer sobool and guesses, the bright one answered that stroke of paralysis which causes one side
to be nearly useless.
lectures of Mr. A. K. Virgil.
it was because “both got twice as much
There were eight persons from OtisOswald Eklof arrived as
Mr.
and Mrs.
That
the
above
ap- fleld, who attended the summer school at
they expected."
Nnpurntr
on Wednesday for their
from New York
plies to all the productions offered at McBALDWIN.
summer outing at Little Lake Setoago.
Cullum’s theatre every patron will adNorth Baldwin, August 10.—Mr. Geo.
the performances
of
mit,
although
E. Binford is entertaining t hree ladies
“Hands Across the Sea’’ this week are
UUitllAM.
and a little boy from Massachusetts.
Mr, and Mrs Walter Chandler of Bartperhaps £the most interesting ana entertaining of the season. Maud Edna Hall lett, N. H., are visiting her parents, Mr,
and Mrs. Almon Murcn.
anil her brilliant
portrayal of Lillian
Postmaster Edward
Miss Emma Wiggin and Miss Emma
Harding has reof
much
the
flatteris
subject
ceived the following instructions from Melford,
Deering, of Massachusetts, are at Mr,
those who hava seen Nathaniel Wlggin’s.
in ing comment among
“That
the post office department:
Mr. F. J. March and L. M. Sanborn
who are adviBing their
an i
the play
future the ‘drop letters’ or one cent rate
do likewise. Robert Wayne, were in Portland tbo first of the week.
friends to
within rural Thomas
P. H. Wiggin has built a new kitchen
of postage will not apply
Lorle
Reynolds,
Eddlnger,
The two cent per Stephen Wright and Louis Morrison re- on the back side of his house. Henry
free delivery limits.
the most enthusiastic praise for Kose of Sebago has done the work.
ceived
ounce rate will be exacted within such
The henhouse built by Fred Dockety at
their splendid
performances. The sale
delivery upon all llrst class matters, ex- of seats for the balance of the week is re- J. M. Sanborn’s, is being torn down and
rural free de- markably large. Next week th3 company sections sold to different parties.
That
cept postal cards.
F. J. Murch will soon begin to repair
livery carriers will not bring to the post will app3ar in a magnificent production A. B. Sanborn’s cooper shop
preparing
of Shakespeare's sublime tragedy “Othelcollected
matter
office mail
by them
furnish this town and sun-ounding
to
lo," with Stephen Wright in the title
their routes role.
towns with apple barrels this fail.
which may be delivered on
The recent rain has done much good
before completing their trips.
Stamps
THE TKEMONT THEATRE CO.
and if we can have plenty of it now the
the
cancelled by
will in the future be
more
There is no
popular leading man crops will be fairly good, though some
carriers, and reported to the postmaster. in this tountry today than J. G.Gllmour, of the trees have turned so parts of the
resembles later
mountain
September
The carriers must keep a daily account of
who for several season! was at the (Jastle rather than
August.
all stamps cancelled by them, and report
It
was
his
Boston.
Harland
and
Mrs.
Mr.
popularity
Partridge reSquare,
to the postmaster.
made that theatre the family turned to Buxton Centre last week.
that has
The wfll of the late Edwin K. GamMr. Gilmour
CUMBERLAND.
theatre of New England,
supposed to be quite has been at the head of his own company
mon, who was
West Cumberland, August 15.—Miss
office
this
wealthy, was Hied at probate
been spending a few
at the Tremont theatre this summer and Mamie llullt 1ms
After all exweek, and is as follows:
received a perfect ovation the last night weeks at Peak's island.
Mr. Arthur Leighton Is at home for a
leaves $503 to be
penses are paid he
It will be a great treat
of the season.
few days.
properly invested, the interest yearly to inueed for Portland people to see this
A large number from this vicinity atEastern
cemebe used on burial lot in
company and we venture the prediction tended the celebration in Portland on
tery, the balance of the estate to be di- that they will be as popular here as In Tuesday.
Miss Vina Pierce, of Cambridge, Mass,
follows:
vided into five equal parts, as
Boston.
is visiting Miss Ada Morrill.
James Frederick Mason of Portland, Miss
RIVERTON PARK.
Mrs. Alice Shaw and daughter Muriel
Elizabeth Gammon of Gorham, Mrs.Allco
week.
a few days in Portland this
been saan at spent
No attraction that has
The annual reunion of the Clough famof Gorham,
O. Welch, his housekeeper
Riverton park this season has given bet- ily was held at Mrs. J. P. Rowe s, WalHe
Gorham.
Dr. Eugene D, Challls,
nut Hill on Saturday. It was a fine day,
ter satisfaction than the New York Comwills the homestead to Mrs. Weloh, to be
member of the several
whose entertainment this and nearly every
company
edy
He appointed Dr.
families were present. There are only
a part of her one-fifth.
is marked by the utmost refine- three sisters and one
week
The will
tjrotner of Capt.
Eugene D. Challis executor.
and refreshing
comedy. Clough’s family now living. These were
died. ment. novelty
was made a few days before ho
the
children and
and
with
all
present,
There are six different acts on the proE.
Gil(Jhai’les E. Perkins, Andrew
grandchildren there were about forty in
artist
und
with
every
appearing
gramme
number. A picnic dinner was spread on
patrick, Joseph Hall witnessed the will.
the
company is a star in his or her par- the lawn under the fir trees and was
John A. Wnterman and Henry Swasey,
much
The name of Frank Jones,
enjoyed as usual. The oldest memticular line.
appear.
ber present was Mr. J P. Rowe, who is
the clever Yankee dialect comedian, who
He has attended these
9.4 years of age.
Rev. E. C. Strout, pastor of the Methfor years starred in plays of rural char- reunions nearly every year, and although
odist church, Saco, who has been visiting
has
troubled him of late
to
almost
known
his
theatre
eyesight
every
acter, is
in Gorham, has returned to his home.
he has enjoyed very good health.
goer, and it is like meeting an old friend years,
Mrs.Eizzle Peering Mo Avory of Mobile,
Among those present were Mr. and Mrs,
to see him at Riverton this week, where, H. B, Farwell of St. Paul and their son
Alabama, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Neal, who has not attended one of these
Mrs. Me Avory was
Black, Main street.
reunions before for five years; Miss Vina
and visited the fair
Pierce of Cambridge, Mass Mr. and Mrs.
born in Gorham
Clarence Hatch of Deering, Mr. and Mrs.
grounds old home day.
Morrill and
Fred Morrill, Mr. W. E
Miss Jennie P. Whitney, South street,
Mrs. H. L, Strong of Woodfords.
is passing a few days with friends In Bid-

Granville Fobes Sturgis of Brooklyn,
New York, Is the guest of his aunt, Mrs.

Quartet

the

packages.

taining gentlemen that has appearechpt
Riverton in a long time. His imitations
UNDERWOOD SPRING.
of the different
dialects are clever to a
The new programme played by the Fa- degree, and
his specialty provokes the
de ties yesterday at Underwood was one heartiest laughter.
Many other good
of their best. The Sousa march was fa- features,
including the Matus Royal
miliar, but welcome and was well ren- Hungarian orchestra, contribute to the
dered. The selections from “The Belle excellence of the entertainment.
of New York" ware a very enteitaining
MAIN E TOW .NS.
part of the concert. But the brass quartette was exceptionally line, the cornet
and
trombone parts being particularly Item* ot Interest Uutliercd by Our Local

deford.

First appearance here of
new favorite

of the

prime favorite with all
lovers of good food.
Sold everywhere in air
tight, moisture proof'

slinjer Wayfer.

The pretty, smooth, even and artistic
performance of “Eed Astray," on Monday night was the signal for a weak of
excellent
entertainment at
the
Gem
theatre, anl the public have shown their

noticeable.
this music

member

Every

ViX.iU,

Miss Lillian Harmon- of
Raymond Is
vlsitlDg friends in this city.
Mrs. Mary Campbell ami family have
der. The service* were conducted by
returned from Trefethen’s landing, Peaks appreciation by a goodly attendance.
of the
Presented as it is by the adequate cast
Bev, B. li, Newcomb,
pastor
have
island, where they
a
enjoyed
loons were ahead and playing excellent
at the Gem, it pictures on old lesson In a
BBhany Congregational churfcb or South
month's outing at the Tolman cottage.
at the end of the sixth Inning the
In ball,
Portland, who made brief remarks,
The Young Men s
Democratic club new garb, beautifully refreshed by talent,
looked safe for the regulars, but at
whies he paid a handsome tribute of re- game
mentioned In Wednesday’s PRESS Is to Intellectual and dramatic instinct. ‘‘JLed
the end of the seventh things had chunged
meet for organization next Monday eve- Astray" has never been given with such
spect to the worth and character of the
smoothness in all its previous producThere was singing by a quar- until eaoh side felt the game was theirs.
deceased
ning.
tions in Portland, and is worthy of its
In the uinth Inning the regulars set
tette composed of Miss Inez Davis, Mrs.
Mrs. Julia Pllsbury and
Mrs. C. hi. large audiences.
their teeth hard and
Bed Men No. 1H of Kntgfatvllle who utteaded, dressed in the regalia of their or-

or

ADVERTISEMENTS.

women

game of ball was next
played, made up of nines from wards
’“» 55 aI*d
against one from wards 1, 5,
0 and 7.
The latter won easily.
The shoe contest proved to be one of
the funniest in the list. There were 10

Long

2ffKW

RPOUTY.”

tragedy hovers as a cloud o’er him and
his for today and for many clays to oome,
and it Is only after many weary disapOrchard Trees OverburPicnic at
familiar smiles
pointments. I.that ;the
again ohase across his honest countenance
dened
Island.
With Fruit.
entries,
Andrew J. Cash walked away
as ho beholds the silver
lining breaking
with the flfst prize, an
umbrella, while
through, where the clouds seem darkest.
the second, a necktie,
will be worn by
In “Old Jed Prouty,” Richard
Golden
Wm. II Ohler.
has given to the stage a character crea| The party raturned home about 5 p m.,
tion foreign to any that has ever been
fort Williams Items and Other satisfied that the annual picnic had been Residents Returning From Sum- presented before, a charaoter so honest,
in every way a success.
so homely, so true, that the actor is former Romes.
News.
converse
gotten, and we seem to nold
Ai.'t nAOIXiau liAMK,
with the very man himself,
aiding him
The game ot the season was
played at
in his trials, sharing in his sorrow, reFort Williams on Tuesday,
August 14th,
in his joys, and, as the
curtain
joicing
between
the
ot
Fort
Williams
regulars
Funeral services for Ernest G. Hanna- j
The Westbrook friends of Mr. Charles drops on the play, feel as it patting with
and
a
team
trom the same fort,
picked up
an old friend of years, instead of an acfbrti were fold yesterday afternoon at two i
S. Bickford of Portland, for several years
quaintance of a few hours only.
the Balloons.
John P. which called themselves
o'clock at the reside nee of Mr.
a resident of this
city, will be painod to
The game was due to the fact
that the
JL i-ilii

Masonic

ADVERTISEMENTS.

M5W
_

“Old Jed Prouty,” which will be the
attraction at The Jefferson, Friday and
Saturday nights and Saturday matinee,
is
not
a
surface
for
Richplay,
ard
Golden, In
turning playwright,

deep

lively

very

JED

NEW A1>V EKT!SESnmTS.

4

j

4

4
4

all others.

Most any

*

1
1

X
X

View of Portland, Union Sta- •
lion, Longfellow House, Long- ♦

fellow’s

Birthplace, LongfeiMonument, Soldiers’ Mon-

♦

low

r

uraent, Coat of Arms State of
Maine, with any subject in the
bowl.
Thousands of Sterling Silver Novelties, with
Portland

♦
♦
•

£
£

engraved on same. Hundreds %
pretty articles to take home i
to your friends.
£
of

4

4
4
4
4
4
4

X
X
X

McKEANEY’S
LEADING JEWELRY STORE,
Monument Square.
aupfidtf

|

|
+
a

OHIO POLITICS.
Interview

With

Now

Former

Visiting

in

Blaine

OPERATOR’S

LIKE HAHY

Blan

OTHERS

Orchard

K

Sport

pt Up

Begins.

While Horses

Cou Id

Be Seen.

Among the guests who are at the Congress Square hotel is Mr. W. H. Smiley,
a native of Oakland in
this state,
but
who since ’84 has been living in Ohio.
For the last eight years he has been at
Niles where he practices law,
being a
partner of Judge Ezra B. Taylor, who
the successor of President Uarfield in
Congress and who served in that Rapacity
for several terms. Mr. Smiley is a former
was

Easy Winning
For Phillip E.

People

Credit of

Two

Horses in 2.13 Pace.

Michigan.

Killed in Collision Near

business when first going to Ohio and afterwards studied law.

Operator Said No When

“Mr. McKinley was born in Niles, as
you know,” said Mr.Smiley last evening.
“But he did not live there after he was

He Meant Yes.

My law
years old.
I
office is on the site of his birthplace.
have met Mr.
McKinley a number of
times but do not know him very well. I
live in the old Garfield district which is
or

Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam :—I have seen
so many letters
frojjg ladies who were
cured by Lydia E. Pinkham’s remedies
that I thought I would ask your advice
in regard to my condition.
X have been doctoring for
four years and have
taken different patent medicines, but
received very little

Grand Rapids,

He learned the trade of
compositor on a Lewiston paper and then
went to Washington where a number of
years he was
correspondent for Maine
newspapers, He went into the newspaper

twelve

to

Seven

newspaper man.

2.16 Trot

Two Heats

Wreck in

I am
benefit.
troubled with backache, in fact my
whole body aches,
stomach feels sore,
by spells get short
of breath and am
Menvery nervous.
struation is very irregular with severe

thirteen

famous for the fact tnat it has

bearing

Discovered

J

Mistake Just

His

Half Minute Too Late.

Ind., Sept. 27,

made few

changes in its congressmen. Garfield was
Then
its representative for many vears.
Old Orchard, August 15.—There was so
little sunshine today that the track had
not completely dried out, but about foui
o’clock the horses were called out and Old
Orchard's second race meeting of the season was begun. The sport was kept up at
long as the horses could be seen up the
back stretch,
one race being cbnoluded
and the other going over till tomorrow.
The 2 16 trot was an easy winning for

Philip E,

6-year-old gelding owned by
Philip Hendrie of Taftsville, Ct whose
record of 2 16J4, made on a half mile ring
a

at Holyoke,
was lowered in the third
heat, The performance was considered
especially noteworthy, as the track was
so heavy near the pole that the drive was
made naif way toward the outside fence.
The 2 13 pace was a hard home
drive
Ned Wilkes, on the strength
every heat.
of his 2 1134) performance at Dover
Iasi

week,

was

picked

he was succeeded By Judge Taylor^ who
The
was followed by Judge Northway.
latter died about three years ago and was
succeeded by Charles F. Dick, who is
the
llepublican national
oommittee an 1, by the way, one of the
shrewdest politicians in the country. He
is now devoting his time to
managing
the campaign in Ohio.
Dick is one of
The
closest friends.
Senator Hanna’s
district is overwhelmingly llepublican so
that there is no question that he will bo

again el?cted thi6 year.
“Mrs. Garfield is still living at Mentor.
One of the sons, James E, Garfield, is an
ttr«ctlve and promising young man who
is much like his distinguished
fathqr,
and who, I think, will go to
Congress
He has already served in the
some day.
He has
state senate with
distinction.
shown himself to he independent in his
views

and

he has been
for this reason
elements in the

first two heats went
Old Orchard winner of three weeks ago.
Ned Wilkes took the next two, In a whip'
ping finish, Distance was waived, on account of the condition of the track. The
attendance was as good as was ever seen
at the track on an opening day. §
Tomorrow’s programme will include
the 2 16 pace 2.14 trot, and 2.11 pace.

Summary:
2.16 Class—Trotting—Purse $590.

Philip E,, br g by Clay—Clara Bell,
111
by Aletropole (Lftton)
cn m, t,.raige)
J. T. C
b g, (O’Neil)
Minnie B., br m, (Brady)
Whirlwind, br s, (Hyde)
Time—2 17%, 2.17%, 2.15%.

uenevieve,

Z

%

4

4
3

6
3
4

2

5

3

6

2.13

Class—Pacing—Purs8 $500
(Unfinished).
Wilkes, br g, by Dark Night

able man
“Senator Foraker is a very
and is greatly admired by the people of
Ohio who would be ready to forget many
A few
things in order to honor him.
years ago he was about as aggressive as
any man in the country; but like all of
us, as we grow older, he has seemed to
settle down quite a degree.
“I think that when the census has been
compiled it will be found that Cleveland
has a larger population than Cincinnati
which has always been the metropolis of
the state.”
Mr. Smiley starts for his return home
today.

POLITICS TO THE

Dark
—dam by Wilkes Boy (Wail) 116
Ned Wilkes, ch g, by Wilkes—
Fannie M. by Waldo Knox
6 3 1
(Cahill)
Little Dick, ch g, (Palmer)
3
2 2
Special Boy, ch g (McGregor) 2 4 4
Fred W., ch g (Avery)
5 6 3
Fmma E., ch m, (Lawrence)
4 5 5
Time—2 14%, 2.13%, 2 14%, 2.14%.

SAILOHS.

,4

2

Agent McFarland and
gher Have the

J
5
6
3
4

“Tom”

Galla-

Floor.

Clinton Slmonton of South Portland,
“child of
the people,” and Socialistic
candidate for Congress in this district,
has been under the weather in the east-

AT ULEN FALLS.
Second

Day of the Grand Circuit Meet-

lug.
Glens

Falls,

N, Y., August 15.—The
second day of the Grand Circuit
meeting
drew a good sized crowd to witness the
postponement of the 2.28 pace and the 2 07
paoe and 2.10 and 2.12 trots.
The 2 07
pace furnished the race of the day as in
the first heat ltoyal 14. Sheldon and Connor came under the wire in a
driving
linish so close that it was declared a dead
heat.
In the second heat of the 2.12 trot
live horses caipe up the stretch under the
whip, and not a sulky length apart. The
2.19 trot unfinished has been put over until tomorrow. Summary:
2 28 Class—Pace—Purse $1500.

Sally Hook, b
(McDonald)

Dr. Sparks
111
P. H. Flynn, b g (Arthur)
3
2
2
ch
Tommy W.,
g (Ernst)
4
3
3
Beauty Spot, b m (Shockeney) 2 dis
Orinz B, b g (Hudson)
5 dis
Bed Sheud, b g (Houghton)
6 dis
Dolly Brown, b in (Miller)
d)s

Time—2.14%, 2.12%, 2.14%.
2.07 Class—Pace—Purse $1000.
Connor, blk by C. F. Clay
by William Welch (Mac0 5 5 1 1
Donald)
Boyal B. Sheldon, blk g
0
(O’Neil)
112 4
6
Eyelet, gr in (Kenney)
6 2 3 2
Indiana, b g (McCarthy) 5 4 8 4 8
Bell Wood.br m,(Thomas) 4 3 4 dr
Free Bond, ch g (Miller) 3 2 dis
Coney, blk g (McHenry) dis

■Tlme-2.07, 2.08%, 2.07, 2.07%,

<9.1 (Hi

1
2
3
4

ing

was held,
“I'm right on my mettle for principle
this year, boys,” said Assistant Gallagher
“When election day comes around
in a few weeks Tom is going to step up
to the booth and register his little vote

Slmonton for
congressman and for
Pearson for sheriff,
I am not entirely

2.17,

2.12 Class—Trot—Purse $1000.
Triple Wilkes, b g by Kentucky Wllk9s (Golden)
4 8 111
Dollade
blk
m
Wilkes,
1 1 10 9 6
(Hyde)
Big Timber, b g (Perrin)
8 3 8 8 2
Little Dick, b g (Pope)
7 2 2 4 3
Ed. Lock, b g, (McDonald)
8 4 4 3 4
Ellert, br g (Van Bokelen) 9 11 8 5 7
Phrase, b m (Lockwood)
6 6 9 8 5
Elfrida, bin (Thomas)
2 6 6 7dr
Minuet, ch in (Pearse)
11 9 7 6 dr
ch
m
Temper,
5 7 5 dr
(McHenry)
10 10 11 dr
Merriment, b m (Geers)

against liquor, but I want to see Pearson
elected just to see what he would do.
I
want to know whether he would practice
what he preaches.
I have sized up the
situation and
am
going to act intelliDo you hear me? I
gently this trip.
ain’t going to make any mistake like
I did when
1 voted for Cleveland.
I
thought that he was the friend of the
workingman, but found out that he was

man,

This raised

a

laugh. One

George Blakely, however, jumped

up and said:
put out some

DEATH OF CHARLES S.

Time—2.10%, 2.10%, 2.10%,2.12%, 2.14%.
2.19 Class—Trot—Purse $1600
(unfinished) Vaughan street,
yesterday, aged 74 years
Lady Geraldine, b m by Constantine
and 7 months.
For several years Mr.
(Geers)
g
1
Prank Creamer, br g (Gray)
1
2 Bickford was the Hour inspector of this
b
Pierrot, s (McDowell)
3
4 city.
He was a man of
integrity and his
Maggie Anderson, b m (Dellinger) 6
8 death will be
mourned by many friends.
Winniford M, br in (Burch)
4
5
He leaves a son, Mr. Llowallyn
Bow Rene, b g (Lochwood)
dis
Bickford,
Time—2.11 3-4, 2,11 1-4.

who holds

responsible position with the
International
Paper company ol New

1.35 this afternoon,

HEALTH OF TROOPS.

“Washington, August

15— General

Mac-

Arthur has cabled the war
department a
brief statement concerning the health of
the troops in the Philippines. The number of sick in the hospitals Is set down at
8818 and in quarters at 1261,
making a
total of 6129 sick soldiers, or 8.47
per cent
of tha entire army in the
archipelago.

N.

Y.,

S. Bean mills at West
Bethel, together
with some
oJicr lands and
buildings
and
some
timber lands, to Merrill
Springer & Co. of Dixfiold.
This mill
property is the valuable plant formerly
operated by tiro late A. S. Beau, and was
tlie basis of the
industry anil business of
West Bethel.
Since the death of Mr.
Bean these mi Is havo beon shut down
and business has .been at a standstill in
the heretofore busy little

village.

8HEPLEY STREET.161
flTO LET—Furnished rooms with or without
.JL board; 200 feet from corner of Park and
Congress streets. Pleasant, open situation,
MBS. SKILLwith shade trees and grass.
16-1
INGS, 5 Congress Park.
LET—Vory pleasant rent, full ,vlew~o?
f|iO
A
6
cellar;
harbor; rooms, cemented
$11 per
14-1
month.
19 EaSTERN FROMENAPE.
_

with balh,

seven
LET—House
IlO hot
water, furnace heat;
this
in
of

price

rooms

nice location;
is a first class rent
first class repair;
14-1
$10. Call at 72 OCEAN AYE.

ritO LET—House 401 Cumberland street, eight
A rooms, bath, new furnace. Also new house
on Woodford street, eight rooms, bath, laundry
hot water heater, open plumbing, open fire
place, line pantry, piazza, very choice. GEO.
F. JUNKINS, 270 Middle street, near Monument square,
_lt-l
LET—Furnished house 71 State street, 10
rooms, bath, furnace, and laundry, nicely
Also small
furnished, with or without piano.
furnished house on Park street, near Gray, 6
Both very desirable
rooms, bath, and furnace.
GEO. F. JUNKINS. 270 Middle street, near
11-1
Monument square.
ri'O LET
Houses, stores, tenements and
A
offices, r< al estate bought, sold, leased and
cared lor. mortgages placed on first class proi>erty at lowest rates nearly 30 years successful
GEO. F. JUNKINS, 270 Middle
experience.
street, near Monument square.
_lj-1
LET—Nicely furnished room, large and
In
airy;
good, quiet location, near firstclass boarding house.
16GRAY ST., between
Park and State._
11-1
AITANTED—To rent by September 20tli, a
house in west end of city of ten rooms
and bath, five bedrooms.
Address imtne flat-ly, stating location an 1 terms, S. H., Press

T'.O

I wrote you some time ago,

TO

Office.

Ill

RENT—Two story detached
|?Olt
68
street, one Mock from

Gray

house. No.

Spring street

TO

HOUSES

band,

obtain

a

divorce on

sertion.

the grounds of de-

has been heard by the Port
land authorities regarding this story.

Nothing

LET—First class rent of eight rooms at
223 High St,
Price $25. Inquire of GEO.
C. HOPKINS. 88 1-2 Exchange St.
jeidtf

TO

These companies have filed articles of
ncorporation at the office of the secretary
of State:

WANTED

—

XIA I, it

BROWN—FOIl .SALE AND TO LET.
mo LET—In

a most beautiful location
on
the city, eight
tenement; hot and col t water bath.and all
modern conveniences.
Apply to L. M. LKIGH10N or GEO. VV. BROWN, 63 Exchange St.

:

Prospect Hill, overlooking

_Jly3Q-tf
LET-A fine house iust completed, beautiful location in Coyle Park,
overlooking
bay; 10 rooms with bath, anl all modern

X
the

L M- LEIGH TON or
H0p^eisifnuo3;,-..r^PI>ly
GEO.
W. BKOWN. 53 Exchange St.
Jly30-tf
t0

ROST AND FOUND.

2_
F

C'ST

St. Bernard dog, orange and white
ti
,co,1,orr. .Collar marked No. 6664, N. P.
Haskell, Portland, Maine. Finder will be re,lim tj CASCO BAY
•>TEAMBOAT CO.’S WHARF.
15-1
GST—August 2nd at Cape Cottage Casino
two lings, a diamond and
Tho
pearl.
inner please return to Mr.
Hatch, head waiter
; ittas.no.
or to Geo.
Shaw, grocers. 5-5 Cons
gress -reel, Portland, Me., and receive reward.

Articles in all classes of stores.
Very attractive advertising features. High cash commissions and liberal contract to the
right Iman
THE ELYalAN MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich
11 i

POSITIONS-Don't prepare
GOVERNMENT
cr any civil service examination
without
seeing our Illustrated catalogue of information.
Sent free.
COLUMBIAN
CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE. Washington, I). C. 11-2*
WANTED—Recruits for the U. S. Marine
Corps, able-bodied, sober men, between
21 and 35 years old, fine chance for
service on
shore in China, Philippines, Gunn.
AlasKa and
Puerto Rico and on board ship in everv
pari of
the world. Apply 203 Middle
St., Portland and
70 Harlow St., Bangor, Ma'nc.
Jiyi9dtaug3i
AGENTS

—

Some
coffee

people can’t drink

•

everybody

Bishop Ilealy,

good

wanted

pictures of

to
the

take
lati

commissions, prompt delivery and exclusive territory.
Call or adores*
JOHN O’BRIEN, 195 Federal
street,

Port?w.d!

___15-1

4 GENTS
A

WANTKD-Can make big money
by addressing a. L. G., Box 1557.
to 1

drink Grain-O.
and tastes like
it

is

grains.

made

quarter

from

pure
No coffee in it.

Grain-O is
coffee ;

coffee,

cheaper than
about

much.

All grocera ;

15c. ami USo»

one-

on

FEMALE HELP WANTED.
dishwasher at the Columbia
lyANTED—a
Hotel; wages S-f.00 per week.
13-1
vf

,

J

v!

^0Ir’an bookkeeper In au lnsura:i?.e7.':e one lnving had some expePreferred. Work light:
rv
A“tlre<5 "INSURANCE.

W‘'h,tV1,.ewrll,n?

_

at

h

laiid Me.
*—

-i

NURSE would like an Invalid
home for the winter or for a vear-

L A ,UN|

Run Cottage,

West Po-

—-----10-1
customers to know UiaFYliavo
XV^^J.EDr.My
from a two
—

months' vacation and
bcnlth I will endeavor looervethem
better than ever before.
Please call and
over my fall samples.
M. M. NANSEN Marchant lallor, 493Vti Cong.esa street.
v

bf!tto^i7ter

wC

’ll-1

WANTED-Capable

f

lad v

or

gentleman

to

Oppo/

i&Tbw, v&V'sie. Aadre83 SiOCKi
WANTED a!’

l.*f

iirvoi!v ,?ir
^6 to
.AUNldtY,

36

*roncrH- 8taroliers and
Apply at GLOBE STEAM
Temple street
jyl4-tf

\ ^ Awnr^It.7?1,i,l'!le a.Ked

won:ap t0 <10 housem
°[ two Persons on farm
, (J
J
t<> f -rm 1 fe (ie'red
a iieel.
Audi*3sl)v letter gifing ace find exuer .dice.
ASBUKY 1,1 is BY, South

ft!
,i.A1

.<,r.fl0ns Fl'd

Buxton!
Me!
15-l&wlt

Souvenir Spoons.

oa

U1^8 at

couv<>nw®VJM
*5.®!: H

IIOKIrving street

WojdferRj
root^^T^r^(was Thomas
,Ee<*
G

strata

fords, bath, cemented cellar etc VI "°#t
•S1500. Very easy payments, like rant a ^
this for a home. 0. b. DALTOV oq. v*#l
*
■01 "004.
fords avenue.
Ei-i

----

The owner lnstnTi«iT~~~*
1|iORsellSALE—Lot.
one building lot near

SALE—On C ongress'Street, near Maine
Eye and Ear Infirmary, brick, 3-story, 12
room house; hath and steam, 3700 feet of land;
excellent location for business or for physician.
GKO. F. JUNIvINS, 2 0 Middle street, near
n-1
Monument square.

IaOK

0Dlenade, at a special low price. This a
trinity to secure a desirable lot that •S?l)or'
1
again.
8 \ A , W»
Estate, First National bank Building.

RELBltfoiC

occur

^

ImrseToaTirthr^r'

SALE—Two nice
If*Lit
r
y years old. weight from050to
luooi?°llle' J
would bo nice lor a doctor; will sell cii •«« 1 *
be seen at r coley’s stable, India itrriit
call at 25 Coilou
street.

SALE—On Long Island, a desirable 12
house
room house and good sized stable,
plastered and papered, good well of water,
location
house,
whole
under
the
collar
orchard,
landing and
on high land, between Ponce’s
Marrlner’s; price and terms reasonable to
close. N. B. GARDINER. 03 Exchange St.
Ill

FOlt

/*

particulars

salli—MagnlQcent hi«u~binind:
Forsquare
lent, at Ottawa Park (Cliff

over -to f.-ct ocean
lot on Capo Shore.

I70R SALK—Four second-hand Square Pianos,
Miller, Gabler, Vose, Haiiot & Cumstou,
cheap for cash or by Installments. Fine new
Uptighis always in stock at low prices.
street.

^seiy

easy monthly
C. li. LALTON, *31

SALE—Pretty

2-story brick honso on
Ten rooms, hath,
1)3 sold at a barWill
furnace and laundry.
gain. Apply to GEO. F. J UNK.JNS, 270 Midll-l
dle street, near Monument square.

litiest

frontage,

^

Prioo *0000, Ctll»°S,ii?
1>A LT< 'N, 53 Exchange St.

IT

im_ju

,$•

steeU^TT''
cutter°a7.°-r5e

HALE-Whitman
Halitwlu ensilage
ft. currier, has been lu use six weeks ,i
second hand separator, will sell low it nr
at once; also National reversible sulit
N. li. EICKKTT, No. Pownal, Me

I?ORpower

_0-1

of 35 acres; large two,
on the Bridgton road,
miles out, near Duck Pond; large elm trees
around the house; has been run as a summer
Pleasant location for sumboarding house.
m t guests.
Inquire of C. B. PRIDE, Duck
Pond.aug7-4
RAKERS OVEN FOR SALK—One No. 3
J* Middleby baker’s oven and cooking imOne baker’s wagon and one deplements.
Call on or aulivery pong with biker’s topTrustee
dress P. A. SMITH. Watorvllle, Me.
of the estate of J. W. Leinont, bankrupt

SALE—Faim
FORstory
house, situated

8

Lit SALE- -Very kind and line looktnTh^
horse, 8 years old. 10 hands, wel«h»tn2
with long mil black mane and till;|j noti,
ot the steam roller on our st eets or
thest"
an 1 electric cars ; if any horse Is safe
for ay
to drive this lmrsc la; will road 8
ml>i !
hour; a perfect family horse; will besoliu,
low price to a party who will
treathlnto!
ouch' to be irt ilted.
Andress "1D> w..
onTce, Portlan 1, Me.
’7,-'

Ip

au7-8w

musical goods, pianos,
boxes, violins, mandolins, guitars,
sheet
banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular
music, instruction books, superior violin and
banjo strings; please call at HAWES’S, 414
au7-4
Congress street.
HALE Elegant
|AOR
r
music

Centred

L OR SALK-Fariuat Cumberland

1
acres. 25 acres tillage, 25 hard
ance pasture with a prying
brie* house, 8 rooms. In complete reuair
riige liiuise, barn and poultryhouse. PnW. 11. WALUflON »!'
S2i oo, SbOO down.
180 Mlildl street.

womV
gragltequ'-m
o’

r

jg*!

SUMMER HOARD.

forty words Inserted under tills Read
oue week fur 25 cents, emit iu advance.
HOARDERS WANTED—At High Road Farm
foT September amt October.
Special rates
parties. MRS. ROSCOE G. SMITH, Cornish,
Maine.
*•

to

__15-1

HOARDERS WANTED —lean accommodate
students who desire
Address HATTIE
M, FILES, Gorham.
16-1
Me._
BOARD tind Pleasant Rooms for Sep/~dOOD
"
tember and October.
Two minutes walk
from a lovely lake, boat free; piazzas, sli tde
trees, grove; one mile from village. Portland
relerences.
GEORGE N. COLBY, Denmark,
-** a limited number of
hoard in a private family.

Me._io

2

LK)lt SALE—Drum, drum, drum on the fitA .tliatj I bought of Hawes, and be
surerbuy all your heads, belts and sticks comer(V
gross and Temple streets. Cheapest niacH
Maine to buy Phonographs and Musical Ge«i"
Sheet Music 1 cent. C. C, 11 AWES tW

jj1

Store.

SAi.E-A house lot on Heasaiit
I feel ing District, C,Oxl3S feet.
Innuireic
FRED X. M A TTI1EWS, 896 Congress street

FOR

h£

■pwn n/vMi
*Brackett

v/iv

LC/Aoi—v.ouage noa«

■■

street, near Bramhali; 11
rooms, bath and furnace; la excellent rnu
very

convenient

and

sunny.

reasoMtii

No

offer refused.
GKO. F. JUNK INS, KOHidstreet, near Mo mment square.
X;

WINDHAM, ME., Lake house
SaLE—Two-Story
NORTH
FORstable
open for the season of 1900, quiet location,
Coylo .street.
now

unexcelled mineral water, good
supplied
bass and salmon fishing, very desirable rooms,
rates reasonable, correspondence solicited. L.
S. FREEMaN. Prop.
JelSdSw
with

Harfits

aticimIin;;

Old

lfomc

Week celebration will miss it if

(liey

do not visit tlie

Gem of the Bay.

Take Yarmouth cars leaving C.45, 8.16, 10.15.
10.45,11.15, 11.45 a, m., 1.16, 1.45, 2.15, 2.45, 3.15
»
3.45, 4,15, 6.16, 8.45 p. m.
aug2dlin

BiCHECKLEY
Prout’s

Neck, Me.

JVOWr
For terms

nml

wooden home ai
on
Large la Tare
10 rooms, >j;i h, combination heapr, and efe.
trie lights; for one or two faiuiUei. Mu»t
sold soon
A
arguin for someone. GEO.f
JUNKINS, 270 Middle street, near Mossk
square.
y.l

for sale— imperials,
the best made wheels on the nurie;
Wo verine, America and one Juvenila (jjtfj
wheel, all at greatly reduced prices to ate
out; also bicycle tires,
G. L. BA1LE1 x
Middle street.

Bicycles

SALE—Cat boat Imp, sound andli*
FI ORailnaly
for .sailing; lias bowspritt

libs, anchors, roads, and a mooring.
W. A. ROLLINS, Diamond Island.
SALE—West of Park street,
IpOR3-story
brick h'iu>e, n

_____

TO LOAN on first and second
mortgage' on real estate, life Insurance
policies a id rotes or any good security. Real
estate bought, sold aim exchanged.
I. P.
BUTLER, 48Va Exchange street.
auglo-4

MONEY

OF CONTRACT—Proposa s~wilt be
\OTICK
received by the Sui eriutcnding
School
Committee of W. Falmouth for the carp iter
labor ou the sclioo'.house of W. Fa'niouth; alt
bids to be In on or before the 17th of
August;
and specifications can be had by
plans
applying to E. F. Huston & Sou.
Committee wilt reserve all rights to reject or accept all bids.

poR

contractor

NOTICE—Goss

beague,

A STI1MA and Hay Fever

St,

of

cured

by

cau be

loaSu

.est

:

Me.

j;

i s : AT k Ft-it -AI e at
«u
ta
PORTLAND—Thera
when such trades rould be bought la S*c'Portland real estate as at pretest. WH a
houses with good lots ID good nelgli&orD*
with most modern Imorovemests «g sprees Ur
below anv tiling ever offered before.
street (1200; house. Shawm ut stmt, M
house. Front street. (lOOO bouse, Purlin La
lot of land, Broadway. $100; total Castl
ortier. 100x400 ft., (150.
I also bare sum4
the av al desirable building lots at souUi M
land, the prices ranging from (100 to|2* a3J V
bent part of village where property u laura* f
lag in value each year.
Any p.,r*oa wlstafS
t) iy a building lot can pay one dollar perw*
If desired.
This is a rare opportunity for®*
w ishlng to secure a lot that will tierwsr.11
value each year. Tlie underdfsned wll if*
sired, give the names of parties who&»»**!&•
in the last dozen years made from m» to t*
hundred dollars In one yearon lots tint
little above one hundred dollari TM |Sniust remember that in buying lots at
Portland 1; is not like going out of tows ***
some speculator
has bought up t iana **;
divided tlie same Into building lots at * P**

Kkai.

lihver

HiMtfll

f'tk);

re-

corner

7 acre-

roit PALF. —1 he only available lot of tat
a
on the Western
Promenade, bxiated Is
tween the residences of .Messers. Cartiudui
Conley. Also a first-class furnlsliej eotar.
stable and land s',
Willard Beach, A.pN
to TRUE BROS No. 3$l Kora street.
Jl-d

and

auctioneers,

lToiit

_

builder; Jobbing promptly attended to;
estimates given;
houses for sa e aud to let;
mortgages negotiated, also care of nroDerty
Carpenter’s shop 204 Federal St.
Call or
write 8<J EXCHANGE BT. Office hours 9-11
a.
m. and from 1-5 p. n.
Teiephono 434 2. $
mar21dtf
__
& Wilson,
moved to 154 to 169 Middle
ouver St.

SALK— \

L\>R SALK— Srashore lots consisting d
acres, situated on the short) cowist
groves; good water and everything coafft
for a small colony; will be sold at stank
l or particulars address li. A. SOULE, (k

jo 1

DeLong.

—Sbopuerd Puppies, t'wehe»«u

a

ll-l

8.

SALE

soi

a
Deer ng district lo. fine resMtaMe, «si
line, full view of city ana h irtor; tot fe
outage, double row shade trees, rises pit
ally from street, perfect lawu; pries low.
'V. HANSON. 43J Fore street,
it

NEW DRINK, GLORIA 1
the often unsuspected
—Indigestion
cruise that robs men of m.inly
vigor and women
or freshness and beauty, producing
premature
ot old age. llaif a da.v of new li e In
every
drink. INGALLS BROS., Agents.
auglO-4
1 ILLIAN D’ARVlLLtt.
LI lrvoyant aril
as l alnust.
Sittings dally on heai li. business or private family matters, law
suits. divorce, love or marriage. Residence : #v Oiford street, o:.e door from l’reb e
All advice
strictly confidential and reliable.
XO-l
1 LAND’S OLI) CUR I
pOK
fiSPrYsiliTP, 223
A
Middle street, uostalrs. All kinas of Books
and Pamphlets, Autographs. Book Plates,
Coins. Old China,
Engravings, Brio a-Brae,
Candlesticks, <11 ss. Brass and Pewt-r Ware
sold aud exchanged,
bought,
w"a,t91£,p,l;1.n‘!9.re
I•

Vri

el l, for sale. Order at once as thin re;
1 now
They are flnelv bred;
trained to stock.
J. HENRY Jmr«
Portland, Me.
gj

be
are

rpHB WONDERFUL
Is

NOTICE—C.

carfe

coi^Hrt

HartlyW

1^OR
a

nitV AN

on

rooms
od 5*;
)p?n lirei lirst and second doors.
ne At, liot and cold w iter, fine cellar, set to
and range, bay windows.
Great barm
closo es ate.
W, 11. WALDRON SOLI*

VOR SALE—House lots on
*
W odfords.
MRS. GRAY, Cor. Few;
A\e. and Hartly St., tVoodfords,

Neck,

_MISCELLANEOUS.

li. W

Attfeii
i;

Middle street.

OPE.V

clrculnrs npply to
lit A C. fOSS, Prop.,
Pront’i
Me.

Sure Cure for Asthma/’
r
u„,h,8
Call
or
send ■H,I'5“’S
address to T. HILTON, l>rnggisl, 129 Congress St.
kug4-4
\Vric WILL BUY household goods or store
Mtnres
of
any
or
will re/
description,
ceive the same at our auction rooms for
sale on commission.
GOSS
&
WILSON1
Middle street, corner Silver

i>ost office,

_

RALE—House w.th It room* and «•_
two acres of land filled with fruit tr*
Also house lots adjoining,tu Ksst IUMP*
bn gain bv GKO. W. Al»AMH, 108 Ek*St.
Executor of tlio estate of thelaWB«p«“

^r«iionbers‘

rjfOR

,treet-_leb3-tf

°Lr?al estate who desire a loan to comp.ete their puichase or owners having mortages past due or maturing, can obtain libera'
loans at a low rate of interest by
applying at
tne real estate
offics
of
FREDERICK s
VAILL, First National Bank Building.
____

AYA7/i,\

REPAIRING.

lly25d 1 mo

all kinds“of fine
”
work is my specialty, and
jewelry
my 20
experience with W. F. Todd Is a guarantest
at reasonable prices.
It your
w9rk
wa.ch or ciocg ne.‘ds
cleaning or repairing
bring them to me ana I will put them
in first!
class condition.
GFORCE \V. BARBOUR 3R8
Congress St., opposite City HalL
26tf
and

j

Adams.

SALE—A fme cash business toW*®*;
1|L'ORufaciuring
town, all fresh goods
k nd that don’t go out of style, do romp*®1®
This is a fine opportunity nr one or
"
men.
Price twenty-five hundred dollars-

Jen

M. STAPLES, Brtdgtou,

Me._

Two other nice residences to
Park, on Deerlug av:nu*. e#11
ing eight finished rooms, with all Ipod*™*®:
sentences.
Apply to (jKU W.

AI-so
<ien

Exchange

Jc'-'-

St.

___

IoW>tf««^,lj

SALE-Ten Per
po.t
*

_WASTED

SITUATIONS.

h'orty words lamted under tills head
»nc weelt for a.~,
cents, cash In advance.
CUrUAlION WANTED by a
good woman
t
cook, experienced; In private family or
boarding house In the ,,,ulinia‘U3
mountains
ore
preferred. Inquire at 447 B ST.
small

til TjJAr ION

WANTED —Boy of 18 years
learn the clectrlea' business
No. 73 8 1. LAWRENCE ST.
to-i
.__

to
11
wa!,J®
1 le ise
ad iress

Cent
scarce now d lys, but here U an opH'r“*,
tty to secure a double lionse thatwluptfgS
cent and Is In such a location that It wii
have a tenant.
Nothin.'Js sossfe
r-al estate well ren ed.
Apply to
:
IIliOWN, ff3 Exchange St

*j**-

SALK-Eighteen house lot*, WMK
of 4S lots in Fessenden ftm'- ibeen sold within the P*,!JL
w cks.
Win exchange for anything tbs* L
Judgment, Itas food or be»ter
a sure Investment they ar** Ju*t the rtgm
Apply to GKO. W. BROWN,83

r,v)R

liftlano)
which invo

l!iajwb|

liXCbsD^

■/M)R SALK—Fine house on

I

Bl

^

Call

s

!5e.°f

WANTED.

dessyOfficeeiat8'
()FcE-26 "first' clas^lFT^
experienc’d waitresses Rumfonl0Fa!ls. WOrk f°r °reenle if & ^rlDg^t
WAZr™a~*
» T
the SEA SHORE
Old
HOUSE,
Orchard
_

costs
as

trimmings,

of

Spring street line. Reward vvi.l be paid
\\ in. 11. Somers’ hat store,
li-i
which owner may
POUND—A gold chain
the
same
and
P'ov*n^
paying for
in.
*7
his
advertisement.
81 EXCHANGE ST.
11-1
The
pin.
owner
can
have same
pOUNl)«-A
L
at
by
12C
calling
COYLE ST.
11-1
;

It looks
but

with lace

leaving it at

can

}iH)K

on

SALE—Desirable
FORState
reet, near Gray.

Congress

J

tenemAhTT""?—

SALK—New two
East Leering, near scliooh
street cars, every modern
etc.
Will be sold on

SALE—Two (2) new modern
Deerlng Highlands, never occupied,everything new ami modern, elctrie lights, bath,
C. B.
heat, etc. Price right and terms easy.
DALTON, 231 Woodlords avenue._P>-2

414

{n°1era
rehab.® 8»l4
wni

avet1 ,W.

_16-1

HAWES,

tw

house

Highhmls, every modern cotm-i
located, very sunny, price rlgh' if
C. L. DA LTON, 231 t\ oodfords

Til ORTGAGES N EGOTI AT ED—PurcliaseTi

WANTED.

sub agents
GENKKALand
'A
orders for He sized

14-1

black cioth cape,
L°1T-Lady’s
about collar and black satin
in

FOR

FOR

PorllanH

"

ar-'
F°a« “».LN^ K G&3' fiT?*

open
SALE—Second handltcutunder
surrey, lia-i late style shell patten body
wings, lamps, spring backs and spring cush
Ions; taken In settlement with a party leaving
G. A,
city and must be sold; no use for It.
FISHER, 11 Noyes street,
houses

RALE—At South

FOR

_16-t

Jel4cl3m

_

.ars

meat, separate entrance
con veniences. extra con er lot
on easy monthly
payments to'

HELP.

SIDE

X

Carleton streot, 11
laundry, steam heat,
To be sold to
set bowls, hot and cold water.
settle the estate of Samuel Waterhouse. In& SONS.
WATERHOUSE
of
SAMUEL
quire
367 Fore street.
SALE—House 44

FORroojns with bath and

KENT—House No. G3Gray street. Nine
F’OUrooms
beside halls, bath and store rooms;

and cold water, set tubs, furnace beat; with
good yard room. All in first class order. Enquire at 44 DEER1NG ST,, morning, toon or
night
22 tf

SALES.

Forty words Inserted
one week for »5
cents, euah |n
tdvr

hot

NEW CORPORATIONS.

room

_POR

Forty words Inserted under tills head
one week for *5 cents, cash in advance.

—

FOR

August 15.—Attorney

, natter

a

PRESIDENT LEAVES CANTON.
York.
Canton, O., August 16.—Preslient and
Mrs. McKinley,
Secretary of the Presi- BIG TRANSFER OF REAL ESTATE.
dent Cortelyou, and Dr. Rixey, with the
members of the executive office force,who
Bethel, August 15.—An important
have been in Canton, left for Washington
real estate transfer is the sale of the A.
at
§

Albany,

by the governor or whether the
<
charges justify the appointment of a
< commissioner
to proceed
against the
nayor in exactly the same way as in the
BICKFORD. < case of District Attorney Gardiner,

After an illness of several days, Mr.
Charles S Bickford die! at his
home, 271

ri'O LET—Home of six rooms, all in good reA
pair; down stairs rent No. 17 Bhepley St.,
$20 per month.
Key may be found at No. 15V2

ROOMS

ICE TRUST.

General Davies received from the attorting there,”
neys a copy of the amended charges prewhat
are
erred against Mayor Van Wyck for his
“Oh,
you giving us?” re1
marked Agent McFarland, “you haven’t connection with tho ice trust.
It is
irobable
tliat.the
been
over only a little while and can’t
; he end of the attorney general/will by
week
decide
whether
know much
about
the politics of the
, here should be a
hearing given on the

pocket,”

S^T.^

electrics: sunny corner lot; eleven rooms with
bath.
BENJAMIN
Immediate possession.
SHAW & CO., 61Va Exchange street.
11-1
ritO LET—Store with two good windows, very
*
Price
light and airy.
right.
Inquire of
from no other source.’ ”—Clara Kopp, H. W.
10-1
McCAUSLAND, 410 Congress St.
Rockport, Ind., April 13, 1899.
f r laundry or barber shop.
Houses
furnished O' unfurnished: one at South
Portland. Four furnlstied for light housekeepNOT HEARD OF HERE.
ing. Furnished house for board of two persons.
Cart, hay rack, rake, tedder and cypress wagon
for sale cheap. S. L. CARLETON, 118 Congress St.
_10-2
Interesting Story Regarding Elopement
OR RENT— £07 Congress St., 6 rooms, $L2;
17 Mayo, 3 rooms, $8; 195 Congress, 5 room
of a Widow and Married Man.
h use, $10; 5 rooms, bath, Beckett. $13; Lineoln, cor. Pearl, 7 rooms, $13; Melbourne, 6
A Pittsfield, Mass., dispatoh con tains rooms.bath, $13; Oxford, with stable, 8 rooms
$14; 2o0 Congress, 5 rooms, bath, $15. FRANK
an interesting story regarding an attracB. SHEPHERD & CO., Real Estate Office, 45
10-1
tive widow, Mrs.
Rebecca Whyte, and Exchange St.
RENT—Lower rent of 7 rooms and bath,
a married man, John Dyson, who eloped
liot and cold water, steam heat, excellent
Saturday and who are thought to have location. Inquire morning or evening, NO. 120
set out for Portland
Mrs, Whyte left EMERY ST._aug7-tf
with her two sons, ten and 12 years of rilO LET—Large, furnished front room with
JL alcove. Steam heat. eas. bath room priviage, ostensibly for Worcester, where she leges. Inquire torenoons at 19 ELLSWORTH
STREET.ltf
said she was going to accept a position
LET—House No. 10 Gray street, 10 rooms
as matron in a hospital.
It was afterand 1 a'.h.
newly papered and painted
wards
found, however, that she had throughout; also house No. 3 Dana Block.
Pearl
street.
Enquire of C. H. RANDALL, 219
shipped her goods to this city.
Commercial St., or 112 State St.
auglutf
Dyson did not work Saturday. Sunday
and APARTMENTS-Fredertck
inquiry was made and It was learned
Vaill
S.
has the largest list of desirable
that he had gone east on a morning train. houses and ap irinients for sale and to let of
any real estate office in Portland.
His specThen came a revelation. The wife of ialty Is negotiating
mortgages, collecting rents,
management of property.
Dyson found that most of his clothing and the economical
REAL ESTATE
First
Apply
OFFICE,
was missing from his house.
Her deduc- National Bank Building.
ily26dlnio
tion
is that they were shipped with the rl O LET—Nice G roomed furnished
cottage
1
widow's effects to Portland. The Dyson
for season at $45, never rented before less
family consists of a wife and daughter. than $90, beautiful location, great bargain,
Mrs Dyson has sought legal advice.
It present occupant wishes to move to the city
Apply at ones, I* M.
is said that she will not follow her hus- and will rent low.
53 Exchange St.
24-tf
will wait for six months ahd then LEIGHTON,

ware

YAN WICK AND

“I wouldn’t be afraid to
money on Simonton get-

United States when you make a break
like that.
Keep your money in your

1898.

flat, the other up three flights.
Further particulars apply at 63 BliOWN

best..understands a woman’s sufferings, and Mrs. Pinkham, from her
vast experience in treating female ills,
can give jmu advice that you can get

Boston navy yard, She takes the place of
the gunboat Machlas which went out of
commission yesterday at the same yard,
l’he navy
department has authorized
twenty days repairs on the Philadelphia
md forty-live days repairs on the Ranger
which latter recently returned from surveying duty on the Isthmus of Panama

tnan all of the rest of those chaps
who pretend to be so much,”
The talk drifted into predictions as to
the results, “How
much will you bet
that Simonton will be elected?” queried
humorist.

once.”—

Rockport,

second

—

worse

one

at

Kopp,

1T0

one on

Radger Burner Co., organized at Portto work on farm, must be
land, for the purpose of manufacturing
WANTED—Man
a good milker.
AYRSHIRE MILK
and dealing in burners or heaters for
FARM, Stroudwater, Me.
KM
stoves or other heating apparatus, with
LINE—Free samples to live man on
$300,000 capital stock, of which $25 is
uncovered grounM
Many with us twenty
in.
The officers are: President,
paid
years and
$25 weekly.
CORPORAWilliam E. Pearson of Swampscott, TION, Box earning
1371, New York.
10-1
Mass.; treasurer, Fred L, Badger of
"Ilf ANTED—Man and woman to go to Berlin,
Mass.
Certificate
Quincy,
N. H. Woman to do general housework,
approved,
Aug. 10.
man to take care of stable and garden.
AdCarleton Furniture Co., organized at dress A. M. STAB L, care Abbott House, Old
Portland, for the purpose of carrying on Orchard, or c til Saturday between 10 and 1 at
the Cheuery Mfg. Co., 230 Middle street, Porta general
house
furnishing business,
15-1
with $50.(00 captial stock, of which $300 land.
is
r,u—a
in.
The officers are: President
young man xo xvotk in grocery
son, but was half a minute too late. The
paid
UAn
store. Some one living at Woodfords preinjured were brought to this city and and treasurer, D. Carleton of Portland. ferred. Apply to C. H.
THOMPSON & CO..
taken to various hospitals.
The dead Certificate approved, Aug. 10,
Woodfords.
U-l
wero also brought here.
The railroad desalary from start, peF
tectives caught several thieves at work at
WANTED—Salesmen;
Astounded
the Editor.
manent place.
BROWN BROS. CO.,
the scene of the disaster.
14-1
Editor S. A. Brown, of Bennettsvllle, Nurserymen, Rochester. N. Y.
for
stationary bollcFTTi
S.
was
once immensely
C.,
surprised. \ITANTED—Engineer
MOVEMENTS OF WARSHIPS.
TT
corn factory. M. C. CUMMINGS & BKU„
long suffering from Dyspsep- 24 Plum s:reet.
Washington, August 15.—Tho NashviLe “Through
14-1
he writes, “my wife was
greatly SALESMAN WANTED—First
arrived yesterday at (Jhe Foo, where she sia,”
run down.
She had no strength or vigor °
class, slronF
will remain a short time as station ship.
personality t references; crews averaging
and suffered great distress from her stomThe Yorktown has sailed from (Jhe Foo
forty dollars: business getters
Call
only.
but 6he tried Electric Bitters w’hich * LETCHER
for Taku. The New Orleans has sailed ach,
THOMPSON, Preble House.
her at once, and, after using four
helped
from Cavite, P. I., for Woo Sung.
The
_I_13-1_
she is entirely well, can eut anyBuffalo has arrived at Cavite. The May- bottles,
TRAVELLING SALESMAN of ability for
It’s a grand tonic, and Its gentle A
flower has sailed from
high grade Hue
to nearly every
Boston lor San thing.
laxative qualities are splendid for torpid department of trade;appropriate
references, bond and enJuan, Porto Kico. The New York arrived liver.’: For
t
re
time
Doss
of
commission
Indigestion,
$18 and a.m ou
Apperequired;
at Newport today.
The collier Saturn,
Stomach and Diver troubles it’s a each sale. P. 0. Box Three. Detroit, Mich.
loaded with coal for the ships in China, tite,
sailed this morning from the Norfolk positive, guaranteed cure. Only 60c at _11»1
H. P. S. Uoold, 677
Congress street, SPECIALTY SALESMEN WANTED
rard. She will touch at Singapore. The
To
store.
place departments of Perfumes and Toilet
Bancroft was put in commission at the drug

for

m, by

you

back-

hope to hear

particulars apply ftt. No, 63 BROWN ST.
LET?—Two Toack rooms in Franklifi
Block, 602y2 and 60dV2 Congress street.;

man

part ol the state d rring the last few
lie is soon expected to return to
days.
Portland and again resume his campaign.
Meantime during his absence the sailors
about the United States shipping comoffice on Fore street, are
missioner’s
listening to political speeches by Andrew
McFarlund, the hustling young agent
of the
Atlantic Coast Seamen’s union,
and Thomas Gallagher, the verbose asof the agent. Tuesday evening
sistant
a small
meeting was held which was
addressed by
Messrs, McFarland
and speed.
.When Operator Wells discovered his erGnlJagher. Last evening another meet- dor he tried to stop the express at Pierern

n

pains,

describing my symptoms and asking
your advice, which you very kindly
gave. I am now healthy and cannot
begin to praise your remedy enough.
I would say to all suffering women,
Take Mrs. Pinkham’s advice, for a wo-

ruined and the
baggage cars were demolished.
When the trains met day
was
just
dawning and the fog wTas 60 thick that
the engineers could not see
more than
one hundred yards ahead.
trains
The
were to have passed at Sand Lake,
two
miles south or Pierson at 4.62.
N o. 2 was evidently late, and was tryin g to make the siding at Pierson.
The
Northland express had the right of way
and was scurrying along at nearly lull
The express train was mads up
speed.
largely of Pullman cars.
It was the finest train on the road.
It
carried the Grand Rapids coach, a day
coach, several sleepers from Cincinnati
and the soutfi, and Buffet breakfast cars.
The dead: Letts, Charles
M., Grand
Rapids, conductor north bound train No.
5. Groetveldt, Gilbert, Grand Rapids,
engineer No. 6. Fish, William H Grand
Rapids, engineer No. 2. Woodhouse, Edward D
Grand Rapids, fireman of No.5.
Doyle, Louis G., Grand Rapids, fireman
of No. 2. Pierson,
of
C,f
passenger
Franklin, Ind.
Levan, Ralph, son of
Baggageman Leven, of Grand Rapids,
who Was in the car with his father.
Fatally injured, Blossom, Mark. Grand
Rapids, news agent, base of skull fractured.
The injured,
Dennis, H. A., Grand
Rapids, passenger, cut on head,' legs
jammed, left shoulder hurt. Graves, W.
M., Grand Rapids, colored, waiter on No.
5, compound fracture of right arm and
badly cut.
Ford, C. M., Grand Rapids,
colored, porter No. 6, injured about legs
and chest.
Powers, David C., Grand
Rapids, baggageman of No. 2, scalp
wound, throat cut, contusion on limbs,
both eyes closed. Poroff, Frank, Traverse
City, trainmen, head badly cut. Barnes,
William, Grand Rapids, dining car conductor, left of chest
hurt, head cut.
Taylor, Harvey, Grand Rapids, colored,
waiter, both bands lacerated, arms cut.
Hart, S. A. W., passenger, badly .hurt
about faoe and chest.
According to the
railway officials the collision was the
fault of Uprerator Wells at Mill
Creek,
four miles north of here.
The trains
meet
at
Sand
two
miles
usually
Lake,
south of Pierson.
An order was issued
tnat they meet at Woodstock, four miles
north of Pierson.
Later, Operator Wells
was askel if the express had passed his
station.
He answered “No.”
He was
then told to countermand former orders
and give orders to No. 6 to meet No. 2 at
Sand Lake. Similar orders were given to
No. 2 train.
No. 6 never got the order,
having already passed Mill Creek. They
collided while
botn were going at full

favorite, but the
by some
to Dark Wilkes, an strongly opposed
cities of the district.

as

for me.

head on with passenger train No. 2, due
here at six a. m.
Seven lives were lost
and many passengers were Injured, one

fatally. Both engines

ramps
I
iche.

down
and

“I think it is my duty to write a
letter to you in regard to what Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound did

Grand Rapids, Mich., August 16.—The
most terrible wreck in the history of th3
Grand Rapids and Indiana railroad oo
ourred about 6 a. m. at Pierson, twentynine miles north of Grand Rapids.
The north bound
Northland express,
which left This city at 4.05 a. m.f oollided

secretary of

Efgr.

“

Caused Awful Railroad

C011busiFor
1G-1

f|TO LET—Kent of five rooms at 412V2
gress St., suitable for a dressmaker, a
ness office or light housekeeping purposes.

Clara Kopj> Wrote for Mrs. Pi nit liam’s Ad-

State.

vice and Tells what it did for

Second Race Meet at Old

FOR SALE.

TO LET.

MISTAKE

Park, overlooking the waters'olcold

hay; ten

\\

ANTED—By
ii

children,

rooms

with oath, hot and

and All in xlern Improvements.
a low cost.
Apply to OKU

isagigg
r

Clifton Sh.

a
a

widow lady, aged 42 with
situation to work In' small

» K fiBSSKUK.

WtZ'Cf

Exchange

A nne «

W.BK0"\

3

Bt._

MAINSPRING?, 75c.

'“1^

The host American Mainspring’.
I he Elgh; and Waltham corn pan i «. "
for o ,o year. McKKNNBY, tb»
Monument Square.

,:(t|

<

mst'ICLLAMKOUS.

BIBS.

Omega Oil

e-.— ..-I

6 00

Atchison...
y'V
Boston & Maine.1 88
American Bell..
Central Massachusetts......IK

Leading Markets.
A«w

York

Stock,

do pfd,
Maine Central.

....160
UniouJPaclflc.
gQu
Union Pacino n(d.
7(1H4

tuil

Money

Mexican Central 4s.70 Cl
American Sugar. ..
1*34
American Sugar pfd .,116
repperell Manufacturing Co.261
Frank in Co. Lewiston.
102

Grain

Market Review

Bretagne.New York. .Havre.Aug
Aug Victoria...Now York.. Hamburg...Aug
Astoria.New York. .Glasgow.. ..Aug
Mesaba.New York. .Loudon.Aug
Trave .New York- .Bremen.Aug
Norman PrinceNow York. BuenosAy’a Aug
Etruria... New York.. Liverpool ...Aug
Laurentlan.New York. .Glasgow
.Aug
Statendam.New York.. Rotterdam ..Aug
Cymric.New York. .Liverpool ...Aug
K M Theresa Now York. Bremen.Aug
Servia.New York. Liverpoooi. Aug
St Louis...New York. .So’ampton ..Aug
Germanic.New.York. .Liverpool. Aug
K Louise.New York. .Bremen.Aug
Lorraine.New York. .Havre
Aug
F Bismarck.. ..New York. Hamburg....Aug
.New York. .Glasgow
Ethiopia
.Aug
Minnehaha— New York.. London.Aug
Trojan Prince..New York. .Naples.Aug
Dominion.... .Montreal. ..Liverpool ...Aug
Pennsylvania ..New York. Hamburg.. Aug
Sardinian.New York. .Glasgow.
Aug
Luo&nla.New York. .Liverpool ...Aug
..

..

....

..

....

__

New York
NEW

YORK. Aug, 15.
Money on call steady at 1 Wei Vi.
1 riiitH tkweaniile
paper at 4j5 per cent.
Sterling (exchange was steady.with actual bu»iueas
in bankers bills 4 87 Vi
<§4 87% lor cemand and 4 84 « 4 84V% for
sixty cays posted
rates 4 S4V*«4 85Vi and 4
f8Vi®4 89. Louiuiercial bill* at 4 83VY u.4 83Vi.
Stiver certificate* <51V* 482Vi.
Bar Silver Gl.
Mexican dollar* 48Vi
Governments strong.
State bonds Inaotlvo.
Railroad bonus strong.

(By Telegram).)
The following ure the closing

Golf is lots of fun the day you pluy,
the next clay it’s another story. Then
feel twice
yuu’w stiff ami sore, and you
If
arc.
take
really
you’ll
aoldasyou
nth down with Omega Oil after

Aug. 15.

Atchison.„. 28%
Atcnison Did. /1%
Central racinc.
Cbes. & Ohio. 28
Chicago, Bur. & uumcv.127%
Dei. 6inua. Canai co.113%
DeL, Lack. A West.18uV*
uenver a k. «. 19%

Sugar Market.
Portland nmraet—cut loai 8:: confectioners
igootl
at 8ej powdered GVi
granulated 7c; coffee
front thelinks, there won’t
9
you set lwr-ie
| crushed GVi -'; yellow 5 Vi :.
all
or
stiffness
at
the
besnv soreness
Your muscles and
Charter*.
Brxt day; not a bit.
Schr Loduskla, Pert Bonding to Southwest
will be in flue shape, and you run go

j

Harbor,

66%
109
111V*

j

•••....

DIG YOU EVER

—

»W

?|

Rtt ttrtirr

new mi

WE DIO IT

i

car lots.
49349Vfc
<(52
Coru.bag lot*....*....
a50
Ideal, bag lots...
car
lots...
Oats,
3lA&$$33
35
Oats, bag lots... 34,<i
Cotton r>eea. car lots,.OO 00528 5o
i Cotton Seed, bag lots.OO OO.a27 no
Sacked Bran, ear iota. .. ..18 00 «,1D OO
t orn,

Yrtav Nswty .Ut

tr.e otlte.1 eonmaniss hav
liv Ute Fki* fkiihkh eorr
t
lender—'The PUEFr it RE]
prtSUoii
U.B iusurlmc public to hmu t *
plNS&R Ills company— !'/,« PRKEKUltEDt/< *
W mute the other
companies give
puttie demote bene fits and liberal contracts.
heeti

tebjtlowjtUe
-tmHHtitnt*

~

C. F.

DUNLAP J

State

A^ent,

S| EXCHANGE 8T11EE

«

t'oriluml, He.

jjjydctyn

_

Notice
te

of

LIZZIE J. FRA VC IN, late of Milford.
of Massachusetts, decease
}’
taavl.sg estate to be a (ministered in the i.outi **
rf Cumberland. and given bonds as the la w
and I have apptfhitrd Harry M. V< r'
rill Portland. Me., agent or attorney within t 4f
Slate. All persons having demands again **
to
Sts «Kam of said deceased ar«* desired
present ihe sirie for settlement, and all 1 Q"
■able! thereto are reoisested to make pi y*

fpMaotnvttai.h

®#nt

immediately.

Milford.

ANDREW XL, FRANCIS.
oi

Mas L.

to

BAUKY M. VEBRI1.I* ForNand. M<
Agent or Attorney.
Portland. Aug. 4. I WO.
aug0dl:iw.5wTh«

•I

WHSS A. L. SAWYERS >

Itaiennial Block.

‘J3

Ttfewrllhg,
Kxchamre

/■Tmib will bffilu Sept. 4.

writing

a

S f.

Typ' 5
augl4eoutf

THE ZANTE HAIR DESTROYEi

I

Paris Hair Store

ffiyffi

on

St.,

«

IJonton.

eodtf
Z

Seed

8

4
4

logs.

Vz

00(5)5 SK)
00^4 63

3 50
SOfifT 2 76
2 25(ci 2 50

Hake.
lligjlG
Herring, per box, sealed.
MaeReiel. shore is.18 Oi'caj’.'O 00
12 0U@$14
Mackerel, shore 28.
I0 00(<g.$l3
Large ;s.

Oils, Tnr, enttnc nnd Coal.
Haw Linseed Oil.
67@72
<I9«;74
Holed Linseed oil.
48(«53
Turnenuue.
1
oil
and
Centennial
bbl.,
50@tstl8%
Ligonla
lo%
Hefined tst Petroleum, 120.
12%
Pratt’s Astral
lia’f bbls. lc extra
Cumberland, o. al...
@4 75
Stove and ft ruaco coal, retail...
i®6 50
7 00
Franklin.
4 50
Pea eoad. retail.
Uratu

closing.

74%
75
75%

Aug.
sept. 74%

Oct..75-%
COHN.

Th# i

itfumsh
and
steamer
elogant
DINObKY” amt
BAY STATE J
^rOV.
Hiernatelv leave Franklin Wharr. Poruanc
»m! India Wharf,
Boston, at 7.00 p. m. dallj ,’
inr'itdimr Sunday.
< f
These Klaraers meet every
demand
modern steamship service in safety, spee<
tomfnrt and luxury of traveling.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowel
Worcester, New York, etc., etc.
J.», 1.1300 MB. Gen. Manager
THOMAS M. BARTLETT, AtfO.it.

««%
87%

AUK.
sept. 37%
86%

37

Oct.

OATS.

%
£1%
21

Aug.

21%
22%

Sent.

Oct!

12

fork

Jlrt-

Sent.
..
CARD.

11 Go

g™

Sept.
Oct.

0 70

w

Aun

Original Portraits of Longfellow and Bishop Healy.
to

lloslni
71%
74%
76V:

Opemna.

Oct....:.”

....

74%
75%

CORN

39 V:

...

88
Aug..T»'

$5.00.

21%

l

FOR It.

LAMSON STUDIO,

88*

:*

5 Temple St.,
Opp. Falmouth Hotel
flrcod-’m

I.ARD.
“*

Sept.

71V*
200%
21%
16%
!108 Vs
114
171
114

14V*
76%
7%
18%
203
124
166
45
98

30%
187
123-’*
81%
68%
36%

«7%
95%
128

165’*
71%
29 V*
26

Moos

Markets.

Aug. 16. l »Oo.

Molasses Hr.n.
Freights nuiet.

6
•

65

... 1.111

\

vm...

rises.

3 30
9 56

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 15.
Arrived.

US dispat' h boat Dolphin, cruisiug.
Myrtle. (USL) Nicker-son, cruising.
Steamer Rlbston (Br), Aralev, Shields—to R
Refold & Co.
Steamer Manhattan. Bennett, New York—
passengers and mdse to J F Liscomb.
Steamer State of Maine, Colby, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Tug Tamaqua, Philadelphia, towing barges
Kalmia and Mahanoy, with coal to Ranaall &
■ Steamer

MoAllister.

Tug Cumberland, with ice laden barge, Kennebec for Baltimore.
Hen W K Smith (Br). Smith, Metaghan, NS,
hardwood lumber to J H Hamleu.
Sch James Baker, Kinghorn. Macliias for
Boston.
Sell Railroad. Simmons. Friendship.
Sch Niger, Adams, Wtscasset.
Sell Wide Awake, Bickford. Winter Harbor.
Sch Grace E Stevens, Stevens, Machias.
Cleared.
Sell Wm L Walker. Studley, Kennebec and
Philadelphia—W S Jordan & Co.
SAILED—Tug Tamaqua, with barge Draper,
for Fliiladelphla: schs Jennie French Potter,
Philadelphia; Win 1. Walker, Kennebec aud ao.

BOOTHIiAY HARBOR. Aug 15 —In port,
selis Gamecock, Portland for Winter port; Fred
G Holden, New York for Calais; A Hooper. Maeliias for Boston; Portland Packet, Bangor for
do; A 11 ay ford, Boston for Belfast.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
steamer

Passed Lizard Aug 15,
Portlaud for London.

Fresbfield,

In

June S3, 1909.
PRPAIiTURKM

8.30 A. M. and 12.50 uoou. From L'nlou Btntlou
lor Poland. Mechanic Falls. Bnckfteld. Canton, Dlxnelti, llumtord Fails and Heads.
8.soa. m., 12.50 neon and 5.16 n. m. From U nloo
Union lor Mechanic Falla and Intermediate
tatious.
On Saturdays only, 5.15 p. in. train
ruus to Kumtord Falls.

About Aug 15.1900, a s as buoy, painted black
ami showing fixed white light, will be established In IS feet of water en the Westerly side
of tne channel from Vineyard Sound Into Woods
Hole Great Hat b ur. in the position now occupied by Nouamessel Point Shoal buoy No 1.
The gas-lighted buoy will be maintained on its
station from May I to Oct l of each year,, and
dining the remainder ol the year Hie station
will be marked oy a black first-class eau buoy,
so 1, as at present.

NEW Y'ORK—Ar 14ih. schs Lewis II Coward,
Hayi es, Baltimore; Austin D Knight, Peck,
Perth Amboy or a Sound port; A blue Bowker,
Perry, Batli via Pawtucket; D L) Haskell, Eaton,
Hurricane Island.
Cld, schs Victory, Kemiek. Bangor; Annie A
Booth, French, St John, KB: Olive T Wt ittier.
Whittier, Point-a Pitre; Georgetta Lawrence,
Anderson, Charleston.
Sid, sobs Frances M. Baltimore; E H Weaver,
Philadelphia for Providence; Kate B Ogden, do
for Fall River; Frances Good new. uo lor Saco;
Cumberland, do for Richmond. Me; Emma 1>
Eudicott, Perth Amboy for St John, NB; Edward L Warren, Kingstonfor Portland; Charley
Buck!, for an eastern port; Melissa A Willey,
Boston; Hope Haynes, Augusta; Nettle Cushing, Thomaston.
Ar tatn. steamer Horatio Hall, Portland: schs
Willie L Newton, Brunswick; Clifford 1 Wlute,
Sand River, NS; A F Klndberg. BaffRor; Jennie
G Pdlsbury and James It Talbot. Rockland;
Storm Petrel, Ellsworth for ltoudout; Maud
Malloeb. Calais via New Bediord; Fiheman.
Stonington; Hattie A Marsh. Clark’s Cove; Andrew Nebinger and Henry R Tilton. Bangor;
Annie B Mitchell, Poole’s Lauding; Catawam-

teak, Rockland.
S!U, steamers St Paul,Southampton; Teutonic,
Liverpool.
BOSTON—Ar 14, sch James P Foster, Burt,
Provlncetown.
Sid, sch Georgia Gilkey, Bangor and Washington.
Ar
Arizona,

CHICAGO—Cash aoutattcusj
Flour dul’.
c: No 3 do —c: No 2
»y neat— No 2 spring
Rea 76Vital7Wo. <;oru—No 2 at 30c: No 2 yellow at 39 Vi C. Oats—No 2 at It2 Vi;«23% c ; No2
white 24 « 2 t v> c: No 3 while at 23Va®24Vae:
No 2 l.veilVic: good feeding barley at, 30 a>
30VaC;iair to choice malting at 40@i8c; No 1
F a\seed l 38: No l N W Flaxseed 1 38;prime
Mess Fork 11 660911 60.
Tnnotliv seed at
Lard 0 62 Va an 65; snort ribs sides 6 8()<i7 16;
snouiders
salted
63/4(g7; short clear sides
dry
7 46ia;7 65.
Butter is Ilrm-—ermery

lGta)20VsC idairles 14g

1HC.
Cheese Ilrm 10t®ll.c.
Fairs firm—fresh 13.
Fiour—receipts 30.OO0J bbls: wheat 373.000;
bush; corn 162,000 bush; oats 716.000 hush:
rye 7,oOo hush: barley 29.000 bush,
'dhlpmeiits—Flour 9.000 him; wheat 291,000
hush; coni 752.000 bush; oats 288,000 bush
rvo nOOOO
barley 6.000 bush.
DKTHOIT—Wheat Quoted 7 8 vac cash White;
Red 78 Vac : Aug 78 Vac; Sept 79%c.
TOLEDO—Wheat steady—cash and Aug at
77%c; Sept 78%c: Oct 7«c; Dec 80%c.

busu;

(By Telegraph.)
Aug. ) 5
YORK—The Cotton market to-uav was
i0Vsc;do
gull at 10% ;
quiet; middling uplands
SctL©s 205

GAI.V ESTON—The Cotton ; market closed
firm; mlddl ngs 9%c.
CHAR LEbiON—The Cotton market to-day
quiet; middlings 9x/ac.
M KMFI1IS—The Cotton market to-day closed
steady; middlings 95/sc.

NEWflORLEANb—The

Cotton market closed

middlings 9 15-1 Gc.
MOBILE—Cotton market nominal; middlings

steady:

SAVANNAH—The Cotton
nominal; middlings 9Va c.

market

closed

I nropean Marked.

(By Telegraph.)
LON DON. Aug. 15. 1900—Consols at 98%
for account.
and
99
.for money

Ar 15th. sell Clads. Brunswick.

New York.
Ar 15th, sell
Sid, sell R L

Onward, Vinalhaven.
Kenney, Rockport.
SALEM—Sid 15th. sells B L Eaton, Machias;
Stephen J Watts, Jonesport; Sadie Corey, Winterport.
SAVANNAH—Passed out by Tybee 14th, sch
Fred A Small. New York.
VINEYARD IIAVRN—Ski loth, schs Levi
Hart, Flyaway, B.dle O’Neill, Addle Fuller,
James Young. Mary Augusta, Seth M Todd,
Sarah A Reed, G M Port,e>\ Lucy Belle. Sarah L
Davis, Fraulein. Francis R Baird, Emily, Agricola, Zampa, G If Phillips, Franconia, George
A Pierce. Rea Jacket, R S Dean, L M Thurlow,
Annie & Reuben, Jennie C, Win H Davenport.
Foreitrn Port*.

Sht fm Moville Ang 16, steamer Lake Ontario,
Liverpool for Montreal.
Ar at Manzanilla Aug 4, barque Nineveh. Lagtiayra.
Arat Singapore
Mauri ius.
* Cld at St John,
Thomasion.

Aug 13,

barque

NB, Aug 16,

sch

Freeman,
Uranus,

Spoken.
Aug 13, lat 38 30 N, Ion 78 56 W, sch Horatio
I, Baker, Atkhls, Ba'timore for Boston, with her
fore and malutopinasts gone.

For Cliff Island, 5.50, 10.40

m.;

a.

1.45, 5.00 p.

in.

Trains Leave Portland
For Lewiston, 7.00, 8.15, a. m., 1.30,5.15
p.

*8.3)

in.

Trains Arrive Portland.

Through

cars

between Portland and Henus.

R. C. BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manmrer,
Portland, Maine.
X. L. LOVKJOY. Superintendent.
Rumiord Fails. Maine.
Iel8dtf

BOSTON & MAINE B. B.

PorllanMt. Desert &

S:b,

CCOMMENCING

SUNDAY TRAINS,

Leave Union Station for Scarhoro Crossing, 7.10,9.85. 10 15 a. m., 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
6.15, 7.15 p. m.; Scarhoro Beach, Pine
Point, 7.10, 8.36. 9.35, 10.16 a. rn., 12.55, 2.00,
3.40, 4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 D. in.; Old Orchard,
7.10. 8.35, 9.35, 10.15 a. m.. 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15,
5.00. 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. ill.; Saco, Biddeford, 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. m., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40. 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5,30, 6.15,7.15 p. m.; Keunrbuuk,
North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haver,
hill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55,
5.00, 5 30 p. in.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.30, 9.42
p ,m

_
Mr m

w

OJXVill

Leave Union Station for Boston ami Way
Stations, 9.00 a. II).; Bldtlrforil, Kiltery,
I’orUniiMi t h,
Salem,
Newbiiryjiort,
lavnn, Koxtou, 2.0o, 9.00 a. m.. 12.45, 0.00 p. in.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a. m 12.80, 4.00, 9.00 p. m.;
Boston Flxpress stopping at Old Orchard,
Klttery and Portsmouth Only. 1.40 p. 111.,
arrive Boston 4.20 p. m. Leave Boston for
Portland, 7.30. 9.00 H. in 12.30, 7.(0, 9.45 p. in.,
art ive Portland 11.45 a. in., 12.05, 4.30,10.16 p,
m., 12.40 midnight.
Leave Union Station tor Ulddeford, Klttery, Portsmouth, Newbury port, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12.45 p. III., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. in., 4.00 p. in.
Leave Boston
for Portland, 8.00 a. m., 7.00, 9.45 p. in., arrive
12. to, 10.15 p. m., 12.40 midnight.
i—Daily.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Old Orchard Beach, S»co, Iflddeford, 6.45, 9.28, 10.05 a. 111.. 1.50, 3.30, 4.05. 5.09,
6.05, 7.08 p. m. Rochester anil Way Stations,
6.20 p. m.
D. J. FLANDKHS, U. P. A T. A.

je27dtf

Freni Lewiston,
and 8.oO p. in.

From Island Pond,

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAILWAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:
For Brunswick, Lewiston (Lower)
Boothbav, Popiiam Beach. Rockland.Augusta. Waterville, Skowhegan and Belfast.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc., Rumford F'alls,
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Rangeley and
Waterville.
lo.toa. m. F’or Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston,
Gardiner, Augusta and Waterville.
ll.oo a. m.
Express for Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via F'oxcroit,
Bangor, Washington County R. R., Bar Harbor,
Aroostook County and for Houlton,Woodstock,
Sr. Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and Halifax via Vaneeboro.
12.35 d. m.
Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta, Waterville. Newport, Bangor,
Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and GreenvilleFor Danville, Jc.,Rumford Falls,
12.50 p. m.
Bemis. Lewiston, F'arinington, Carrabassec,
Raugeley, Bingham, Waterville, Skowhegan.
F’or Freeport,Brunswick,Rockland,
1 oop.m
K. A. L. points, Augusta. Waterville. Skowhsgan, Belfast, Dover and F'oxcroit, Greenville,
Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag, and to
Bucksport Saturdays.
5.10 p. m.
For Brunswick, Bath, Augusta,
jpnl Waterville and to Skowhegan Saturdays
ronlv.
7 00
Bath.

a. m.

For Brldgton. Faybans, Burling
8.50 a.m.
ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury. Sherbrooko
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Min
neapollB.
I. 05 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Br dgton, Harrison, via rail and Songo Rivgr, North Conway,
Fabvans, Lancaster, Colebrook, Lunenburg,
St. Johnsbury, Newoort.
5.50 p. in. For Sebago Lake, Cornish, Brldgton. North Conway and Bartlett.
8.50 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Fryeburg, North
Conwav, Fabvans, Lunenburg, St. .Johnsbury,
Montreal, and to Toronto and Chicago dally
except Saturdays.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
7 20 a. in. Paper train for Bangor, Bath, and
for Rockland except Parry Transfer at Bath
and for Bar Harbor on and after July 8th.
7.25 p. in. Paper train for Lewiston.
9.30 a. in. Commencing July 15th for Fab*
yans and intermediate stations.
F'or Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,
12.'-5 p. m.

Augusta* Waterville. Bangor and Bar Harbor.
For Lewistoii.
6.00 p. ni.
F’or White Mountain Division.
8.50 p. m.
Toronto
and Chicago.
Montreal,
II. 00 p. in. Night Express for all points.
Mt.
Desert
m.
12.55 a.
special for Rockland
Bangor and Bar Harbor.

ARRIVALS IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal and F’abyans daily 0.50 a. in.;
from Bartlett and local, 8.25 a. m.; Lewiston
and Mechanic F'alls, 8.35 a. m; Waterville and
Augusta. 8.43 a. m.; Kangeley, Farmington,
Bemis. Bangoi, Augusta and Rockland, 12.02 p.
Farmington and Lewiston,
m.; Skowhegan,
12.15 p. m.; Beecher F’alls,St. Johnsbury.Bridgton, 12.15 p. m.; Express, Mattawamkeag; Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 1.20 n. m.; Waterville and
Lewiston, 3.23 p. m.; Skowhegan, Waterville,
Augusta and Rockland. 5.20 p. m., from Waterville daily; St.John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
Countv, Moosehead Lake and Bangor, 5.30 p.
F’alls,
m.; Rangelev. F'armirigton, Rumford
Lewiston. 5.45 P- m.; White Mountain points
and Naples, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Fabvans, 7.25; Bar Harbor, Bangor and Rockland, 1-.25 a. m, daily; Halifax. St. .John, Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 4.20 a. m. daily.
Mindavs—Lewiston, 9.25 a. in., 5.38 p. m.:Bar
Harbor, 12.25 d. rn.; waterville,5.20 p. rn.;Whlta
Mountains, 5.35 n. m.
GEO. F. FVANS, V. P. & G. M.
V. K, BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. A.

jueSldtf

*6.40,

a.

3.15, 5.45

m.,

11.30

a.

5.45

Til.,

Quebec,

*0.-10

•Daily. Othei trains week days.
Sunday cheap excursion train leaves Portland every Sunday for Lewiston. Gorham and
Berlin at 8.30 a. m. Returning leave Berlin at
4-00 p. m., every Sunday afternoon for Lewiston and Portland.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
tiight trains and Parlor Cars on day trains.
Ticket Office, Depot at foot of India
Street.

Portland &

Yarmouth Electric Ry, Co
Underwood Spring, and Yarmouth at 6.15
a. n., half hourly till 10.46 p. nt.
Leave Yarmouth 5.40 a. m. half hourly till 9.4t> p. m.
Leave Underwood Spr.ng for Portland 30 minutes later.
Additional car3 between PorUand
and Underwoo i Spring every 16 minutes from
1.00 p. m. Last car from Underwoou Spring at
10.1 Op. m.
SUNDAYS.
For Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half
from
8.15
a.
m. to 0.45 p. m., with addihourly
tional 15 minutes service to Underwood Spring
from 1.00 p. m.
Last car from Underwood
Spring at 10.10 p. m.
jnelStf
For

IN

JUNE

FOR

On and After June

1900,

will connect daily with 8.45 a. m. and 1.0.5 u. m.
tram over Maine Central Railroad
(White Mt.
Dlv.) touching at Naples, Bridgton, North
Bridgton and Harrison, connecting at Harrison
with stage for Waterford, and at Naples with
J. W. Cook’s coach line for hdes Falls, Casco.
Otisiteld. etc.
Returning steamers leave Harrison every
day (except Sunday} at 7.45 a. tn. and 1.30 p.
m.; North Bridgton at 8 a. m. and 12.45 p. m.j
Bridgton at 8 30 and 2 p. m., and Naples at 9.15
a. m. and 2.15 p.
m., connecting at Sebago
Lake Station with 11.45 a. tn. and 6.25 p. m.
steamboat Express Train for Portland and
Boston, making the most delightful Inland trip
in New England.
Round trip excursion tickets, good for day of
date only,$2.oo, Aik for our tourist's guide
at Union Station.
C. L. GOODRIHGK,

jue28dtf

Manager.

PEAKS ISLAND STEAMBOAT
-AND-

AMUSEMENT CO*
llllE

Bridgton, Harrison,
(on, We*t Scbauo,

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves East
Booth bay at 7 a. in. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday for Portland, touching at So. Bristol,
Huron island, Boothbav Harbor and Squirrel
island.
Returning, leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
at 7 a. m. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday for
Squirrel island. Bntthba? Harbor. Heron isl-

and, So. Bristol and East Bootlibay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
aug2dtr

Lawrence

From

*"
•*

16
2,1
"
30
6 Sept
1.3
'-0
27

Co.

Steamship

Easin"* Lchao. Ca'ais, St. John N. 3..Haliiax, N.s.
all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
The
Prince Howard Island and Cape Breton.
favorite route to Campobello and St Andrews,
and

Sicilian
Tunisian

I

|

Numidiau
Corinthian
Parisian
Sicilian
Tui isian

No cattlo

carried

Service-

LIVERPOOL.

Moville.

Montreal

'l'hu 26 duly Nudiniian
2 Aug Corinthian
9
Parisian

SUNDAYS.

FOR-

at

STF.AMSHIPS.

LiverpooL

Leave Portland Pier. 8.10. 9.00 10.00, ll.OO
a. m, 12, 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.0 ), 5.00, G.OJ, 7.00, 8.00,
9.00 p. in.

-.—

TO

Calling

Steamer ALICE HOWARD

International

UWE

ALLAN

WEEK DAYS.

Only line running its boats to Peaks Island
direct.
Fare 5 cents each way. All persons going by
this line will bo admitted to Greenwood Garden free.
ju2dtf

Bridge
liridg-

Portland & Eoothbay Steamboat Co.

MONTREAL,

will leave Portland Pier, at 6, 7, 8, 0, 10, 11 a. m.
I, 2. 3. 4, 5. C.15, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, Leavo Bay View Landing, at 6.25,
7.25, 8.30,0.3), 10.30 and 11.30, a. m 1.30, 2.30,
3.30, 4.30. 6.3), 0.45, 7.50 p. III.

South

STEAMERS.

St.

TABLE.—July 8, 1000,

North

ion, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. P. M. P. M,
Leave Portland mcbb.8,50
1,05
5.50
Leave Bridgton Junction, 10.08 2.28
7713
8.10
Arrive Bridgton,
11.00
3.23
3.40
11.37
Arrive Harrison,
8,37
J A. Bennett. Supt.
Je22dtf

7.30 8.30 9.30 p. m.

1900.

11.30

p. 111.
From Chicago, Montreal,
a. m., 5.46 p. ra,

RETURNS.
Leave Bay View Landing, 8.30. 9.30, 10.30.
II. 30 a. in., 12.20. 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30, 6,30,

(u Effect June 23Hi,

*c.-10,

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER
Kcbngo Lake, Kongo River
RAILROAD CO.
25, 1900
EFFECT,
and Ray of Saples K. K. Co.

W. N. «&. P. DIV.

Station foot of Preble street.
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nashua,
Windham, Kpptng, Manchester, Concord and Points North 7.34 a. in., 12.33
p. m.;
Rochester, Spring vule, Alfred, W atrrboru. Saco Klver, 7.31 a. III., 12.33, 5.33 p. ra.;
(xorhum, Westbrook, Cumberland .Mills
Westbrook Jet., Woodfords, 7.33. 9.45 a.
m., 12.33, 3.05, 6.33. 6.20 p. ir.; Scar boro
Beach, Pine Point, 6.48, 9.50. 11.46 a. ID.,
1.08. 3.16. 3.45. 6.40, 11.16 I). m.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Blddcford, 0.45, 8.35, 9.50, 11.46 a. ill.,
12.25, 1.08, 3.16, 3.15. 5.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. in.
Trains arrive from Worcester, 1.03 p. m.;
Roehester, 8.25 a. II)., 1.05, 5.48 p. 111.; Oorliam and Way Stations, 6.40. 8.25, 10.47 a. ir..,
1.05, 4.15, 5.48 P. III.
F’or

Georgetown.

Sid, sell Lucy A Davis. Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, sch J Holmes
BlrdsalJ, Portsmouth.
Cld, schs W s Jordan, Boston; Geo Bailey,
New Bedford ; Win K Park, Bangor.
Ar 16th, schs Alma E a Holmes, Portland;
John D Paige.
Marcus Hook-Passed down 14th. sch George
Bailey, Philadelphia for New Bedford.
PORT READ1 NO—Ar 14tli. sch Annie Bliss,
Day, New York.
PROVIDENCE—S1<1 14th, sch Julia Baker,
New York.
ROCKLAND—Ar 14th, US steamer Dolphin,
cruising; schs Lizzie Lane and Isaac Oibetou,

5.00 p. m.

RETURN FOR PORTLAND.
Leave Orr’s Island, 5.30, 8.00, 11.10 a. m., 2.00
3.55 p. nu
Leave Long Island, 7.10, P.30, 12.20 a, m.
Arrive Portland, 8.00, 10.00 a3.40, 5.15 p. m.
ui„ 1.10, 4.20, 6.00. p. ni.
Daily excursions 22 miles down the Bay.
Fare round trip only 50c.
SUNDAYS.
In Effect June 95, 1990.
Leave Portland for So. Harpswell and Intermediate landings,
10.00, 10.40 a. m., 2.00 u. m.
WKSTKRN DIVISION.
Sunday sailing trip down the Bay, Dave
Trains leave Union Station for Scurboro Portland 2.15 p. m.
Return from So. HarpCrossing, 7.10. 9.03, 10.00 a. 111., 12.00 noon, swell via above landings, arrive Portland 8.15
1.16, 3.56, 5.25, 5.45, 6.60 p. m.; Scnrburo a. 111., 1.15. 0.30 p. m.
Beach. Pine l»olut, 7.00. 7.10, 8.20, 9.U5, 10.00
Fare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays
a. m., 12.00 UOOU. 1.15, 3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 0.20,
35c, other laddings and sailing trip 25c.
6.50. S.OO, 11.22 p. 111. ; Old Orchard. 7.00, 7.10,
ISAIAH DANIELS,
Gen’l Mgr.
8.20, 8.45, 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12.00 noon, 1.15, 1.40,
jnSOdif
3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 6.45, 6.05. 6.20. 6.50, 8.00, 11.22 p.
in.; Saco and Biddeford, 6.00, 8 20, 8.45, 9.05,
10.00 a. m., 12.00 noon, 12.30, 1.15, 3.30, 3.55, 6.25,
6.45,6.20,6.50, 8.00,11.22 p. m.; Krnnebiink.
Mdcfiias
Co
7.09. 8.45, 10.00 a. in., 12.30, 3.30, 5.25, 6.05, 6.20 p.
m.; Kumebuukport, 7.00, 8.45, 10.00 a. in..
Friday, April 20th. the
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00, 8.45
J steamer
a. 111., 3.30. 6.25 p. m.; North Berwick, Hollins ford, Somers worth,
a.
8.45
III.,
7.00,
FRANK JONES
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. m.; Hochester. Furmingwill, weather
leavo
Portland
permitting,
ton, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. Ill 12.30,
and
at
11.00
Fridays
p. nr
lake port.
3.30 p. m.;
Laconia, Weirs, Tuosdays
for
Bar
and
Harbor
MachiasRockland,
Manchesa.
12.3C
8.45
m..
Plymouth,
p. m.;
and
interraedia-e
landings.
Reter, Concord unit Northern counetiout, port
leave
Machiasport Mondays and
7.00 a. in., 3.30 p. m.; Dover, Exeter, Haver- turning
4
at
a.
m.
for
all
landings, arriving
hill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.46 a. 01., Thursdays
12.30. 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Boston, 14.30, 7.00, 8.45 a. Portland it.00 p. in.
F. E. BOOTHBY
Leave Boston GEO. F. EVANS.
Ul., 12.30, 1.40, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.;
Gen’i Mgr.
G. P. & T. A.
for Portland, 6.00, 8.00, 7.35, 8.30 a. n>.,
1.15,
aprlSdt;
4.15, 6.00 p. m.; arrive Portland, 10.07, 10.50.
11.50 a. 111., 12.10, 6.00, 7.60, 9.30-p. m.

f

„,

NEWPORT NEWS—SW 14th, sch Frank A
Palmer, Portland.
NORFOLK—Ar 14ili, schs .Tames D Dewell,
Provide, ce; Lue.nda Sutton, Boston.
Md, schs Fanny C Bowen, Fall River; Henry
W Cramp, Boston or Providence; Nettie Shipman Saco; Agnes E Mattson. New London.
PERTH AMBOY Ar 14tli. sch Jesse Barlow,
New York; Rodney Par-ker, do.

The 365 ISLAND ROUTE.

Beginning July l. 1900. steamers will leave
Portland Pier, Portland, week days, as follows:
For Long Island, 5.50, 9.00,10.40 a. in., 1.45,

For Island Pond, 8.15 a. m., 1.30. *8.3) p. ill
For Montreal, Quebec, Chicago, 8.15 a. IT),,
and *8 30 p. m„ reaching Montreal at 6.53
p. in., and 7.20 a. in.

steamer Cambrian, Loudon; schs
Pori Gilbert. NS; Dacatali, Machlas;
Chanticleer, Bdngor.
Sid, steamer New England, Liverpool via
Queenstown; schs B’rcd A Emerson and J H
Wainwtlglit. Bangor; T W Alien. Calais; Eastern Queen, Bath.
BALTIMORE—Sid 14th, sells Chas E Balcli,
Crocker, Boston; Independent, Case, do; Calvin
P Harris, do.
BANGOR—Cld 14th, steamer Aberfeldy (lb).
Berry. Newcastle-on-Tyue (and sailed}.
Sid, sells Governor Ames and Nimbus, BaltiJohn B Manning, Washington; Lizzie
more:
May, Weymouth; Penobscot, Frankfort, to load
for New York.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 14th, sells E’red C Holden,
New York; Gamecock and A Hayford, Boston;
Onzon, Lvnn ; Henry P Mason. Bath: Samuel L
Lew is. Frankiln; A Hooper and Madagascar,
Calais; Iaa liunson, Bangor.
Sid, sens Lanie Cobb and Carrie E Pickering,
New York ; Harry C Chester and Inez. Boston.
Ar 15tli, sch Portland Packet, Kastport.
A
Sid. sell Etkel F Merriam. Rockland.
BRUNSWICK, Ga—Cld 14th, sell Belle WcoS? Falls, Lewiston, and on Saturda s to Rumford
York.
New
Summerville,
Fall*. Belgrade, Waterville and Skowhegan.
ter,
Sid, sch lleieu G .Moseley, Patterson, New
Jl.OOp. m. Night Exnress for Hrunswlck,
Haven.
Batn, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville. Bangor,
Moosehead Lake, Aroosiook County via OldSid 15th. sch Henry Lippitt, Bath.
CALAIS—Ar 14th, sens Gen Scott, Boston; N town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport. Vaneeboro, St.
Jones. Harrington; Andrew Peters, Salem.
Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and all AroosCAPE HENRY- Passed in 14th, sch Calumet, took County via Vaneeboro, Halifax and the
Provinces. The Saturday night train does not
Coombs, l’unta Uorda for Baltimore,
CHARLESTON—Ar 14th, sch Nelson E New- connect to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and Foxcrof, or beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing
bury, Peck worth, New York.
JACKSON VliXE—Cld 14th. schs Ella L Dav- ton County R. R. and Bar Harbor.
Mt. Desert special for
12.53 a. in., midnight.
enport, Dunton, New York: Cactus, Newcomb.
Baltimore.
Brunswick, (connecting for Roeklandi, AugusMACH IAS—Ar 14UI, sens Eastern Elgin ana ta. Waterville, Bangor, Greenville and Bar
Harbor.
Forest Belle, Boston.
NEAH BAY,1 Wash--Passed down 6th, ship
Lueile, Hansen, Seattle for San Fra: cisco.
WHITE MOUNTAIN DIVISION.
NEW HAVEN Ar 14th, sch Warren B Potter,

1-Hugar—raw firm; fair refining at 4Vic; Centrifugal'.iG test 4'/s ; Molasses sugar at4c;iofined Ilrm.

UA11.KOADS.

For Little Chebeague. Jenks, Gt. Cbeboague,
80. Harpswell, Bailey’s and On’s Islands,
5.50. 9.00. 10.40 a. ni., 1.45. 5.00p. m.
Littlefield's, Gt. Chebeague, 9,00, 10.40 a. in.,
1.45, 5.00 p. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Notice to Mariner*.

STEAMERS.

BflB

—

Tallow quiet.

!

mi

Portland & Rumiord Falls Ry. HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

MU .1CS1 f, A %■ i.M

NEW

wheat.

White Mountain Views.

IOc

697.U
3 95

Wednesdty’s quo a ions.
..
sent.... .....

62
165

Cotton Markers.

sept
Oct.

Hirer

94

61%
130%
13oVs

Rice linn.

RIBS.

lliferton Views.
Marine Views.
City Views.
Naples and Songo
"lews.

66]

—

i.

WHEAT.
opening.

106

—

e

yuotatioaii.
011 (0 AGO BOA It L) OF TRAD
Tuesday’s quotations.

12

9 60.
Cutm ats s'rong.
;
Lara steady: Western steamed 6 95: Aug
refined steauv; coiumeiu 7 25; S A 8 10; compound (>Vi «?6K%.
Fork steady; mess at 12 75;a;13 50; famiy at
14 50a 15 50: 8hOrt clear 13 OOffil 5 00.
Butter steady: creameries I7V$®21c; do factory v ui rent packed at 14®16c: lm erm at 15 ®
18c; state dairy 16 oT9Vs ;do erm l7@19Vi.
Eggs steaoy;State and Fenu at 1 4@ 17 for av
lots; Western af mark ll@13l/a ;loss off 16Vic.
Cotton seed oil easy.
l’etroleum quiet.
Rosin dull.
Turpentine quiet.

00@4 50
00 » 3 50
25

.01%

NEW YORK—The Flour
19.517 bbls: exports 9.010 bbis: sales 8.900
paekgs; market steady aud moderately active
on small lots, chiefly pats.
Flour—Whiter pis 3 80ff4 20:winter straights
3 51*0,3 65; Minnesota patent* 3 954$4 35; wintei extras 2 70 a3 00: Minnesota bakers 2 90.®
3 30: db low grades 2 4<ka2 7t>.
Wheat—receipts 173.200 bush: exports 7,774 bush-.saies 2,975,000 bush futures. 120.000
bu exports: spot easy; No 2 Red 81Vfecfob
afloat; No 2 Bed 78^0 in eiev; No 1 Northern
Duluth 83-/SC too attoat.
yorn—receipts 161,800Mtguu exports 202,9(3 bus; saies 120.000 bB^Piutures: 130.00
bush exportjspot firna;No2 at 45V4e fob afloat
and 44s,4 c eiev.
Oats—receipts 120,400 bush: exports 10,000
tmsli; saies 00,"00 bus spot, spot firm: No2 at
2» c; No 3 at 26+i : No 2 white at 28Vi©283/4c:
No 3 white at 27Vi ffi28c: track mixed Western
at 26 a 27 Vie; track white Western at 27@3 (c.
Beef quiet; family at $ikg$12; mess at $9®

Fi,h anil Mnckorrl,

Dry
Cod, large Shore. 4
Medium shorn fish. 3
Pollo-k. 2
Haddock.2

118
29
209
72

market— receipts

Puifl*

Oranges,

Harmless I.it|tiid for the Removal c t
SuperllnniiK Ilalr.
Itaot only removes the hair perfectly eleii >•'.
tefive rolnu es, but wili, if apoltad every tlili d
lay, rstuoYe the hair permanent ly. The lengt
of tltnr U takes to entirely destroy it, depend *
apon the strength of the hair.
Tliis liquid contains no caustic, acid, or po!:
6no«» suin',»nce. there is no danger of li s
waving a scar, or causing in jury in any wa 1
XlisZanto flair Destroyer is sold under a wrltte
tmuutee to accomplish all thivt is claimed of l
jtl.311 Kxpiess 1’nl |

lObtl Wnalilnut

llViai 12

Lemon*, Messina.

'19%
10%
32%

Bb

(By Telegraph.'

18
16idJ
13« 14
13 <315

••

Live

Domestic

*>ans, Pea. 2 40(5)2 50
Be »i s.Ca ifornta Pea. 2<>5t« 2 70
2 50M2 80
ream. Ye; low Eyes..
Beans, Bed Kidney... 2 50.«)2 55
Xafire Onions, bu. 1 00o;l 15
(a 2 00
l’otat< e<. bbl.
Onions. Egyptian.
(f31 75
Sweet Potatoes. JSorloik
(<t3 OO
Sweet, Vinland.
@—
196) 20
Eggs, Eastern fre<h..
(6) 18
Eggs. Western fresh.
Butter. Fancy Creamer.
23o) 24
21a) 22
Butter. Ferment
lOt/i jrll1^
heese, N. York and Verm't..

%

A

Loverng’s

Turkevs
Hams........
Shoulders..

d 50

a68‘4
($6%
87/g;ki9H
77/fe 68
9Vki.(§ 10

Kowl.

112
180

By Telegraoh.'
CHICAGO. Aug. 15. 1900.—Cattle—receipts
steers
choice
steady; other * and Wes19,500:
terns slow to 15c lower; ou tellers stock 6 to
10 lower; natives, goo i to pnmo steers at 5 3(>
wo o5.poor to medium at 4 50 «6 'Jo; selected
feeders, choice steady; mixed stockers weak at
85 itows at 2 HO 0.4 30; hell n» at 3 00.a
3 OOitC
BOO -.calviM 4 50o67r>; Texas fed steei a 4 26
it5 Ou; Texas buds 2 50 ft3 35.
ilogs—receipts 25.000; uood to light firm:
heavy packing weak; top at 5 371/* ; mixed and
butchers 4 96(^5 .‘ 0 ; good lo choice heavy 6 00
<a>5 27 Vi ; rough heavy 4 75a}4 95; light at 5 05
a5 3 7 Vi; bulk of sales —.
Sheep—receipts 0.000; sheep steady to slow;
lambs Ida 15c higher; good to choice wethers
at 4 25 u 4 40; fair to choice mixed 3 75.a.4 20:
Western's heep at 4 00(g;4 40; native iambs 4 26
S6 00; Western lambs —.

.......

Touch

specialty.

» It caxo

...

Chickens.

27V*
127%

>MX)—Tne following wore
of Flour aud Corn:

Snrintr
Winter patents 3 1,0x4 60.
Clear »uu •traigtu. 3 60 » 4 25.
Corn—steamer yellow 48Vic.

20*21
Molasses—common.
New Kafclus, 2 crown.2 00ffl2 25
3 crown...2 266 2 50
do
4 crown.. 2 50*2 75
do
iialsfns. looxeMuscate.........
7AS,&9
Pork. Beef, Lanl and Poultry.
f ork—Heavy...
®16 50
15 50
Pork—Medium.
Beef—hea»*.
;.*....10 76(^1125
Beef—light.1000^10 75
:m

25
25

PORT OF PORTLAND

vi3/s

FLOUB.
4 16 a 5 Of)

Produce.
*

SW of S' orthanj and

today's quotations

27@30
2i'(&36
27 a 60
85*640
S5«*65
S6440
32(1335

Boneless. Dali bbls.
Lara—ics ana nan fcbl. mire....
Lard—ica and nail bbl.com....
Lard—Pans pure.
l ard—Pails, compound.
Lard—Pure, leaf..

25

MXsiJSr n;~ NKW&

28Va

BOSTON. Aug.lo

SaoKr, Code*. Tea. Molaae., lUrlslns.
6 29
«i 29
5 00
13
(6,16

Fttgar—Siaudard granulated.
Sugar—Extra line granulated....
Sugar—Extra C. ..
tollee—Kio. roasted..
Coffee—Java and Mocha.
leas—Amoy ..
leas—Congous..
Teas—Japan.
r«s- Formosa.#**»..
Molasses—Porto Klee......

21
22
22
23
23
23
25
25
25
25

DoinoUi Port*.

nacRed Bran, bag. lots...0000^1900
Middling, car iota.18 00tt20 OO
Middling, bag. loto..19 0''^,20 50
Mixed leeu... 18 50e 19 50

M olasses—Bar badoes.

eodtf

*<liiiiiii«tr»tor<*

128
00 pm.....
Metropolitan Street KlR.16‘>%
70%
«
iron.
Teiin. coai
30
U. S. ivtinm-r.
Continental rooacco.25%

Com ami Feel,

5*|

1,111

Sun sets. 6
Length of days.. 13 521 Moon

Aug. 14.

Schr Olive Branch, Edge-water to Blue Hill,
coal $1.
Northwestern.....164%
Schr W. R. 1! us ton, Philadelphia to Fall
jura bottle of Omega Oil, and sew.for
do
pfd.
& West. 21%
Ont
so.
coal
isn’t
this
River,
Ooe.
yourself if
17%
Beading.
Schr
Mi
B.
to
do
Baird,
ry
Portland, 70c.
Boc k l stanu. ..107 %
Those who play baseball, cricket or
Schr <Jr ace Seymour, do to Aiiyns Point G5c Sc raui.
114%
to
do
well
follow
the
would
hiwn tennis,
*.i71
fc'chrs W. K. Park, and Wm. J. Llpsett, do to 8C Paul Did.
SL ratu at uinana.114
719 Bangor, 78c.
ibove sdrict* also.
be Fan 1 & omaiia diq...133%
Schr W. 8. Jo dan, do to Boston, 90c.
IS
Texas Facinc.
Ship 8a in'l fekofleld, II, New York to Sidney. Onion Factnc mu... 76%
7%
waoasn.
;
N. 8. W„ general cargo, p. t., prompt.
j Wubasa nta. ih%
ftchr Irene E. Moscrvcy, Leadbeaters Island Boston A Maine.. 2188
New Vork and New Eng. of..
to New York, stone, 7ec.
Old Colour......204
Adams Express.124
■ va ****** U
IIU!T*»IQ
.*•*** MOt,
American Kxnress.I06
stop to compare the presen
POUT LA NO. Aug. 15.
U. ». EXD76SS. 41)
dtouble benefit liberal aeciden
99
The following tiuotauosisiei>re*onc no wnole- Poome oa*.
pcdlel— of today, with th< > MUe
31
racinc Mail.
prices for the market:
okbtiitie
limited
beuefi
Pullman Faiace. 186
I'luai
B
technical
forms
before tin (
Sugar, common...123%
Western union......81
Euj»erfin«* and low praties.2 85 a 3 15
B
JBEFERRED
Southern iiv nfC.
Spring Wheat Bakers....3 50 6 3 75
\\
,«5
OO
heat
Uamd iransit. 69%
patents.
Brooklyn
Spring
Mien, and HI. Louis at. roller.4 10&4 35
e saerai Steel common. 35%
eatcred the field. .....
.. 67%
,Mlcb. and SU Louis clear.3 1)5m* 20
94%
Winter Wheal patents..4 50^4 oO
American tooacco.
fw-r.

21

67

...

coat 7Uc.

16
16
18
18
18
18
)8
18
18
21

HIANITU&K A I/M A N At.AUG. 16.
3 00
Sunrises. 4 42ln,„h W(,.,r I am.

105%

Lake snore.209
Louisa Nasn. 72%
Mann&ttau Klevateu.
....
92Vs
Mexican central ....12
Mlcmaan central.
Minn. <S St. Corns.
55%
Minn. « or, Louis, uia. 94
Missouri Facinc.
61%
New oersev Central.134
New Vorki Central.130**s
Northern Facinc com..| 62%
Northern frciiIc ofd. 71%

j

pUy again, feeling fresher than
It isn't going to cost you much to

68

33%
Illinois Central...117%
Late &r.e & West.
29

Itetall Grovers’

out sad

Aug. 14.
*32%
182V*
U6Va
115%
102

il

Erie, new...
Erie is nta.

of

.tatlous

M
New
ts. ret.ia2%
New *s. coup.132%
New ..116%
New 48. coup.116%
Denver es it. 4*. 1st.103
Erie gen. 4s. 68
Mo. JKan.S Tex. 2d*.,,. 66Vs
Kansas & Faculc consols.....
Oregon Nav.lst.109
Texas Factnc. v. u. lsts.... J n
do reg. 2ds. 66
Union Faciflc lsts.105%
Quotations of stocks—
Aug. 16.

The follow my quotations represent tt>*
payme prices In tills market:
t ow and
steers.6Vi« fc* tt>
Bulls and stays.........4Vis
Sams—Mo 1 quality... 9c
No 3
.7 o
,.
*•
No 3
.. (470
e»U* •..
aoaB.:

fc,h

q

DOES-*

UIOM.

Sore Muscles

Quotation* of Stock* anti Honda

..

FOU,

FItOM

Boilou Stock Utt,
Sales of stock at the Boston Slock
Exchange;

Quotations of Staple Products in the

RAILROADS.

SAILING DAYS OF OCEAN STKAMKKS

Seht.

on

ll
is
25
31
7
15
22
29
5
12

Aug.
*•

Sept.
*■
'•

Oct,

Quebec
ll
18
25
31
8
15
22
29
5
13

*

Aug.

Sept,

Oct.
*•

these steamers.

RATES OF PASSAGE.
Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per cent is allowou ou return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Llvernool, London or
Londonderry—$35.00 to $45.00.
Steknage— Liverpool.
Glasgow,
London,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare. Bates to
or from other points
on application to
420 Congress St.,
T. P. McGOWAN,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency, Room 4,
First National Hauls Building, Port,
land, Maine
ar27dtf

N. B.
Summer Arrangement.
On ami alter Monday, Mav 14. steamers will
leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 30 p. m. Returning leave St. John, Kastport aud Lubec Mon-

days andd'rhiav.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination.
{[^“Freight received up to -4.00
p.m.
For tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
Ttree Ticket Office, g?0 Mid e st reet, or for
other information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf foot ot State street.

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.
Prom

July 3rd to October 1st.

Steamers will leave i'ailroad Wharf, Portland,
for B >ston, on Tuesday and Saturday.
During
Julv the hour of leaving will be 7 a. in. During
August and September will leave at 8.37 a. m.
J. F. LISCOMB. Sunt,
11. P
HERSEY, A gent.
may tf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Summer

Beginning Aug. 12th steamers leave Portland Pier at. 2.oo p. in. for
Cousin’s, Littlejohn’s, Oreat Chebeague. (Hamilton’s LandOrr's
Hast
Island,
ing)
Harpswell, Sebasco,
Small Point Harbor and Cundy’s Harbor.
Return leave Cundy’s Harbor at 6.00 a. m.,
Seuasco 6.20 a. n»„ small Point Harbor O. iO a.
m., Orr’s Island 8.30 a. m., Chebeague 0.15a.
rn., Liitletolm’s 9.30 a. ni I 'ousln’s 9.35 a. m.
.1. II. MCDONALD, Man *ser.
a u u 13d If

Montreal

to

Liverpool.

From Montreal.

From

Quebec.
Aug. vB, nay light. Aug. 25, 2 p. m.
Dominion.
Camhroman, Sept, l, daylight. Sept. 1, 2 p. m.
•Roman,
Sept, «, daylight, direct.
Vancouver, Sept. 15, daylight. Sept. 15, 2 p. m
*J.’hls steamer does not carry passengers.
Steamer.

Boston to Liverpool via.
New

Wed., Aug. 15,

England,
RATES OF

Queenstown.
From Boston.

Steamer.

l p.

m

PASSAGE.

First Cabin—$60.09 and up.
Relnrn$114.00 and up, according to steamer and
accommodation.
Second Cabin—$37,50 to $42.59.
Return,
$71.25 to $80.75.
London,
Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry,
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow, $23.50 to
$25.50. Srearage out fit furnished free.
Apply to T. P. McUOWaN, 420 Congress
street, J. B. KEATING, room 4, First National Bafilt Building, CHARLES ASHTON. 9+7A
Congress street and Congress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE Si CO., Montreal.

j)y26dtf

“EX El'UT ■« ir.ES’l\OTI€Er~~
subscribers hereby give notice that they
THEhave
been duly appointed Executrices of

last Will and Testament of
HENRY P. DEWEY, late of Portland,
in tho County of C umbealaad. deceased. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are des‘red to present tho same
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quested to maiee payment immediately.
Si’PHRON I AW. DEWEY.
LIZZIE 11. MERRILL.
th8

Portland, July 31,1900.

iuigldlaw3wS*

1, 1900.

For Forest City Landing,Peaks Island,
5.46, 6.45, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00 11.00 a. IX., 12.00,
12.30, 1.45, 2.15, 3,00. 3.45, 4.30. 5.30. 6.15, 7.00, 7.30,
8.00, 9.30 p. m.
Return, 6.20. 7.20, 8.15, 9.30. 10.20, 11.30 a. Hi.,
12.20, 1.00.2.15, 2,35, 3.20. 4.05, 5.00, 5.45, 6.30. 7.30,
8.20, 9.00,10.15 i>. m., or at clo^e ol entertainment.

For Cnslllilg’l Island, 0.45, 7.45, 9.00, l '.Ol),
11.00 a. m., 12.39, 1.45, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30,6.15,7.00,
8.00, 9.30 p. m.
Return, 7.05, 8.00, 9.15. 10.30. 11.20, a. m.,
12.45. 2.00, 2.45, 3.30, 4 45. 0.40, 7.15, 8.30. 9.45
p.

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT CO.

Arrangements, July

m.

For I.'lttle and Great Diamond Islands,
Tretfethen and
Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 6.15, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. 111., 12.00
rn., 2.00, 3.00, 4.2ft. 5.30. 6.15, 7.30 9.30 p. 111.
Return—Leave Little Diamond, 0.25,
7.20, 8.15, 9.16, 10.15, 11.45 a. HI., 1.15, 3.15, 4.10,
5.35. 6.40. 8.40, 10.40 p. 111.
Return—Leave Great Diamond, 6.2), 7 15,
8.10,9.10, io.io, 11.40 a. m., 1.10, 3.10,4.05,5.30,
6.35, 8.35. 10.35 p. rn.
Return
Leave Trelethcn’s, <1,15, 7.10,8.05,
9.05, 10.06, 11.35 a. m„ 1.05, 3.05, 4.00, 5.25,0.30,
8.30,10.30 p. m.
—

Return—Leave Evergreen, 6.10, 7.05, 8.00,
9.00, 10.00 11.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 3.55, 5.2', 0.25,
8.25,10.25 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 0,15,
8.00, 9.00, 10.30 U. m., 12.00 Ml.. 2.00, 3.00, 4.20,
6.30. 6.15 7.30, 9,30 P. m.
Return—Li ftve Ponce’s Landing, Long
Island, (i.00, 6.55, 7.50, 8.60, 9.50,11.20 a. III.,
12.50, 2.ij0, 3.45, 5.10, 6.15, 6.55, 8.13, 10.15 p. in.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
IsFor Forest City Landing, Peaks
land, 7.00, 8.00, 9 00, 10.00, 11.00 a. Ul. 12,20,
2.15, 3.15, 3.45, 4.45, 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00 a.
rn., 12.20, 2.15, 3.45, 4.45. 0.15, 7.30 p. 111.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
and Evergreen Landings,
Trcfetbcns
Peaks Island, 7.00. 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 a. UJ„ 12.15,
2.00, 3.15. 4.20, 5.15, 6 15, 7.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
7.00, 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 it. 111., 12.15, 2.00, 3.15, 4.20
5. 5, 7.30 p. in.
11.00 p. m., for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, Saturday liiglits only.
Tickets sold

over

this line to the Gem

Theatre.
Unavoidable delays excepted, aud subject to
change without notice.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
Utf
ju3Q

T BI W JElriii LY 8AILO «8.

From Boston
From

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday,
Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
and Friday,

From Cen'ir*\ Wharf. Boston, 8 p.m. From
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at § p. no.
surauce effected at offlcs.
Freights for the West by the Penn. It. R. and
South forwarded by connecting lines.
Round Trip $18.9(1.
Passage $13.03.
Meats and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WINGfe,
Agent, Central wharf, Boston.
General
IS. 5. SAMPSON, Treasurer
and
Manager, Ml State St* Ffske Building, Boston,
OCL&Uitl
| Mu&k

THE

PRESS.

KEW

& MOULTON

WOODBURY

SONS OF VETERANS.

---

NEW

«

Annual Picnic and Out-

ing at Underwood.

Oren Hooner's Sons.

Now For a Sail—Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
Win ted.
McDonald Steamboat Co.
AUCTION.
Goog n & Marble.
New Wants, For Sale, To Bet, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will bo found on
page ti under appropriate heads.

Dinner Under Trees Followed by

Speeches.

Lowden,

a

Gavel

Presented

Cum-

berland Association,

The

Universallsts

to hold

are

a

grove

Sebago Lake, August 19th.
speakers are Rev. Q. FI.
Among the
Shinn, D. D., of Cambridge, Mas3., and
Rev. C. A. Hayden of Augusta. Music
will be furnished by Portland talent. A
at

<oordial invitation is extended to all.
The Veteran Firemen will attend the
muster at Waltham today, and will be
accompanied by the Westbrook band.
The Carlton Furniture oompany has

Spoils

of

Various

Kinds

Fol-

lowed Dinner.

and Mrs. Morse Cole and daughter
guests of A, B. Cole of Avon street.
Mrs,George W.Stearns and. Mrs Arthur

Mr
are

L,
Edgecomb have returned from a
week's visit to the Maritime provinces.
Among the former residentsjnow visiting Portland are Mr. and airs. X. John
Little of New York.
air. and airs, T W. Jarmen are at Win-

throp.
Dr. Harry Nickerson left Tuesday for
his vacation which e will^spend at Canton, where Mrs. N ickerson has been for
several weeks.
aiiss Eleanor Samson and Miss Marion
airs.
are v isiting their sister,
Samson
Grant aieDonald.
airs. Charles A.

Robinson and Jliss
Christine McCarthy have returned from
their visit to the Paris exposition.
air. and airs.
Plummer of Philadelphia are at airs. Jacobson’s, Winter and
Pine streets,
air, Robert

Wayne of the aicCullum
leaves next week to enjoy a
company
three weeks in the
vacation of two or
Catskills Mountains, previous to going to
Louisville, Ky to join the aieffert Eagle
stock company, air. Wayne will be with
this company during th9 coming saasoD
and will
open in “The Great Ruby.”
air. Wayne has made many friends dur
ing his stay in Portland this summer
and all will wish him the utmost success.
Mr. George M. Thomas of the iirm of
J. H. Hamlen & Son, who has been stationed at Little Rock, Ark., since last
fall, arrived at his home in this city aionday to spend a fortnig ht.
airs, W. P. Carr of Glenwood avenue,
returned Monday from a two weeks’ outing at Great Chebeague, and is now entertaining Mrs, H. A. Barton of Newport, N. H.
Mr. Ralph Paine, formerly of Norridgewock, Me., a graduate of Yale, is a newswith the allies on
paper correspon teat
their march to Pekin, air. Paine has
relatives in this city. He went through
the Cuban war as a
correspondent and
has b8en in the Philippines.
An

exclusive line
of men’s walking
sticks and umbrellas at Willis A. Cate’s,
jeweler, No, 573 Congress street.
UXtUiiiVXtU X'XJIUX,.

Next Sunday the steamer Forest Queen
will make two trips to this famous pier,
one at 9.530 and again at 2.
Old Orchard
come
to Portland as the
people can
steamer will leave there at 11 and here at
2 on the return.
TO

BOS-

Some fifty members of the
Portland
Veteran Firemen’s
association went to
Boston last evening. This morning they
will go to Waltham ^where they will take
part in the muster of the New England
League of Firemen. The Portland voter

expect to make

a

good showing. They

assembled at their hall on South street
escorted by the Presumpscot band of
Westbrook marched up Spring to High,
to Congress, to Middle, to Franklin and
thence to Franklin wharf where
they
boarded the steamer Governor Dingley.
all
were
uniformed
and attracted
They
much
favorable
attention
as
they
marched through the streets.
They will
return by steamer on Friday night
nnd

What Shall We Have tor Dessert ?

The annual picnic and outing of the
Cumberland County association, Sons of
Veterans was held yesterday at Underwood Spring park and was fairly well at-

baking! simply add boiling water and
set to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a packyour grocers

today",

had conducted

Mr. Freeman was then heard and arlie brought out
over an hour.
all of thfe big books of the defunct firm
and took several of them up to the desk
of the court that Judge Webb might per-

when

bilious

BUY THE GENUINE

It

Congress Street.

S to prevent scratching the
35 clamps to make it firm.

AUCTIONWednesday, August £2ml at

lO
o’clock a. in., on Hie premises
in Gin ciic, tlie farm of the late
C. J. Stoddard, also known us

CALIFORNIA FIG STRUPCO.
SAN FRANCISCO,
LOUISVILLE KY.

for sale by druggists

keeper Deering took his vacation, and
that Mr. York had charge of the books.”

CAL.

YORK, N.Y.
price 50t per bottle.

—

NEW

MOST

A
cels in is

partwine Bundle

a

made

Bag,

for

thing
carrying
of

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Thomas B. Skolfield of Brunswick to
Frank C. Haddock of Lynn, a lot of land
at Mere Point, in consideration of $1.
Agnes E. Boody of Malden, Mass., to
Cora J. Murray of Portland, a parcel of,
land located on westerly side of Washington avenue, East Deering, in consideration of $1 and other values.
George L. Fowler of Cape Elizabeth to
John T. Jenks of said town,a lot of land
located in Spurwink district in consideration of $1 and other values.
Angeline Harding of Gorham to Margaret Ellen Harding of said town, one
half In common of a lot of land with
buildings in said town.
Alvin Murray of Portland to Agnes E.
Boody of Malden, Mass., a lot of land on
westerly side of Washington avenue,
East Deering, for §1 and other considerations.
Harriet P. Brazier of Portland to Lucy
L. Brazier of same plafte, a parcel of land
with the buildings
on westerly side of
Chestnut street, for §1 and other considerations.

table

X
X
g

shown,

The

Mariota, formerly

city, arrived.

She

Auctioneers.
aug l ;th,sat,tu3t

“furniture

square,”

is

The

Miss Helen
Thomas, who made a score or 69. The
solid silver cup for the best net soore,
was won by Mrs, Bion Bradbury, soore,
62.
The Portland Golf club team will play
a team from Poland Spring on the Portand links next Saturday.

by

glass
ing opened today. A bit
early for supplying autumn wants perhaps, but
the steady upward ten.
dency

things

of the
made

visable.
finest

cost

♦

It

of all

line

much the

cf

engraved

£

©
©

©I

3
3

Tumblers we’ve shown.
A

of tnls

final

Bathing

5

3

HAY’S
3 Cornered

©

Pharmacy,

51 I

I

©

£
c*
C

LAMB HELD FOR TRIAL.

word

j

10 cts.

and Samuel L, Bates. The
liabilities
are about
$t,0U0, Mr, Bates,
one of th e
assignees, says that the firm
will probably bo able to pay 100 cents on
the dollar.

|

£

If the old

<

j

Thursday,

quite up

loose stones

singly

worn out

to date and you

of

a

four

good

1-1

looking

and

over onr

stock

wo

find

a

I

SaU)

goods which must be mM'k
loft over from last week’s sale a.

few summer

fore our fall goods are opened.
Somo were
some were marked down for this sale.

_

you know,
and'if you are there only
for a day the need of a
suitable

bathing

suit

for

surf

is

imperative.
There’s a good stock
of them here, men’s and
^
women’s, also boys’ and
girls’, and while prices
were never

them

are

hisrh

some

marked

to accelerate the

4444

_

Kimonos, some made of figured lawn and some plain whito with cakr?:
trimmings, price was $2.50, now $1.98.
•19c. 3 striped Dressing Sacques, were C9e, now 49e.
7 5c. Balance of tho $1.00 Dressing Sacques, white and colors, 75c,
98c.
20 Lawn Dressing Sacques, in whito and colors all new goods, fries

44^

I Our Jewelry Stef

sea-

season

j

$2.29.

|

4

Come

X♦

yon everything usually found in
a first class jewelry
establish-

About 20 Silk Waists, some plain colors, all sizes, former price $
$3.79.
X
$3.98. 12 Silk Waists in white and evening shades, same as we hare roll
T i $0.00, now $3.98.
4
79c.
About 75 Whito Lawn Waists, all new goods, sold all tho season ttc
j $1.00 to 1.39, for this sale 79c.
♦
98c. 50 Whito Lawn Waists, all sizes, former pric03 $1.50, 1.69 and 1.75, »s»

X

ment.

4

packed with everything

4

is

X4

the Jewelry line.
most

complete
to

We

have

4

in
the

the

city.

wo can

show

stock in

^■^tore

new

$3.79.

I nnd 5.00,

now

X

37c.

t

McKenney, !

|

of

selling.

THE

1 lot of colored Percalo Shirt Waists, former price 50c to 75c, sot ft
1 lot of Percale Waists, all this year’s goods, former
price* $L£ »
now 62c.

4

Monument

*

jly20dtf5thor8tlip

| 1.39,

Xj

JEWELER,

|

Square.

*

444444444444 44444444

steamboat

; were $1.39 and 1.50, to close at 98c.
$2.29. 1 small lot of Silk Waists, samo as wo have sold at $3.25, for this so.

C2c.

down

444444?

1 small lot of Linen Skirts, wero $1.39,
$1.00 Linen Skirts, 7-5c.
$2.50. 1 lot of fine Brown Linen Skirts, samo
87c.

a 4
have any #
you would like
or
in combina- f

J

we
a

can

mount-

furnish

special
required.

CONGRESS

4

Engle

r

ST.

$

EAGLES

AT

OBSERVATION

Wrappers, somo made of Percale, some of Lawu, for*-A*
prices $1.25to 1.50, to clean up tho stock tho price will ba 89c.
The September “Designer” and Standard Patterns have arrived.

Tclcpconc

I<)<><» 4.

FOLSOM,

i

LOOK

EVERYWHERE.-

BOOTIIBY,

spend

RIVEliTON.

R1VERTON PARTY.
Mf. Frank E. Webb of Westbrook entertained a small party of friends at dinner in the red room at Riverton
casino
last evening.

|

men

DOW

abstain

db

look-

F0REST CITY DY£ HOUSE and
Sleam Carpe'. Cleansing Works
13 Preble St., Opp, Preble House.

Cure Your Piles.

FOSTER’S

CLOTHING A SPECIALTY.

Kid Gloves Cleansed Evorv
Day.

^

tno

Horn

Hr.

Hark

Bristol," Canta

Bjtrbadoss.
paul by master

will he

augi6U3t*

as no

IlYAN &

n

3SW'

i.awrpnra

bills of their contracting
consignees.

or

VELSKY, Consignees.

to

|

FREE

nothing
®
*^} J’®*
sufferers from I’lles,
< in o.
I wm cured wlthoiit
tiu> uso ot a knife, find
Tin business duties. 8ellrt •’J®
enclose stamp. Triflers
*
wish only to netp tftoie who rm
*•
lesaly, as I once did. Ad'lrell.
26,i<3wi9toa, Me.
1 have

at*

■i

PINKHAM-

NOTICE.

at

LADIES’

They

re.

ing shabby when they can have
their clotntug dyed or cleansed
ami pressed by
tailor s press-

with their friends went to Riverton

attended the concert and ■entertainment
at the rustic theatre.

companies represented by us.
conflagration proof.

hereby
city

it’s a thousand tiroes better te
littlo time in finding tho best

lect your insurance.
t
While you are looking, investigate tb#

NOTICE.

Cyprus Temple, Knights of the Golden

a

spend yoars of regret afteryo® (i
ow
property is destroyed, and you can't

V. P. & Gen’l Man.

are

||

than to

cream

A LX i’EltSOIiis

ii^’.mcapo

look

sun*,

CARS

Mu ciftilly requested to
i oui hoing: uround the

an

everywhere and got thebw
Don't be persuaded by plausible
1
nients.
Don't buy for friendship's Mt*
Don't pay out a penny until you #*.

GEO. F. EVANS

Geu’l Pass. & Ticket Agt..

in
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When you take out

icy,

FOK THE NOTCH RIDE
F. E.

park yesterday afternoon on a special cai
where they enjoyed a lunch and sociable,
In the evening the members of the
party

have sold at 13.0ft ^
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FABYANS

F. M. CALDERWOOD’S,
534- Congress St.
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designs f

Geo. H.Griffen

Boy capable of working:

87c.

and $5.00, now $2.50.
89c.
About 200

EXCURSION

co,

now

75c.

M. C. R. R.

WANTED.

and ice
£ confectionery
department. Call at

making

We make any kind of
or Pin
mounting to order
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you

tion, let us see wdiat
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change, or if
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OWEN, MOORE & CO.
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about

weeks still left of the
beach

A quiet and very pleasant wedding occurred at the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Enoch Hatch of Bristol Mills on Wednesday evening, August 8 at eight o’clock, being the marriage of their daughter Hattie
M., to Mr. Thomas Steer of Fortland.
There were a number of friends of the
family present to witness the ceremony,
and about 8 30 the guests were taken to
the dining room
where was
spread a
bountiful collation, which was served to
the guests by Mrs.Hatch and Mrs.Emery.
Many nice and useful presen ts were given
to the bride, and amid much pleasantry
the guests took their departure shortly
after ten wishing the happy couple many
Mr. and Mrs.
happy years together.
Steer will be at home in Fortland after
September 1st.

ing.
Rmg
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HOOPER

BARGAINS

j

Middle St.

©

Goods.

There’s

STEER—HATCH.

If

{
*;

i

at the islands and carry a bundle
basket, will appreciate having your
parcel sent to the wharf. Orders
left with us will be delivered at
any desired trip.
Add a quart of Hay's Fruit Punch
to your list.
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is
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glass
early buying ad-

makes

WEDDINGS.

set up

r

F. D. FOLSOM

stock of crysTumblers is be-

new

tal

owned by Mr. W.

I MOUNT-

was won

?

The apron i5

SONS.
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ORR’S ISLAND. NAPLES.

score

r

and solid

first floor.

OREN

clasp

Sunday Excursion

best gross

one

polished quartered oak,

in the basement.

H. Beacon.
The sloop Hydrad of Boston, came in.
She is owned by Mr. Elliott.

not

?

of the best round ones we have

12

oii magnates.
The
sloop

or

and ^

top,

standard and the legs are especially
The feet are beautifully carved by hand. Sfou!
strong and massive.
It’s shown in
ball bearing castors permit of easy moving about.

regular valise top
capable of holding a
dozen small packages securely without danger of
All sizes
losing them.

McDonald

The ladies’ monthly handicap
tournament of the Portland Golf club, occurred
The solid silver cup for the
yesterday.

table

f. i. day,
Administrator,

googin & marble,

C. M. Lamb of North Windham was arbefore Commissioner William
raigned
Bradley yesterday forenoon,charged with
sending obscene literature through the
-TO_
REUNION OF PIKE FAMILY.
mails.
He deposited a letter containing
The reunion of the Pike family will be
therein
indecent
matter, in the post
held
jb Salisbury, Mass., Tuesday, and office at West GAiy.
Wednesday,
September 11 and 12, 1900.
The respondent appeared without counAll
the Crawford Notch of
persons of this name or descended sel and pleaded 'guilty.
District Attor-To_
Interested
in com- ney Isaac W. Dyer conducted the case for
therefrom, and all
the White Mountains also to
the life and deeds of that. the government. Lamb was held in $500
memorating
bonds for appearance at the September
“Great English Commoner,” the “Worterm of the District court at Bath.
shipful Major Robert Pike” of SalisSteamer leaves Portland Pier at 10 a, m. Sun
are
bury,
respectfully requested to b3
day, Aug 19tli, f• >r C >usin s, Littlejohn’s, Great
and Orr’s Island.
Cliebeague
|
Accommodations
can
had
be
present.
lleturn—Leave Orr’s Island at 3 p, m. ! Leave Portland 9.30 a. m.
(k I Ct Ot
* : Chebeagus,
Arrive Naples, 11.15 a. m.
3)l«OU
at Hotel
4.15 p, m.; Littlejohn's, 4.30 p. m.
Cushing, Salisbury Beach, for
Arrive Fabyans, 12.50 p. m. The
Hoi, it <1
! Cousin’s, 4.40 p. m.
meals or lodging, providing due notice
Trio to either
Fare, round trip to Orr’s Island, 50 cents, Leave Fabyans. 2.:;o p. m.
is given in advance to C. L. Pike, Saco,
Leave
other ian tings, 25 cents.
2.15
in.
Naples,
FABYANS
or
can
be
oh
p.
Dinuer
Arrive Portland. 5.35 p. m.
mined at Orr’s Isiand.auglCd3t
NAPLES.
Me.
WINNERS IN LADIES’ TOURNAMENT.

stay. | ^

middle

The

richly carved.

and

UUICIIU.

to

adapted to j

4 feet 6 Inches in diameter.

is

top

and

Court adjourned at a few minutes past
five o’clock until this morning when it is
expected Mr. Freeman will conclude his

Is

here

shown

We have it in both

X
X mahogony.

strong

open fishnet with

The
ever

situated about 1-3of a mile from Greeie depot on Main street leading from Lewiston to
Greene. 170 acres; nice buildings; cuts large
amount of bay; 1000 apple trees, raised 1300
bids, apples In 189(5; elder mill and nice cemented ce lar for cider 70 feet long. A large amount,
of personal property will be sold, consisting of
all Kinds of farming’tools, five cows and other
stock; also the furniture.
If stormv sale will take place next fair day.

conven-

ient

^

THE A. B. DONNELL FARM

Portland, Aug. 16, 1900.

Mr. Freeman continued on in this line
for some time when he was suddenly interrupted by the court, “I don't know as
these men did any different
in
their
transactions,” remarked Judge Webb,
“than many other merchants do in their
business.
this and
You can't go into
point out these errors and soy they were
responsible for all the mistakes in the accounts.”

pretty,

contrary,?

come

well

so

tops,

MANF D. BY

—

shape

so

the

table has

dining
is

to

|

794-796

TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL EFFECTS

“The evidence all shows,”!said
Mr.
Freeman at one point in his argument,
“that Mr. Woodbury showed the utm ost
indifference regarding the manner in
which his books were kept.
Ignoranoe of
their own books was an
ignorance of
their duty. It has been shown that along
about the twentieth day of October Book-

g

costive.

or

predictions

numbers so
X decorations-—seats any
|
It
can
awkwardness.
without
X easily
been-j
X larged too, and still keep its round shape,
X by merely using one of our whitewood extra |
which are provided with felt cushions?
X

Elwell,

O. C.

Presents in the most acceptableform
the laxative principles ofplants
Itn own to act most beneficially.

sonally examine the records,

ilJL

X The

all

odd

Cleanses the System
Gently and Effectually

aa-

juged bankrupts,

round

X the

Ac/sfJeasant/y andfromptly.

legal

gued for

Despite

eggs can be in a store,
unless the hens are kept
laying under the counter.

meeting

A portion
formal sports were indulged.
of the pkrty remained at the park during
the evening to attend the concert and entertainment at the park theatre.

C. W. HULL & CO., ASSIGN.
This question arises in the family every
Let us answer it today. Try" Jel!-o.
C. W. Hull & Co
dealers in clothing,
a dolicous and hoalthful dessert.
Pre- made an
to Frank
pared in two minutes. No boiling! no I. Mooreassignment yesterday

at

their business especially
during the last few weeks preceding their
assignment, November 1st of last year.
Mr,Verrill went into the details and concluded by maintaining that his
clients

m

as

At both sessions
Referee
yesterday
Standish.
Fierce and Trustee
both of
Coombs,
After the business meeting remarks for
whom have been prominent In the case,
the good of the order were made by Diwere present.
vision Councillor, J. Emery Coulter ol
Needham, Mass., an honorary member of
HARBOR NOTES.
the association, Past Col. A. M. Soule
Junior
Vice
Commander
Division
and
Items of Interest Picked Up Along the
Major Edwin A. Merritt of Portland.
Water Front.
Division Councillor J. Emery Coulter
of Needham, Mass., at the conclusion of
The schooner W.
H. Smith arrived
his interesting remarks presented in a
graceful speech a neat gavel presented to from Digby, N. S., with 00,000 feet of
&
of Knoxville, lumber consigned to J. H. Hamlen
him In 1898 in the city
Tenn while in attendance upon a meet- Co.
The
coal for Capt. Archibald’s new
ing of the national organization of Sons
steamer which is to take the place of the
of Veterans. The gavel was owned by a
taken on the Merryin
that Merryconeag was
camp of Confederate Veterans
also
city, and presented through its com- coneag yesterday. The same steamer
of radiators to Capt, Blanco,
mander, to Mr. Coulter, who In turn has carried a lot
is at Fort Clyde.
presented it to the Cumberland County wno
The U. S. despatch boat Dolphin, arassociation of Sons of Veterans for their
The gavel was accepted with appro- rived at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
use.
The 6team yacht Kanaka arrived from
priate remarks on the part of the associaNew York, having her owner on board,
tion by President George L. Seabury.
various in- Mr. F. W. Dunton, one of the Standard
After the business

day.

age

ago eggs.
The “latest” eggs right
from the nest are necessary for a perfect omelet.
We have them as fresh

resumed in the afterMr. Verrill occupied some time in
presenting the side of his clients in
answering the specifications made against
them by Mr, Freeman.
One by one the
noon.

NEXT SUNDAY.

TON.

ans

hardly expect to
make satisfactory coffee
with chicory; no more can
you make a light, finely
flavored omelet with long-

Harmon,

FEBSONAEs.

GO

You’d

paid out-

had

had pursued a perfectly proper and
course in applying to the court to be

organized at Portland for the purfurpose of carrying on a general house
nishing business with $50,000 capital tended, although the number present was
The not as large as last year, largely due to
of which 1000 is paid in.
stcck,
officers are: President and treasurer, L. the threatening condition of the weather.
Carleton of Portland.
Among the number were members of
Ladles’
train over the Mountain di- the G. A. R, Relief Corps and
The 8.50
vision
morning was heavily Aid societies, from different parts of the
yesterday
laden
with members of the Maine Free country.
devoted to
The morning hours were
Baptist and Methodist associations bound
on their annual excursion through the general sociability and at noon the party
Crawford Notch.
gathered under the trees, where a basket
At two o’clock the
Mr. Lewis O’Donoghue of the General lunch was enjoyed.
Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y., annual business meeting was held, with
and Mr. Richard F, O’Donoghue of the President George L.Seabury of Yarmouth
Navy Department at Washington, D. in the chair. The following officers were
their father, Col. elected for the ensuing year:
are
visiting
C.,
South
President—Fred
H, Brown,
O'Donoghue.
Petitions in
bankruptcy have teen Standish.
Vice Presidents—F. H.
Drinkwater,
filed in
the TJ. S. court by Adolphus
Yarmouth; Andrew C. Cloudman, CumRugh, Bidleford; Edgar W. Cappers, berland Mills; Wesley L. Gribbln, PortAugusta; Edgar D. Mitchell, Fairfield; land; Charles L. Carr, Freeport; Charles
W. Welch, Standish; Charles B. HannaWalter J. Baker, Salem.
E. N. Courson,
Col.
ford,
Gorham;
of
the
The Willing Worker’s
society
Brunswick; John L. Tubbs, Edes Falls.
Immanuel Lutheran church, met yesterExecutive Committee—Ivory C. Farr,
day with Misses Christine and Ida John- Gorham; E. O. Colby, Brunswick; Major
E, A. Merritt, Portland; Kendall Smith,
Misses Julia
43 Forest avenue.
sen,
Edes Falls; E. H. Canon, Freeport; D.
Johnson and Hilda Andrien of Lowell, F. Cousens, Standish; Charles L.Greene,
Yarmouthville.
Mass ,were present at the mseting^
J.
Treasurer—Albert
Secretary and
been

VETERAN FIREMEN

Success

dore C. Woodbury and Edward H. York,
the two members of the
defunct firm,
testified.
They gave direct testimony
which tended to corroborate their former
evidence.
Mr. Woodbury stated that his
salary as one of the officers of the Omaha
Water company had been turned over to
this

MAINE’S GREATEST STORE.
-JH

£
K

and Moulton
hearing
of Judge
again occupied the attention
Webb in the United States District court
yesterday. In the morning session Theo-
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Woodhury

several specifications were taken up by
Mr. Verrill, who explained at length the
manner in which Woodbury and Moulton

again.
meeting

Omelet

standing bills.
Th9 nearing was

former pastor,
will preach at the Free Baptist church
next Sunday at 10.30 a. m. Many of his
be glad to hear him
old friends will
M.

The

his wife who with

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Rev. J.

I

Day Yesterday.

El well.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Frank M. Low.
Standard Clothing Co.
Sclilotterbeck & Foss Co.
Notice.
F. D. Folsom'

I

Case in United States District Court All
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